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Ad-hoc Group Urges Bathhouses 
to Post AIDS Warnings 
Some Fear Pride Parade Visitors will Spread AIDS 
by Konstantin Berlandt & Wayne April 

Gay bathhouse owners were 
summoned to a meeting last 
week held at Metropolitan Com- 
munity Church in the Castro to 
discuss a response to the AIDS 
crisis. 

According to Lawrence Wil- 
son, whose signature was on the 
letter sent out to business 
owners, and Rev. Jim Sandmire, 
who chaired the meeting, the 
gathering was called to find out 
what, if anything, the sex estab- 
lishments were doing to educate 
their customers about AIDS, 
especially in light of the thou- 

sands of visitors who would be 
flooding into the city for the an- 
nual Lesbian/Gay Pride Parade 
June 26. 

“The idea for the meeting 
came out of a meeting we were 
having with Harry Britt on the 
AIDS funding resolution, and 
conversation naturally evolved to 
what was going to happen when 
all those people hit the bath- 
houses. We were very con- 
cerned.” 

Wilson said they didn’t want 
to panic people by having a big 

Supervisors Pass 
AIDS Funding 11-0 
City to Spend Over $2 Million 

  

Rink) 

With relatively little discus- 
sion, the Board of Supervisors 
voted unanimously Monday in 
favor of a resolution authorizing 
up to $2.1 million for AIDS proj- 
ects. The resolution itself does 
not state a hard and fast figure, 
but there was ‘agreement to the 
general level of funding needed,” 
according to Supervisor Harry 
Britt, who co-sponsored the bill 
along with Supervisor John 
Molinari. 

The resolution does not 
specify what groups will get 
what amount of funding. The 
original resolution did and was 
criticized for favoring one group 

over another and for funding 

overlapping services. These 
problems were hashed out at a 
joint meeting of the Board's 
Finance and Health committees 
last week. 

Under the current resolution, 

programs will have to be review- 

ed by Mayor Feinstein; Roger 

on AIDS Projects 

Supervisor Britt confers with AIDS program director Rick Crane. (Photo: 

¥ 3 

    
Boas, the city’s Chief Adminis- 
trative Officer; and the city’s 
Department of Health before 
being submitted to the Board of 
Supervisors for approval. Britt 
said he didn’t expect any 
“wrangling” over funding pro- 
posals once they reach the 
Board. 

The city is expected to provide 
funds to the AIDS & KS Foun- 
dation, the Shanti Project, 
Operation Concern, the AIDS 
Clinic at San Francisco General, 
and to general AIDS screening 
and education programs. It re- 
mains unclear whether any 
money will be appropriated for 
pure research, which many 
believe should be funded by the 
federal government. 

The $2.1 million proposed by 
the Board is in addition to $2 
million already budgeted for 
AIDS by the city’s Department 
of Public Health for the coming 
fiscal year. @® 

  

public meeting on the issue, but 
they did feel that some kind of 
meeting was “‘the responsible 
thing to do.” 

Britt's office agreed to co- 
operate with the idea by sending 
out the letters to the business 
owners. Besides stating the rea- 
son for the meeting, the letter of- 
fered suggestions for educating 
customers about AIDS and ad- 
vice to the business owners on 
improving hygiene. Suggested 
wording for both the information 
sheet and proposed posted notice 
were included. Basically, they 
warn against too many partners 
and the sharing of bodily fluids. 
“For example, evidence indicates 
that having someone cum in 
your mouth or ass may greatly 
increase your risk of the disease,” 
the notice states. 

The meeting itself was “al! 
very positive,” according to 
Sandmire, although he did 
acknowledge that the meeting 
organizers had to ‘overcome 
some initial hesitancy’’ on that 
part of the business owners who 
didn’t know what to expect. 

“We had to dispel some suspi- 

(Continued on next page) 

  

  

    
The 5th annual Harvey Milk Birthday Commemoration activities brought 

out a crowd on Castro Street Sunday, including some who decided to take 

advantage of the sun at the same time. (Photo: Rink) 
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Raines Trial begins 
Was Arts Director Fired Because He Is Gay? 
by George Mendenhall 

When Michael Raines was dismissed as director of the city’s War Memorial Board early in 

1980 he claimed that he had been dismissed because he is Gay. This week the civil trial began 

in which Raines is contending that the board’s chair, Philip Boone, plotted the dismissal pro- 

cedure because he does not like homosexuals. 

Raines was dismissed in a 
quick, callous session of the 
board at 10:33 a.m. on January 
30, 1980. Three of the directors 
who had supported Raines de- 
cided not to attend the session. 
The eight present voted to dis- 
miss him and demanded that he 
hand over his keys and clear out 
of his office within 24 hours. The 
dismissal session took less than 
30 minutes. Raines left the 
meeting and stood alone outside 
and briefly wept. 

The defiant Raines later said 
he would file suit against the city 
trustees because “‘I want to see 
to it that this kind of old- 
fashioned bigotry is never per- 
mitted in San Francisco again.” 
He charged Boone ‘““manipulat- 
ed this board into terminating 
me out of hostility to Gays in 
positions of responsibility. The 
trustees’ action was blatantly 
anti-Gay.” 

Boone replied that Raines 
“had 14 months in that position 
to win the admiration and re- 
spect of this group and he did 
not do so.” 

Raines contends that the turn- 
ing point may have been a 1979 
concert in which he scheduled 
Sylvester, a Gay disco singer, in 
the Opera House. Some direc- 
tors, including Boone, did not 
like this even though the house 
was sold out. They let Raines 
know of their discontent and 
shortly thereafter a private 
search firm was hired to seek a 
new director. 

The directors established a 
new position title for the Direc- 
tor of the Performing Arts Cen- 
ter. It now includes the new 
Davies Symphony Hall as well 
as Herbst Theatre, the Zeller- 
bach Rehearsal Halls, the Vet- 
erans Building, and the Opera 
House. 

Raines says he was convinced 
that he would be included in the 
selection of a new director, but 
instead the private search firm 
excluded him. He testified on 
Tuesday that the firm only talk- 
ed with him in a cursory man- : 
ner and he did not think it was Michael Raines (Photo: Rink) 

a formal interview. Raines said 

(Continued on next page) 

  
   



    

Grow for AB 
100 Attend Capitol Seminar 
by George Mendenhall 

Church/Labor Endorsements 

State-wide activists met last weekend in Sacramento to analyze the Assembly vote status of 
AB-1 and to map a strategy for its passage. Over 100 activists — many from central, rural areas 
and Southern California — studied lobbying techniques. They returned to their districts and 
will attempt to move reluctant legislators to vote for the Gay jobs equality bill. 

Assemblyman Art Agnos 
proudly announced that the 
number of endorsements he and 
his staff have obtained is increas- 
ing daily. Newspaper support 
now includes the prestigious Los 
Angeles Times in the southland 
and three major central state 
newspapers — the Gilroy 
Dispatch, the Bakersfield Cali- 
.fornian, and the Sacramento 
Bee. 

The Capitol workshop session 
concluded with an agreement 
that a statewide AB-1 Religious 
Outreach Week will be held Sep- 
tember 5-11 if the bill passes the 
Assembly. The measure will 
probably be on the Assembly 
floor in June if Agnos decides to 
call for a vote. The author does 
not currently have the necessary 
votes for passage. However, he 
may call the legislation forward 
anyway to determine where the 
votes are. The bill easily passed 
through the Assembly Judiciary 
and Ways and Means commit- 
tees. It now appears that it could 
pass the conservative Senate 
Judiciary committee — if it 
passes the Assembly itself. 

RELIGIOUS APPROVAL 

Endorsements have been re- 

ceived from the Roman Catho- 
lic Bishop of Sacramento, Fran- 
cis Quinn (not related to SF Ar- 
chbishop John Quinn), the SF 
Archdiocese Commission on 
Social Justice, and Rev. Ray- 
mond Decker, a Catholic diocese 
official in Oakland. San Fran- 
cisco’s Archbishop Quinn has re- 
fused to endorse AB-1, although 
he told the SF Chronicle recent- 
ly, “I would be opposed to dis- 
crimination against the human 
rights and civil rights of anyone.” 

Joining the growing list of re- 
ligious endorsements is the Unit- 
ed Church of Christ, the United 
Methodist Church and the Cali- 
fornia Church Council. Rabbi 
Malcolm Sparer, President of 
the Northen California Board of 
Rabbis, and Rabbi John Rosove, 
Congregation Sherith Israel in 
San Francisco, have also spoken 
out for AB-1. The Agnos staff 
has also obtained numerous Pro- 
testant church endorsements 
from small towns across the 
state. 

Agnos and his Gay staff aides, 
Cleve Jones and Eric Shock- 
man, believe that receiving reli- 
gious endorsements is the key to 
passage in the Assembly. They 
say that it is essential to counter- 

act the large number of letters 
(25-1) being received from legis- 
lators opposing the bill from con- 
servative, evangelical groups. 

The labor movement, which 
supported the defeat of the 
Briggs anti-Gay teachers initia- 
tive in 1978, has rallied in sup- 
port of AB-1. Agnos has receiv- 
ed endorsements from almost 
every major labor union and as- 
sociation in the state. These in- 
clude garment workers, state 
employees, teachers, municipal 
employees, bartenders, depart- 
ment store employees, nurses 
and county workers. Among 
these endorsements are the Cali- 
fornia Labor Council (AFIL- 
CIO), United Farm Workers, 
and the San Francisco Building 
and Construction Trades 
Council. 

The Agnos bill would bar all 
companies, private and public, 
from refusing to hire or promote 
a person person solely on the 
basis of sexual orientation. It 
adds ‘sexual orientation” to the 
list of other unlawful employ- 
ment practices that come under 
the jurisdiction of the state’s Fair 
Employment and Housing 
Commission. 

  

(Continued from page nH 

cion about our motives,’ said 
Sandmire, “but it turned into a 

good interchange.” 

Those attending the meeting 
included management from the 
Caldron, Club San Francisco 
(Ritch Street), 1808 Club, The 
Academy, Animals, and Sutro 
Baths. A statement by the “Men 
of Animals” was distributed that 
illustrated the high tension in the 
room: ‘’. . . We at Animals are 
as concerned as the rest of the 
Gay community about AIDS. 
We do not, however, intend to be 
singled out, subjected to an 
inquisition-like atmosphere.” 
The statement urged the ‘““Tav- 
ern Guild and other Gay busi- 
nesses where men meet men be 
included in these discussions.” 

The Animals letter further 
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maintained, “We find no evi- 
dence, either from the medical 
community or health depart- 
ment, which indicates that bath- 
houses are either the source of or 
a primary contributing factor to 
the AIDS threat.” 

The meeting was officially 
closed to the press by a majority 
vote of those who attended, after 
the Examiner's Dexter Waugh 
identified himself. 

As a result of the get-together, 
bathhouse owners agreed to have 
a second meeting among them- 
selves, inviting a wider range of 
baths and gloryhole businesses 
to share concerns, before decid- 
ing what their united response 
might be to the AIDS crisis. 

Many attending the meeting 
were concerned about the appro- 

VISITING SAN FRANCISCO? 

STAY AT CALIFORNIA'S LARGEST EXCLUSIVELY ALL MALE GAY HOTEL 

FIFTEEN HUNDRED SUTTER 
(AT GOUGH) SAN FRANCISCO 94109 (415) 775-6969 
VISA & MASTER CHARGE ACCEPTED 

PAGE 2 

RATES FROM $14 
WORKOUT ROOM 

priateness of the invitation letter, 
the singling out of bathhouses, 
and the wording of any notice 
that might be distributed or 
posted. 

AIDS/KS Foundation Pro- 
gram Director Rick Crane and 
AIDS patient Bobbi Campbell 
also expressed their reservations 
about the process, but all agreed 
with the need to work together. 
A meeting of the presidents of 
the four major political clubs — 
Alice, Stonewall, Harvey, and 
CRIR — met early this week to 
discuss a united strategy to the 
crisis. 

Also in attendance at last 
Thursday's meeting was Super- 
visor Harry Britt. Ww 

(“Letter” reprinted on p. 18) 
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Anti-Gay State Senator 
Crusades Against AB-1 
H.L. Richardson ‘Comes Out’ As 

Homophobe 
by George Mendenhall 

“If you are one of those old-fashioned, God-fearing peo- 
ple, like myself, then Assemblyman Art Agnos’ bill, AB-1, 
which will let sodomites and other perverts teach our 
children, work in public employment, and be deemed lawful- 
ly acceptable, is an assault upon God and an affront to His 
children.” 

H.L. Richardson, the director 
of Gun Owners of California, 
made the above statement in a 
bulletin to thousands of his 
followers this week. The state 
senator's May issue of ‘‘Richard- 
son Report — A Conservative 
Commentary” is an attempt to 
generate more letters and tele- 
phone calls against Agnos’ bill. 

The senator made a sizeable 
contribution to the Prop. 6 in- 
itiative effort in 1978. Prop. 6 
would have barred Gay teachers 
from the public schools, but was 
defeated by the voters. He has 
been raising funds for the num- 
erous front organizations that he 
has formed by attacking homo- 
sexuality. The senator now has 
come out of the closet as a 
homophobe. 

“Your own legislator should 
be vociferously speaking out 
against this abomination,” Rich- 
ardson pleads. In case the reader 
does not know what an “abomi- 
nation” is, the senator explains 
that it is “‘something that elicits 
great hatred and disgust; loath- 
ing; anything hateful and dis- 
gusting.” He adds: “I hope I 
have made my point! If your 
legislator has not made this 
point you should be wondering 
why not! We are all held ac- 
countable for flaunting God's 
laws, and if it is within our power 
to oppose evil, we are obligated 
to do so.” 

Agnos states that the anti-Gay 
mail is running 25-1 in opposi- 
tion to AB-1. Richardson stirs 
up his constituency by empha- 
sizing, ‘Legislators are our elec- 
ted representatives, and if your 
representative votes for the 
Agnos bill, is not the constituen- 
cy implicated as an accomplice 
to that act? Don’t you think you 
should find out how your legis- 
lator feels on this issue? If you 
don't, then you should wonder 
which group of degenerates will 
be demanding their ‘equal 
rights’ and their ‘equal opportu- 
nity’ next. Maybe it will be the 
necrophiliacs, the sadists, the in- 
cestuous, or those involved in 
bestiality.” 

Although Jesus does not dis- 
cuss same-sex relations any- 
where in the New Testament, 
His interpreters did. Richardson 
generously quotes from numer- 

  

H.L. Richardson 

ous scriptural passages that ap- 
pear to condemn same-sex rela- 
tions. This includes references to 
“thou shall not lie with mankind 
as with womankind”’ and “‘like- 
wise the men, leaving the natural 
use of the women, burned in 
their lust one toward another.” 

Knowing that many of his fol- 
lowers are in rural areas, the sen- 
ator writes of “beastiality and 
homosexuality in the cities of 
Sodom and Gomorrha where 
people ‘“‘give themselves over to 
fornication, going after strange 
flesh . . . suffering the venge- 
ance of eternal fire.” 

The Richardson-type letters 
received by legislators are being 
countered by an increased letter- 
writing campaign and from per- 
sonal contacts to legislators 
made by people outside of San 
Francisco. San Francisco, which 
former State Senator John 
Briggs called “our Sodom and 
Gomorrha,” is not the postmark 
needed on letters to rural area 
legislators. Agnos has spent con- 
siderable time stimulating the 
pro-AB-1 letter-writing cam- 
paign in central and southern 
districts. 

“We have just about hit the 
bottom of the barrel,” Richard- 
son ends his May newsletter, 
“with the casual acceptance of 
homosexuality as a ‘normal’ life- 
style. There really isn’t too much 
farther to go!” 

The wealthy Southern Cali- 
fornia homophobe has announc- 
ed that he will not be running for 
re-election. While many Gay 
people cheer this decision, it has 
a negative side. Soon H.L. Rich- 
ardson will be able to donate full 
time to his anti-Gay and pro-gun 
organizations. 3 

  

Publisher Hardman Loses 
Sala Burton Challenge 

Paul Hardman, Gay Republi- 
can publisher/activist, has lost 
his legal attempt to remove 
Democrat Sala Burton from the 
June 21 ballot. He had been 
joined in his attempt by John 
Van Heusden, a Gay newspaper 
columnist and editor. 

It is common practice for leg- 
islators in Washington to have 

  

Sala Burton (Photo: Rink) 

dual-residency because of the 
length of time they must spend 
away from the communities that 
elected them. Burton owned a 
home in Washington with her 
late husband, Phillip, while 
voting and claiming residency in 
San Francisco. 

Superior Court Judge Stuart 
Pollak denied the claim that Sala 
Burton could not run for her late 
husband's office because she was 
not a local resident. He said 
there was “no evidence which 
disputes where she lives or where 
she intends to live.” He conclud- 
ed that the U.S. Constitution 
establishes that Congress itself is 
the sole power to determine who 
shall be elected to that body. 

Allen White, a contributing 
writer to the Hardman/Van 
Heusden California Voice news- 
paper, surprised many with a 
blast at his publisher and editor 
this week in the Milk Democrat- 
ic Club newsletter. He called 
their challenge to Burton “an act 
of sabotage to our rights from 
within our own community that 
will not be tolerated.” mm   

‘People with AIDS” 
Form Alliance 
Purpose is to Fight Ignorance and Panic 

About 20 people with Ac- 
quired Immune Deficiency Syn- 
drome (AIDS) have formed a 
San Francisco AIDS Alliance in 
order to ‘‘get our viewpoint 
across to all the various organ- 
izations,” said Alliance spokes- 
man Douglas MacDonald. The 
group came together shortly 
after the March for AIDS 
May 2. 

According to MacDonald, 
people with AIDS, as they prefer 
to be called, rather than “pa- 
tients” or “‘victims,” have been 
increasingly distressed at the 
way they have been treated by a 
“wayward press” and “‘organiza- 
tions dedicated to self-perpetu- 
ation.” 

In their statement of purpose, 
they wrote, “While most doctors, 
politicians, media, and social 
service organizations involved 
with AIDS are well-meaning, in 

many cases the opportunities to 
promote organizational goals 
have eclipsed the human con- 
cerns of those who are directly 
afflicted . . .” 

MacDonald declined to cite 
specific examples of individuals 
or organizatons that the group 
feels are guilty of the above 
charge. 

“We are basically an organ- 
ization of defense,” said Mac- 
Donald. “Rather than have one 
AIDS person say one thing and 
another say something else, 
we've come together to form one 
voice for all AIDS people.” 

One of the chief goals of the 
Alliance is to get AIDS people 
on the boards of AIDS-related 
organizations. “It’s something 
we've discussed at all our meet- 
ings,” said MacDonald. “It’s 

    
    

    Raines Trial Begins 
(Continued from page 1) 

he understood that he would be 
considered no matter what the 
firm did in its search process. 
However, in the end the com- 
pany recommended only George 
Matson, who was hired. 

Scott Blakey reported in the 
San Francisco Chronicle at the 
time, ‘‘Sources close to the board 
suggested that the search firm 
was instructed to ignore Raines 
in their search.” If this is true, 
then the company was also party 
to the dismissal of Raines. 

The attorneys representing 
Raines are two upfront Gay ac- 
tivists — Matt Coles and Mary 
Dunlap. Coles believes that 
Raines has a strong case and “I 
only take the ones I think I can 
win.” The attorneys are not talk- 
ing about the case outside of the 

courtroom until the trial has 
concluded. 

Many questions have to be 
answered before the jury can 
consider the case: What were the 
internal politics at the War 
Memorial Board in the 1979- 
1980 period that led to the dis- 
missal? What specifics are there 
to illustrate that Boone was anti- 
homosexual? What were the at- 
titudes about Raines’ sexual ori- 
entation on the board at the 
time? Was Raines fired because 

the directors knew he was Gay or 
because they thought he was in- 
competent — or both? 

Several trustees will be called 
as the trial continues in Superior 
Court Judge Richard Figone’s 
chambers at City Hall. " 

G. Mendenhall 

  

CORRECTION 
GAY TEACHERS ARE 
PROTECTED BY AGNOS’ 
AB-1 JOBS BILL 

Gay adults who work with 
children are protected under 
AB-1, the bill by Assemblyman 
Art Agnos which would ban job 
discrimination against Gay peo- 
ple. The legislation, soon to be 
on the Assembly floor, would in- 
clude protection for teachers and 
child care employees. 

When the Los Angeles Times 
endorsed AB-1 recently it re- 

HEADLINES own dyed I-shirt! 

Lightweight, 100% cotton tee, 
dyed in your favorite summer 

colors. Colors: black, grey, red, 

royal blue, turquoise and pink. 

Sizes: sm, med, Ig. reg. $8.50 

Now $5.95 

Two for $25 

ported that the bill would ex- 
clude “work places where em- 
ployees are likely to come into 
contact with children.” Bay Area 
Reporter repeated the inaccurate 
statement last week. 

AB-1 states that it is not “‘in- 
tended, nor shall be construed to 
limit affirmative defenses avail- 
able to an employer upon show- 
ing that an employee or prospec- 
tive employee has been convicted 
of a crime and a showing that the 
conduct upon which such a con- 
viction was obtained was job 
related.” There is no mention of 
“work places” in regard to 
children in the legislation. 
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“Art would never consider an 
amendment,” Agnos’ Gay aide 
Cleve Jones told B.4.R., “that 
would exclude Gay teachers. He 
works closely with Lesbian and 
Gay teachers and fought the un- 
successful Briggs initiative that 
would have barred Gay 
teachers.” 

Bob Ross, publisher of 
B.A.R., said, “We are sincerely 
sorry for the inconvenience that 
we have caused Assemblyman 
Agnos and his staff. Normally 
the L.A. Times is a reliable 
source on legal and legislative 
matters.”    

very important to have a voice on 
the boards that affect us.” 

The AIDS & KS Foundation 
Board of Directors voted to have 
an AIDS representative on both 
the regional and national board 
at their meeting Wednesday, 
May 25, according to board 
treasurer Bob Ross. “We're just 
waiting for them [AIDS 
Alliance] to choose who they're 
going to send,” said Ross. 

The Alliance is currently at- 
tempting to contact other AIDS 
people who might want to join 
the organization. For more infor- 
mation call 621-0498. ®"   
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Sydney Lobby 

Quest Reform 
The angry Gay response that 

swelled after Sydney police raid- 
ed Club 80 in February promp- 
ted New South Wales Premier 
Wran to comment that there will 
be no repeal of the anti-homo- 
sexual clauses in the Criminal 
Acts. It is these clauses that are 
responsible for the police action. 

  

“The Premier may have shut 
his mind to any reform of the 
Crimes Act but we certainly 
haven't,” remarked Robert 
French of the Sydney-based Gay 
Rights Lobby. *‘We are going to 
intensify our efforts for reform.” 

His remarks followed the Lob- 
bys release of a new booklet con- 
taining a draft bill to reform the 
Criminal Acts law. The booklet 
has been sent to all NSW 
Parliamentarians and all Gay 
groups in the state. 

Mr. French pointed out that a 
similar bill was defeated in 
November 1981 because at the 
time the issue was declared “a 
storm in a teacup’ since the law 
was rarely used. In light of the 
action of Club 80 the argument 
has lost its ground. w 

  

CORRECTION 
In a March 31 article entitled 

“Penn Capital Adopts Gay 
Rights Law,” the Bay Area 
Reporter inadvertently reprinted 
withor'z acknowledgement parts 
of a story from the March 11 
Wa<hington Blade entitled 
“Pennsylvania Capital Adopts 
Rights Protection for Gays.” 
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firm, comfortable support. Colors: black, red, 

royal blue and khaki. Sizes: sm, med, Ig. 

SPECIAL: Two for $10      
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To Speak Out or Keep Quiet 
  

Three Gay Figures Join 
the AIDS Debate 

ED. NOTE: Following in the fallout of a shift in policy and coverage of AIDS by this 
newspaper (which took its cue from New York City and the Larry Kramer violent outcry) three 
Gay leaders felt it time to lend their private thoughts to the crisis. 

The one apprehension of both the authors and the Bay Area Reporter was that the piece be 
interpreted as self-serving, or an attempt to jump on the bandwagon. We discussed it 
repeatedly — the trio had nothing new to offer but the weight of their reputations and the depth 
of their feeling. 

Since it was submitted, we have seen a new, less pleasant trend develop: a desire to punish 
the bearers of bad news. We have seen evidence of making mischief with the issue — still the 
trio wanted to be heard — with the thought let the chips fall where they may. 

by Ron Huberman, Political VP. Harvey Milk Gay Democratic Club 
Cleve Jones. Legislative Aide to Assemblyman Art Agnos 
Bill Kraus. Legislative Aide to the late Congressman Phillip Burton 

rarily, we hope — change our sexual lifestyles in order to save our lives. Still, despite all the 
W e three Gay men are convinced that the AIDS epidemic means that we men must — tempo- 

evidence, despite the suffering we see around us, despite the pleadings of the doctors who 
care for AIDS patients and are trying to avert a full-scale epidemic — there are those who insist 
on believing that there is no relationship between AIDS and sexual contact. 

But what a peculiar perversion it is of Gay liberation to ignore the overwhelming scientific 
evidence, to keep quiet, to deny the obvious — when the lives of Gay men are at stake. 

What a strange concept of our 
Gay movement it is to care more 
about what straight people think 
of us, and to worry more about 
what they may do to us, than 
about the need to spread the 
news about this disease to our 
people so that we can protect 
each other. 

Can anyone who believes pas- 
sionately that we must respect 
and love one another be so afraid 
to see this epidemic for what it 
is — and to say so — that we re- 
main silent while thousands of 
Gay people come here from all 
over the world — especially dur- 

  

Bill Kraus (Photo: Rink) 

ing Lesbian/Gay Freedom Week 
— without knowing what is hap- 
pening here? 

Are we so insecure about 
homosexuality that we don’t 
understand that telling the 
theories about sexual transmissi- 
bility will save Gay people’s lives, 
but implies nothing bad about 
being Gay at all? Don’t we 
understand that the fact that this 
disease agent is loose among us 
is no more a condemnation of 
being Gay than keeping people 
out of the ocean during a severe 
undertow is a condemnation of 
swimmers? 

The fact is that we are in the 
middle of the deadliest epidemic 
of our lives. 

AIDS is no longer a rare dis- 
ease in San Francisco. If present 
trends continue, it will soon be 
across the country. 

All the talk about the odds of 
getting killed in a car accident 
being greater than the odds of 
getting AIDS is, simply, no 
longer true. 

Right here, right now in San 
Francisco, there are over 200 
cases of AIDS. 

In the most heavily Gay 
neighborhoods, this translates 
into one out of every 350 Gay 
men. 

And the rate continues to 
climb. 

  

Ron Huberman (Photo: Rink) 

And, given the speculated 
long latency period (4-24 
months) it is probable that many 
more Gay men have AIDS — 
and are capable of transmitting 
it — than these statistics reveal. 

Like nearly everyone else, we 

three have spent a good deal of 
time denying this horrible real- 
ity, trying to explain away the 
worsening statistics, fearing to 
think or to say the things that no 
one wanted to hear. 

We have seen too many friends 
and acquaintances fall to this 
epidemic to deny that it is real, 
or that all of us are at risk. 
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We see the concern, the fear, 
in those who really know about 
this epidemic. Even worse, we 
see the lack of concern, the life- 
threatening lack of concern, of 
many who still do not take AIDS 
seriously. 

We are not moralists, and we 
are not homophobes. We have 
worked for Gay liberation for 
years — with Harvey Milk, with 
No on 6, and in many of the 
struggles against oppression, in- 
cluding the effort to rescue the 
Jaguar Book Store. 

We are Gay men who have 
lived the San Francisco lifestyle. 
We do not have lovers with 
whom to retire to a cozy home 
and wait out the epidemic. We 
face the same choices that other 
Gay men face. 

And we have decided not to be 
passive victims of this epidemic, 
but to take steps to protect our- 
selves by making serious 
changes in our sex lives. 

We have stopped going to 
baths and similar places. We 
have greatly reduced the number 
of our sexual partners. We have 
decided to spend more time with 
our friends, and to get to know 
our sexual partners better. 

We have decided to take bet- 
ter care of our health — to drink 
less and sleep more. 

We have decided to listen to 
the doctors who say that the risk 
of transmission of AIDS is 
through bodily fluids — urine, 
semen, blood, fecal matter — 
and to avoid sexual practices that 
involve contact with or ingesting 
these fluids. 

Meanwhile, we have paid spe- 
cial heed to avoiding the non- 
productive, panicky response 
which an epidemic will produce. 

hat’s left to do? Is there 
life after AIDS? We can’t 
say that the adjustments in 

lifestyle are easy. We miss some 
of the old ways, and look forward 
to the time when they will be safe 
again. But there are ways in 
which we Gay men can trans- 
form this epidemic into our 
finest hour. 

There is nothing bad about 
taking care of our health. And 
there's nothing bad about getting 
to know people better, about re- 
emphasizing our friendships, 
about helping to take care of one 
another. 

This difficult time will bring 
us closer together, and it will 
help to forge a Gay community 
which has been developing over 
decadesqof struggle. 

As individuals and as a com- 
munity, we have survived all of 
the crises which have confronted 
us in what is still a homophobic 
society. We have fought it alone, 
in our private lives in coming 
out; and we have fought it to- 
gether, in the streets when they 
killed Harvey and on the ballot 
when they tried to take our rights 
away. 
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And out of that shared pain 
and triumph, and the over- 
whelming desire to be free, we 
have built a community. 

Now that the community will 
sustain us — and, ultimately, 
help lead us to another victory 
— in this crisis which is more 
grave than all the other crises. 

What we have learned is to 
respect and care for ourselves 
and each other — to value our 
lives — and in the next year we 
will have the opportunity to 
deepen that respect and caring. 

We will learn that there is 
something we share that is 
deeper than quick and easy sex 
— and once again, we will 
survive. 

* %* *% 

How many of us will survive 
— and how soon the nightmare 
ends — will in some part depend 
on how willing we are now to 
fight for our lives. 

We can use our strength and 
the allies we have made, to insist 
that an epidemic of which we are 
the first victims not be used as 
a pretext for a new wave of 
homophobia. 

We can tell the world that we 
intend to take care of ourselves 
insofar as we can, to cooperate 
with others to end this epidemic. 

We can continue to be proud 
of who we are and to insist on 
governmental recognition of our 
rights on every level — federal, 
state, and local. 

We can help to spread the 
word to our people that might 
help save their lives. 

In the meantime, we can con- 
tinue to enjoy the fruits of a Gay 
liberation process which means 
far more now than how many 
people we have sex with. 

We can continue to dance and 
have a drink with our friends, to 
enjoy the Gay Softball League, 
the Band, and the dozens of 
other Gay groups which have 
developed here; we can continue 
to plan for the next GAY Olym- 
pics... 

And we can start fighting like 
hell for the government research 
money, and other help, which 
will someday put all of this be- 
hind us. ® 

  

GRNL Calls for Co-sponsors to 
AIDS Research Bill 

The Gay Rights National 
Lobby (GRNL) is calling for all 
members of Congress to support 
a new bill introduced by 
Representative Henry Waxman 
(D-CA), which could pour as 
much as $40 million into na- 
tional public health emergencies 
like AIDS. 

The Public Health Emergen- 
cy Act would establish a special 
fund equal to one percent of the 
National Institutes of Health's 
(NIH) total budget (about $40 
million would be set aside). The 
Secretary of Health and Human 
Services would determine what 

constitutes an emergency, and 
then oversee the expedited allo- 
cation of funds. 

This would bypass the com- 
plicated, year-long funding pro- 
cess required for NIH to fund 
outside medical research. It cur- 
rently takes NIH at least one 
year to fund any research pro- 
posal. The fund would be re- 
plenished each year to bring it up 
to the one percent total figure. 

“The support for AIDS re- 
search funding given by Repre- 
sentative Waxman and his staff 
has been excellent,” said Stephen 
Endean, GRNL’s Executive 

  

New York War Against AIDS 
Night at the Circus Raises $250K 

An unprecedented gathering 
of more than 17,500 men and 
women from across the country 
joined together in New York for 
the sold-out benefit performance 
of Ringling Brothers and Bar- 
num & Bailey Circus on April 30 
to benefit Gay Men's Health 
Crisis (GMHC). 

The sold-out Madison Square 
Garden performance attracted 
New York State and City of- 
ficials, as well as numerous 
celebrities. Calling it a resound- 
ing success, GMHC Executive 
Director Mel Rosen and Circus 
Coordinator Harry Diaz said, 
“We expect to raise more than 
$250,000 from the evening which 
will fund GMHC support ser- 
vices for AIDS patients, educat- 
ing the community on this na- 
tional health emergency and 
medical research.” 

Prior to dpening remarks by 
GMHUC representatives, the na- 
tional anthem was conducted by 
Leonard Bernstein and sung by 
Metropolitan Opera star Shirley 
Verrett. 

Tickets for the event which 
were first put on sale in late 1982 
ranged from $10 to $25. Three 
special prices were offered to 
those who wanted to express 
their added support of GMHC 

and its programs: Lions - $500 
a seat; Tigers - $250 a seat; 
Bears - $100 a seat. According to 
circus officials this was the first 
benefit of its kind, with no other 
community organization buying 
out a single performance. 

New York's GMHC was 
founded in January 1982 and 
presently has more than 600 
volunteers supporting a variety 
of programs. =   

Director. 

GRNL is now working in the 
Senate to get a similar version of 
Waxman’s bill introduced. 

GRNL has set the following 
goals: 

® Push for a supplemental 
appropriation to increase fund- 
ing for the Centers for Disease 
Control (CDC) AIDS activities. 
GRNL and its congressional 
supporters and constituent 
organizers were successful in 
securing $2 million last session 
for CDC’s AIDS work. In the 
last three months, however, the 
disease has dramatically wors- 
ened, meaning CDC is unable to 
keep up. 

® Gather signatures for Sen- 
ate and House letters to NIH en- 
couraging it to allocate more 
money to specific AIDS re- 
search. NIH says it will spend 
$7.9 million in Fiscal Year 1983 
on AIDS, but much of these 
funds will be spent on admin- 
istration and patient care, and 
little if any will be released for 
outside research. 

® Work with the National 
Gay Task Force (NGTF) to build 
a broad coalition of health and 
related national organizations 
interested in supporting ade- 
quate AIDS research funding. 
NGTF and GRNL will also be 
working jointly on increased 
NIH research. GRNL will coor- 
dinate congressional ‘informa- 
tion sharing on AIDS. iw   

Congressional AIDS Bills 
Plod Along 

Bills introduced into the U.S. 
House and Senate to appropriate 
research funds for AIDS are 
moving along, but still need 
more sponsors and more support 
from the public. Two bills intro- 
duced by Congresswoman Bar- 
bara Boxer, who has teken over 
the AIDS legislation from the 
late Congressman Phillip Bur- 
ton, are asking for $30 million 
for fiscal year 1984. Another 
House bill introduced by Con- 
gressman Henry Waxman (Los 
Angeles) is asking for $40 
million “‘to be made available to 
the Secretary of Health and Hu- 
man Services for research for the 
cause, treatment, and prevention 
of public health emergencies.” 

Apparently, if Congress does 
not want to appropriate money 
specifically for AIDS (Boxers 
bills), then they can get around 
it by passing Waxman'’s bill, 
which would end up doing the 
same thing, but without the 
direct reference. 

Waxman’s bill has already 
passed out of committee and is 
going to the House floor some- 
time next month, according to 
Boxer aide Mike Housh. The 
Boxer bills, which have so far 
garnered about 48 co-sponsors, 

are still in the Appropriations 
Committee, which is currently 
putting together the House's ver- 
sion of the 1984 budget. 

According to Burton aide Bill 
Kraus, who is continuing to 
work on the AIDS legislation, 
there is nothing contradictory in 
the competing appropriations 
bills, because the sponsors of the 
bills have been working together 
on the AIDS legislation from the 
beginning. “We hope to incorpo- 
rate AIDS research money into 
the budget, and it’s partly the 
action taken on these bills that 
will draw attention to it,” he 
said. 

He also said that “pressure is 
being felt at the Health Depart- 
ment’’ on the AIDS issue and 
encouraged more people to con- 
tact their representatives in Con- 
gress to keep it up. 

Keeping track of the congres- 
sional AIDS legislation is not 
easy, even for people working 
there, as Kraus readily admitted. 
“It’s more confusing than you 
imagine,” he said. He is current- 
ly writing up a progress report on 
the status of the legislation, 
which will be mailed to con- 
stituents. iw 
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Enjoy HAPPY HOUR 
Mon.-Fri. 4:30 p.m.-7:00 p.m. 

PREMIUM WELL at $1.25: 

Red Label, Gordon's, Jim Beam, 
Korbel, Jose Cuervo, Ronrico 

WINE $1.00 per glass 
DOMESTIC BEER 75¢ 

IMPORTED BEER $1.25 

Also enjoy ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTLY at 

NO COVER 

Hours of Operation 

Mon.-Fri. 3p.m.-2a.m. Sat.-Sun. 1p.m.-2a.m. 

1160 Polk St. (between Post & Sutter) ® 771-6262 
lo 
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ALDS: A Workshop for Religions Outreach 
The Shanti Project has an- 

nounced a conference for clergy, 
religious educators, layworkers, 
and others to deal with the sensi- 
tive issues relating to AIDS (Ac- 
quired Immune Deficiency Syn- 
drome). The event will be held 
at the Pride Foundation Chapel 
(also the offices of the Shanti 
Project) on Wednesday, June 1. 

The workshop will feature as 
keynote speakers Dr. Paul Vol- 
berding of the San Francisco 
General Hospital AIDS Clinic 
and Dr. Kevin Gordon of the 
University of California, San 
Francisco. Additional guest par- 
ticipant will be Rev. Jane Spahr 
of the United Presbyterian 
Church (USA). 

“It is likely that over 50% of 
Protestant America will have 

personal contact with people ex- 
posed to AIDS, over the next two 
years,” said Committee member 
Mary Gaddis, National Spokes- 
person for Affirmation: United 
Methodists for Lesbian/Gay 
Concerns. “For this reason this 
event anticipates the needs of 
Gay/Lesbian religious groups in 
the San Francisco area.” 

In addition to the above- 
mentioned participants, there 
will be a Panel of Patients, 
Friends and Lovers involved with 
AIDS, and small groups led by 
Patients and Counselors. The 
day-long.event will close with a 
celebrative and commemorative 
worship experience. 

For further information, 
please contact the Shanti Proj- 
ect, (415) 558-9644. 

AIDS Bill 
Passes State 
Senate 
Committee 

A bill that would create a 
Scientific Review Committee on 
AIDS and provide grants for 
AIDS research, education, and 
workshops passed the California 
Senate Finance Committee 9 to 
0 Monday. The bill now goes to 
the Senate floor for action. 

Senate Bill No. 910, intro- 
duced by Senator David Roberti 
(D-Los Angeles), originally in- 
cluded a $500,000 appropri- 
ation, but this was deleted in 
committee and the money put in 
the Senate budget under the 
state Department of Health Ser- 
vices. What happens to the 
money now depends on how the 
Senate’s budget is reconciled 
with the Governor's, according 
to Roberti’s press secretary, Bud 
Lembke. 

Roberti said he was pleased 
that the committee voted favor- 
ably on his bill. “I hope this leg- 
islation will bring us closer to 
finding a cure for this disease. If 
the epidemiological charts are 
correct, 1.4 million cases of 
AIDS are projected within the 
next six years,” he said. n     
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How Does It Go with AIDS 
Part Il - Life with AIDS 

‘Every Gay man in San Francisco should get ready to die.” 
This is how | opened a recent Gay men’s health class. When 
quizzed to elaborate | said, ‘It means pack a little bag . . .” 
It means getting one’s affairs in order: wills, health insurance, 
settling of scores, and making one’s peace. 

Every Gay man has but one option: to take full responsibility 
for his life. Not as it was, not as it will be, but as it is today. 
One assumes total humanity by exercising his freedom and 
being responsible for his choices. At last ‘‘authentic’’ as would 
say our Gay brother Jean-Paul Sartre. 

It is time to read those weighty books, to study the stars, 
to digest the philosophers and theologians. Not just to put a 
measuring on life but to engage in some meaningful projects. 

I have extracted from the dustbin of big thoughts a trice of 
how-I-feels. The first from another Gay giant, Andre Gide. ‘‘We 
wholly conquer what we assimilate.’ 

And the German romantic Goethe speculates for the faint 
of heart: "Nature reacts not only to physical disease, but also 
to moral weakness. When the danger increases, she gives us 
greater courage.” 

And from an aphorist | do not know, E. Hubbard, ‘‘One can 
bear grief, but it takes two to be glad.” 

As | noted many months ago — it is not the time to aban- 
don our humor. That it’s up to us to develop a Gay way of dy- 
ing with style, with verve, with elan. 

My thoughts turn to another whimsical Gay talent, Truman 
Capote. A Gay sensibility that has brought me much beauty 
and pleasure. In his short story ‘A Christmas Memory,’ he 

brings the tale to a close with the little boy and his old spinster 
cousin down in the pasture flying their kites (their favorite 
Christmas presents to each other). 

“My, how foolish | am!"* my friend cries, suddenly 
alert, like a woman remembering too late she has 
biscuits in the oven. ‘'You know what I've always 
thought?’’ she asks in a tone of discovery, and not 
smiling at me but a point beyond. ‘I've always 
thought a body would have to be sick and dying 
before they saw the Lord. And | imagined that when 
He came it would be like looking at the Baptist win- 
dow: pretty as colored glass with the sun pouring 
through, such a shine you don’t know it’s getting 
dark. And it's been a comfort: to think of that shine 
taking away all the spooky feeling. But I'll wager it 
never happens. I'll wager at the very end a body real- 
izes the Lord has already shown Himself. That things 
as they are’” — her hand circles in a gesture that 
gathers clouds and kites and grass and Queenie paw- 
ing earth over her bone — ‘‘just what they've always 
seen, was seeing Him. As for me, | could leave the 
world with today in my eyes.” 

| have not said a word about sexual practices. The life | may 
or may not be saving is mine and mine alone. Each man has 
his own wrestle on this one — and indeed everyone is wres- 
tling with which way to go. 

If one is not feeling well or has a string of small but bother- 
some infections — a thorough physical might cost up to $250, 
but the peace of mind might be worth it. 

Another issue I'll look into the crystal ball and conjure Gay 
life a year from now — or two or three. 

It all comes down to luck. If you're susceptible to AIDS, 
you're going to get it and probably die from one of the bugs 
that break through. If you're not susceptible, count your lucky 
stars and reach out to those who have succumbed. 

‘What is the answer?’’ 

“But in that case,’ as Gertrude is reputed to have replied 
to Alice, “what is the question?’’ 

Paul Lorch   

What We Need - New Drapes 

* Where is Christo when we need him? There he is 
draping Pepto-Bismol-color material on 11 Miami 
islands. Get him here in San Fran where he can cover 
tasteful pink and grey stripes on all the buildings on 
Castro between 17th and 19th Streets, or maybe black 
and white polka-dots over Buena Vista Park. We don’t 
get enough of you, Christo. ’ 

George Ash 
San Francisco 

In memory of your beautiful fence. 

  

Hope for Safe Parade 

* This letter is in response to Roger Hawkins’ letter 
that appeared in B.4.R. issue No. 19, dated May 12. 

Mr. Hawkins begins his letter by requesting to find 
something out. He never asks for any information or 
facts concerning the death of that young man in last 
year's Gay Day Parade. It is apparent that there is ill- 
feeling in Mr. Hawkins’ letter, but that sounding of a 
person who had received an unexpected reaction to tell- 
ing this story to his friends. He does not express why 
his friends were disturbed or how he somehow brought 

up the subject. His letter reeks of rejection from his 
friends and probably for a very good reason. 

It is very sad when a person makes false impressions 
of others and grandstands on the misfortune of a young 
man, his family, and the gay community. We were all 
saddened by that unfortunate experience and our hearts 
went out to his family. I resent Mr. Hawkins suggesting 
that only he wonders who this guy was, or what he did. 
I'm sure many of us have in one form or another. But 
this is not what is important to worry about one man's 
(Mr. Roger Hawkins) problems of his communication 
with his friends, but in how we can see that this unfor- 
tunate accident never happens again. 

We don’t need twelve and fourteen-wheel flatbed 
semi-trailers in the parade, especially in close proximity 
to many people. They need vehicles with better visibility 
of the rear, better reaction time to stopping in case of 
an emergency, and better supervision of those jump- 
ing on and off. 

I was very saddened by that accident but confess that 
I've done nothing myself. But upon reading Mr. 
Hawkins’ letter, I have decided to write the Parade 
Committee to express my feelings, asking that they find 
better safety regulations and limit the size of vehicles 
used in our parade. 

I would also like to suggest that Mr. R. Hawkins find 

another story to entertain his friends with and maybe 
theyll stick around longer. 

I sincerely hope that the Parade Committee has 
already looked into this matter and that we will all have 
an enjoyable and safe parade this year. 

Ron A. Rosendo 
San Francisco 

  

Where is the Joy? 

* Writing a letter to the B.A. R. used to be fun for me. 
Reading the others was, too. The letters, for me, are 
a reflection of the gay community in general. Lately, 
they are very depressing. They're no longer fun to read. 
The letters and the editor's responses reflect pettiness, 
bitchiness, negativity, self-hatred, loneliness, despair, 
envy, and most important to me, lack of humor. Being 
gay these days is very complicated. What is politically 
correct? Do I vote for someone with conviction and guts 
or someone who will favor the gay voters? Which gay 
club will endorse whom? South of Market versus the 
Castro Clones. This faction versus that faction. Where 

is the joy and the love and concern? Where is the sup- 
port and the feeling of fellowship? Where is the 
laughter? 

twenty years and I'm a human being. I want to feel good 
about myself and my homosexuality. I don’t want guilt, 
fear, or resentments. I want joy, health, love. I've car- 
ried all that other shit for too long and today I want 
to celebrate being alive, living in a beautiful city, hav- 
ing wonderful friends and a dear lover. I know there's 
AIDS, believe me. There is work to be done, money to 
be gathered, the word to be spread to the ignorant, But, 
Jesus, in the meantime, can’t we all get along a little 
bit better? Being gay, for me, isn’t always easy. It's tough 
sometimes. Am I the only one? Is there anyone else who 
will laugh with me, take my hand in support and cele- 
brate? Now this is sounding corny so I'd better quit. 
Love to you all. 

J.C. Cox 
San Francisco 

  

I Pass, This Time 

* The return address reads: “Conceptual Entertain- 
ment, PO. Box 854, San Francisco, CA 94101.” “Aha!” 
I muse. “Another wildly extravagant disco/media 
special.” Well, why not? I've been working hard and 
could use a night of “drugs, sex and rock-and-roll.” Well, 
maybe not the sex. No new numbers, anyway. Not since 
“Resolutions,” the last big dance at the Galleria. Too 
much is going on, what with the AIDS epidemic. I got 
to the point, after many conflicting stories from friends 
and media, that I made a very atypical resolution, a 
kind of mini-contract with a “beau” of mine: Sex only 
with each other. At least from this time on we can be 

sure that no “outside affairs’ will jeopardize us. If the 
disease is already in one or both of us, then that’s the 
way it goes. Sort of like risking your life on the freeways 
or overdoing drugs from time to time. Sort of. 

Then I imagine dancing my tits off again, as we say. 
How much this time? The usual: tickets $20 in advance 
and $25 at the door ("if available,” of course). (I wonder 
who rakes in all the cash. “Conceptual Entertainment,” 
whoever we are.) “The guilts’ start coming up. Now, 
I know about guilt: It does no good for anyone, especial- 
ly yourself. And blame? That's trying to guilt-trip 
somebody. I toss blame into the same garbage heap with 
guilt. 

So why am I hesitant about a little pampering in the 
“Summer Heat" with fabulous Linda Clifford? After 
all, it is Memorial Day Weekend, right? A time to honor 
“dead servicemen,” according to American Heritage. 
(I wonder about honoring the women as well.) Then 
I know: The present reality is stronger. There are too 
many dead and dying right NOW. I see the pain and 
anguish, the sudden disruption of lives. All come with 
AIDS. . . And I want to help, but feel at a loss. I give 
out good energy. It’s not enough. People keep on dy- 
ing. And that fact is so much a part of my conscious 
and unconscious hours that I am not disposed to cele- 
brate “summer heat,” or the dead of the past, or even 
the ravenous beauty of SF's fine men and women, those 
who gathered 10,000 strong to sing of the “amazing 
grace” of love. 

$20-25 for another dance celebration? I pass, this 
time, and choose to give my money to those involved 
in the fight to save all our lives. 

There is, perhaps, one other appealing option. I will 
write “Conceptual Entertainment” and joyously sug- 
gest that I would love to attend the party . . . if and 
only if we might collectively pledge, say, half the pro- 
ceeds to AIDS research. 

All things are possible. 

Some options include: AIDS & KS Foundation, Inc.; 
514 Castro Street; P.O. Box 14227; San Francisco, CA 
94114 and Shanti Project, AIDS Emergency 
Sweepstakes, 890 Hayes, San Francisco, CA 94117 
($10/ticket). 

David L. Heranney, Ph.D. 
San Francisco 
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The Catacombs Responds 

* Last week a letter was published in B.4.R. by John 
K. Tallerino stating that two men with AIDS know- 
ingly pursue an active sexual life and can be found at 
The Caldron or Catacombs on any given night. After 
reading his letter I got his telephone number and call- 
ed him. I let John know that I am just as concerned 
as he about the threat this poses to all of us. I asked 
John to give me the names of these men so I could bar 
them from The Catacombs. John then said that he did 
not know for sure that these men have AIDS, nor was 
he sure that they go to the Catacombs. John has never 
been to The Catacombs and based his letter on hear- 
say only. 

This is not the time for sensationalism. The Gay men 
here in the Bay Area are afraid and panicked enough. 
A real awareness of the AIDS situation is necessary. 
The spreading of rumors and fear is both cruel and 
damaging to all of us. 

We at The Catacombs are extremely concerned with 
the spread of AIDS. If anyone has knowledge of an 
AIDS victim who attends any club for sexual purposes, 
please, inform the owner or manager of that club so 
that the spread of this disease can be curtailed. AIDS 

threatens us all. We must cooperate in doing everything 
possible to stop AIDS. 

The Catacombs has been working with the Atlanta 

Center for Disease Control for the past year. When a 
doctor came to San Francisco last year we invited him 
to inspect The Catacombs. He informed us that we are 
one of the cleanest and best maintained facilities in the 
country. We are taking every step we can to minimize 
the possibility of contracting AIDS. We are doing all 
we can but need the help of our entire Gay community 
in fighting AIDS. 

Each person should receive regular checkups and 
have an AIDS screening test. Sutter Medical Group on 
Market Street offers this test if you don’t have a regular 
physician. Good diet, exercise and plenty of rest to keep 
your immune system functioning at peak is advisable. 
Curb your drug intake. Clean up after each sexual en- 
counter. If you require, as many of us do, more than 
sporadic or occasional sexual contact you are safer go- 
ing to a club that is clean and maintains the facilities 
in a hygienic manner. Some clubs provide lubricants 
for you: convenience, if you are uncomfortable with this 

community approach you can bring your own. 

Please if you are not prepared to be of real value in 

combating this disease do not start or perpetrate rumors 
or make statements you are unwilling to act upon. Our 
community is experiencing enough fear. It is time for 

us to take affirmative steps towards the defeat of this 
disease. Don't let fear drive you back into the closet. 
Stand up and fight with positive steps. It is your life 

and your city you are fighting for. At The Catacombs 
our utmost thought is for the health and safety of the 
Gay community. 

Fred Heramb 
Catacombs Owner 

  

Rhino Redux 

+ Although I am not an official member of the staff, 
I have been known to consort with Rhinocerii and 
therefore feel qualified, if not required, to respond to 
Jim Flaherty’s letter in your issue of May 19th. 

Mr. Flaherty bemoans what he calls “white bread 
and vanilla ice cream” programming at Theatre 
Rhinoceros, specifically in the Studio Theatre. “Where” 

he asks “are the new and experimental” plays this year? 

Well! 

Valentine Hooven'’s production of Phil Real’s one acts 
Lunch/Dessert was about as new as one can get, be- 
ing the debut of the playwright and the San Francisco 
directing debut of the ubiquitous Mr. Hooven. 

If he didn’t see anything experimental, I assume he 
missed Sam D’'Allesandro’s performance of his poetry 
Slippery Sins and the Noh Oratorical Society's 

scatological Ubu plays. Though these events were not 

produced by Rhino, I submit that providing a suitable, 

supportive environment at an affordable cost to pro- 

jects such as these is an important contribution to the 

creative Gay community. 

Any company of artists must nurture and challenge 

its members if it hopes to flourish. The Studio provides 

the company with a facility for that kind of growth and 

development. Consequently there can be many reasons 

to mount a production which have little to do with the 

material itself. 

For example, Alan Herman's contributions to Theatre 

Rhinoceros are numerous and go back many years. He 

long ago “paid the dues” which entitled him to the sup- 

port of his company when he decided to try his wings 

as a director. His choice was to use the original script 

for Fortune and Men's Eyes (Mr. Flaherty 's coveted 

shower/rape scene was added for a revival at a time when 

nudity and sex were still a novelty on the stage.) 

If Mr. Flaherty disagrees with some of Mr. Herman's 

choices, so be it. It seems to me a reasonable price to 

pay for the experimentation Mr. Flaherty claims to 

want. 

Member of the Wedding, I believe, is the personal 

choice of its co-director Ms. Pat Bond. I do not need 

to itemize Ms. Bond's contributions to Gay culture. I 

do feel that fairness requires that the production be 

allowed to open before Mr. Flaherty is disappointed with 

it. 

Admittedly, some shows announced for next year 

seem familiar. This is because subscription and fun- 

draising deadlines force publication of play lists which 

are less than firm. For example, we will not be presen- 

ting Edward II next year. In its place we will revive 

  

a little known play by Tennessee Williams called Viux 
Carre. 

Mr. Flaherty’s last question is indeed intriguing in 
its ambiguity. “Is Allen Estes really the Gay Bill Ball” 
he asks. Put your fears to rest Jim, I've seen them 

together, and Allen Estes is definitely somebody else. 

Robert W. Pitman 
San Francisco 

   

  

A Rhinette Speaks 

* Let me begin by saying I'm in no way attempting 
to defend Theatre Rhinoceros. Theatre Rhino doesn’t 
need defending. What I am doing however, is pointing 
out a few facts which Mr. Flaherty (in his letter of May 
19) seems to have overlooked. 

Theatre Rhinoceros, I'm certain, is more than happy 
to know that you, a theatre goer, were pleased with pro- 
ductions such as Delivery, Stray Dog Story, Torn 
Tulle and Bookstore, but I would hardly call works 
such as The Fifth Of July “ho-hum”. How can you 
entertain the notion that simply because a theatre 
chooses to do a particular script, it’s going to be a car- 
bon copy of some other production of same? Having 
even a minimal knowledge of theatre, which I'm assum- 

ing you have, aren't you the least bit excited by the power 
in scripts such as the choices for next season and see- 
ing them come to life through the eyes and talents of 
people who are not only pro-Gay, but Gay themselves? 

I also enjoyed the aforementioned Rhino Produc- 

tions, but how many C.D. Arnolds and Robert 
Chesley's do we have to go around? Not nearly enough, 
I assure you. Torn Tulle was Charlie Henrich’s first 
solo effort and Rhino snapped it up. This, unfortunately 

_ doesn’t happen often enough. These men, and the very 
few others like them, suffer one serious drawback and 
that is that they are only human. The most complex 
of which, of course is the artist. So as a result they pro- 

duce at a somewhat slower rate than those of a far 
greater number who are always waiting in the wings 

to condemn them. 

Mr. Flaherty, you say Miss McCullers’ and Mr. 
Herbert's scripts “have been around for years.” Well 
I guess that means you have too so you've no doubt had 
ample time to pick one or both up at some point to read 

— right? Wrong! If you bothered to look before you 
speak, you would have known John Herbert's script 
never had an on stage shower scene, therefore there was 
none to remove. You're confusing the original work of 
the playwright with the flesh and fantasy of the Sal 
Mineo production which Mr. Mineo and friend added 
themselves. The true power and impact of the script 
has very little to do with how much bare skin you get 
to glimpse for the price of a ticket. Mr. Herbert chose 
to leave it out, and wisely so did Alan Herman. 

It’s all too easy to assume the role of critic. Being 
in the public eye Rhino has always been subject to 
criticism (hopefully constructive), but to stand on that 
tiny soapbox of yours and blow on about absolute 
nonsense is hardly worthy of a man of your intelligence. 

By the way, if you've ever seen me in any of the Rhino 
Productions with which I've had the pleasure to have 
been involved, you'd know for a fact I'm about as far 
from a “white middle-class, milk fed pablum-eater’ as 
you can get! ! 

Steev'n Lloyd 
San Francisco 
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Bisexual Support 

* While I found George Mendenhall’s revue of the 

latest Playboy sex survey (B.4.R. May 19, 1983) quite 
interesting several contradictions strike me, regarding 
the report on Bisexual men. How is it that we're going 
to Playboy for the info when Bi’s are everywhere within 
our own community and when not one member of the 
Gay Press even covered the recent conference on Les- 
bian/Gay relations with the Bisexual Community spon- 
sored by the Bi Center and Pacific Center here in the 

city last month? 

GM 's article seems to take the same delight in tagg- 
ing Bi’s with “a bigger adjustment problem” that the 

straight press usually tags Gays. The parallel holds quite 
well as the recent conference elucidated, Bi people are 
discriminated and ignored by Lesbian/Gay organiza- 
tions, openly criticized for unacceptable sexual conduct, 
afraid to come out to their Lesbian or Gay friends, and, 
at best, patronized. GM's report of 16% of Bi men hav- 
ing a preference for Gay sex (a figure which I doubt) 

reflects the continued oppression of disclaiming Bi's for 
not being “Gay enough’ or when the statistics come 
out the other way for claiming that this proves that Bi’s 
are “really Gay’ when the import of the Bisexual com- 
munity is to relate to both and to make a positive 
political statement that the Gay/straight (or Black/ 
White) dichotomy does not reflect the grass roots 
community. 

GM goes on to call the 19% of Bi’s who've never had 
adult Gay sex “expressing the prejudice of society,” while 
calling the 24% of Gay men never having Gay sex as 
“surprising”. In fact the vast majority of Bi men that 
I've met were quite happy with their sex lives, just as 
Gay men are. As a community, the time has come for 
all of us to be inclusive, not exclusive, and to build our 
national political power as a united Lesbian, Gay, Bisex- 

ual community so that we can get on with our historical 
task of humanizing America. I support the idea of a 
“Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual Freedom Day Parade” in 1984. 

Alan M. Rockway 
San Francisco 
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Congrats 

* Hats off to KRON-TV (Ch 4)! Their coverage of 
AIDS continues to be the most extensive of any other 

Bay Area broadcast station. 

Paul J. Henderson 
San Francisco 

  

Reflect On This 

* In regards to the increasing awareness out in our 
community of those who participate in rumor passing 
and the perpetuation of fear about our AIDS problem 

“The Goddess Calamity is delicate, her feet are 
tender, for she treads not upon the ground, but makes 
her path upon the Heads of Men.” — Homer. 

Let there be known important alternative ideas to the 
succumbing to negativity about our situation. There 
exists in those now reading these words a heart beating 
with the idea of a ‘Love’ we can call upon to turn the 
tide against the inflammatory crisis. 

We seem to be beginning to fear one another, yet we 
are all no different than one touch of kindness away. 
If ever there existed a more timely ‘healing-salve’ for 
the wounds I see opening between friends on this con- 
fusing issue, it could only be a higher state of love we 

need to call up from our hearts. 

So. My suggestion is to reflect on this; If you fear 
a person with grave illness, it may only reflect the fear 
of thoughts about having the illness yourself. If this fear 

strikes you, try and place your thoughts one step higher 
and see that those who have contracted AIDS still 
possess a soul which exists outside their “disabled” 
body, still requiring beauty, and closeness to other 
bodies, and above all, honest communications with 
friends. 

Please, we all must think rationally about death. A 
life-experience such as becoming closer to someone 

manifesting a phenomenon completely outside our 
medical knowledge is a chance to understand the very 
struggle of mankind at a personal level we are able to 
grasp. If life at all means evolving at your chosen deeper 
levels, this opportunity to give love to patients of Ac- 
quired Immune Deficiency Syndrome is asking for your 
attention. 

The real “dis-ease” in our midst is simply not know- 
ing what to do with our emotions. We can take advan- 
tage in our observation of the nobility and courage in 
our friends and lovers by sharing our hearts with them, 
by getting closer, not by moving further away. 

Pass the word around, that all will be well again. We 
shall be a stronger loving force influencing this city, this 
planet. The rewards are ours to reap and the growth 
we accomplish will be surely measured by the many 
warm hearts we have felt beating along our path. 

WE CAN cure life at its biggest fear if we desire to, 
but first let us begin by feeling ourselves to be the cure. 

It's a beautiful thought. 

Jerry Van Moore 
San Francisco 

  

Homage To Dick Kramer’s 
Gay Men’s Chorale 

* You're back again, boys. Lull me out of my body 
like you did before. 

You can sing me a river . . . and I'll build me a 
houseboat. 

Loren Rhoads 

  

Rabbitquickly 

* Oh Paul, Paul, Paul. . . you'll give yourself an ulcer 

if you keep getting hysterical like this. Not to mention 
a lot of other readers who are taking your little screeds 
as gospel! 

You've fielded attacks from critics for a few years now, 
so you've learned subtlety — but let's have a look at 
your substance; specifically your May 19 editorial. 

First off, let's forget whatever the press defines “'sen- 
sationalism” as — expecting the press to be truthful 

about their stock-in-trade is like expecting nobility from 
pimps — and let's look at the real thing. As defined 
in Doubleday’s Dictionary (the first dictionary to step 
into the real world and tell us what “fuck” meant, as 
if we didn't already know), “‘Sensationalism” refers to 
“the use of details, techniques, etc. used in a lurid or 
melodramatic manner, that are intended to shock or 
startle, as in literature, etc.” 

And that names your tune, Paul, because, whether 
deliberately or in- , you've taken this issue and slanted 
it just so, and like Time's article on Herpes, mass panic 
is the result. It is an irresponsible thing to do, and it 
is a slap in the face to the many hardworking people 
who are working on the problem from a more level- 
headed point of view. I'd like to think of you as a con- 
cerned, but misguided, individual, Paul. Because if this 

is all mercenary, just a way to stir panic and sell more 
ads. . . no, that's too horrible to even contemplate. Bet- 
ter that I go on my first assumption, and attempt to 
correct your thinking. 

“After three years (since AIDS first appeared), the 
mortality rate approaches 90%,” you write. And yet the 
KS Foundation newsletter I have in front of me carries 
two charts from the Center for Disease Control, listing 
total AIDS diagnoses and deaths up through April 1983. 
In the Bay Area, we've recorded roughly 220 diagnoses 

and 65 deaths; nationally, approximately 1,330 cases 
and 500 deaths have been logged. That works out to 
mortality rates of 20% and 30%, respectively. And even 
the most liberal figure the AIDS/KS Foundation cites 
(usually with their fundraising literature — pardon my 

cynicism) is 40%. 

Now, if 29%, 30%, and 40% are “approaching 90%" 
to you, then I've got some swell pterodactyl fillets (fresh, 
not frozen) that I'd like to sell you cheap. 

You're playing footsie with people's lives here, Paul! 
This isn't any Anita Bryant or John Briggs or Jerry 
Falwell that you can blow out of proportion to get peo- 
ple outraged enough to go against it. The only enemy 
here is the disease which festers in the bodies of a relative 
few — and the panic which festers in the minds of us 
all. And if you don’t want any suicides darkening your 
conscience, you have got to start rabbitquickly exercis- 

ing some social responsibility here! 

“Jumping the gun . . . might save lives,” you write. 
True, if it's done truthfully and rationally. But encourag- 
ing us to do our headless chicken impersonations twelve 
months ahead of schedule ain’t gonna do anyone a damn 
bit of good. Please, Paul — please — choose your words 
a lot more carefully in the future. As with Time's 
mercenary approach to Herpes, the consequences of 
your doing otherwise are too, too perilous. 

Mark Joplin 
San Francisco 

ED. NOTE: The 90% figure is in reference to the 
earliest diagnosed cases of AIDS. There are very few 
people who were diagnosed with AIDS in 1979 and 

1980 who are still alive. 

W. April 

  

New Book 

* This last year has given me a great idea for a new 
book. I'm going to call it The Joy of Depressing Sex. 

David Fink 
Concord, CA 

  

Misses Western Drag 

* Hanging in the closets of San Francisco is enough 

Western garb to outfit every cowboy that ever rode the 
Chisholm Trail. True, many of the citizens of Abiliene, 
and even San Antonio, would have been startled to see 
the trail weary cowhands outfitted in Justin boots made 
of iguana skins and Resistol hats adorned with more 
feathers than Lillian Russell. But one can imagine many 
an admiring feminine glance (and possibly masculine 
as well) cast at tight, tight 501’s and Wranglers. 

No clothing style containing more fabric than 
Speedos is as flattering to the male physique as Western. 
Sharply tapered shirts exaggerate shoulders and chests 
while minimizing waistlines. Wide belts with enormous 
buckles cinch in waists tighter than Mammy ever did 
for Miss Scarlett. Snug jeans mold otherwise random 
buns into works of art. High heel boots thrust the pelvis 
forward resulting in a raunchy gait. 

With so much to offer, why is Western drag in the 
closet and not on the bodies of every clone in the City? 
Simple: The Urban Cowboy fell off his horse, got out 
of town before sundown, bit the dust. That is, he ain't 

where it’s at. No one remembers what killed him, least 
of all why. Suddenly, except for a few retarded types 
who hang out at the Rainbow Cattle Company, and 
the annual trek to the Reno Gay Rodeo, everyone is into 
preppy. A whole new generation has learned that Chino 
is something besides a prison ‘down there”. With 
Shetland sweaters and Sperry Topsiders, can Oxford 
shirt loops and butt buckles be far behind? Bass Wee- 
juns and Madras shirts? 

For those of us who grew up in the 50's and pre-hippy 
60's, we approach this deja vu with mixed feelings. We 

were all young and beautiful then but love was mostly 
furtive, seldom satisfying and consumated with a very 
real terror of being “found out”. So tight blue denim 
versus baggy khaki represents sexual freedom to many 
of us. I sing the body eclectic. 

Woody Underwood 
San Francisco 

  

For What It’s Worth 

* My brothers and sisters, let us now develop our own 
blanket awareness against this unknown called AIDS. 

Let us reinforce ourselves and others with our own 
interpretation of the acronym AIDS. 

Instead of constantly hearing the negativity and 
helplessness of “Acquired Immune Deficiency Syn- 
drome,” let each of us close our eyes and get in touch, 
in tune, with that positive, light-healing core; that core 
within each human being, and transform the initials 
AIDS into Allow Instantaneous Defense (through) 
Spirit. 

By all means, keep constant monitoring of your body 
(mind and spirit); consult your doctor when conditions 
arise; be discreet but also heal from within. 

Keep the instrument of the body, mind and spirit; 
that core, healed from within and ever manifesting 
outward. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Michael Barnick 

San Francisco     

A Lesbian Reader Speaks Up 

* Two articles in the May 19 B.4.R. caused me to 
write you. 

The first was the one that gave a review of the Playboy 
survey on Gay sex. The synopsis of the article focused 
almost entirely on sexual habits of Gay and Bisexual 
men although it sounds like the original article also was 
about Lesbian sexuality. Am I the only Lesbian who 
reads the B.4.R.? Wouldn't any Gay male readers be 
interested in reading what the Playboy survey said about 
Lesbians? 

The second article that caught my attention was the 
one about the budget for the upcoming Gay/Lesbian 

parade. With thousands of dollars being spent on floats, 
outreach, media, program, etc., it was appalling to see 
a lousy $500 allocated to child care. Many Gay men 
have children and it is estimated that one-third of all 

Lesbians have children. Would you entrust a child of 
yours to “child care” that proposed to care for poten- 
tially hundreds of children at a cost of $500? Many 

children are not old enough or interested enough to walk 
the parade route or participate in the festival. Should 
their parents be kept from enjoying themselves on this 
special day? $500 can't possibly cover the costs of 
qualified child care providers, a tent to shelter the 
children from the sun, snacks and/or lunch, supplies 
such as toys, diaper changes, nametags, etc. Many 
parents have complained in the past of inadequate child 
care at the parade, but apparently the committee hasn't 
heard these complaints or been willing to make 

adjustments. 

Thanks for keeping the community informed about 
Lesbian/Gay news. 

Janet Heckmanor 
San Francisco 

  

Support for N.Y. Deli Strike 

* The Lesbian/Gay Labor Alliance endorses the ef- 
forts of Gay men and women to organize their work- 
places in order to achieve better working conditions. 

We therefore support the New York City Deli workers 
in calling for community support for the boycott of the 

Deli. 

The issues involved are these: 

1) New management took over and promptly cut 

schedules, eliminated medical benefits, and instituted 
random firings. 

2) 80% of the largely Lesbian and Gay workforce 
signed cards associating themselves with Local 2, the 
culinary workers union. 

3) Management refused to negotiate, closed the Deli 
down, and sold the business to an associate, in an alleged 
“sweetheart” deal to avoid recognizing the union. 

Since that closing, the Deli has re-opened, with new 
workers, only to be met with picket lines and few 

customers. We appreciate the support of the community 
in making the boycott effective, and we urge that, un- 
til the Local 2 logo appears in the window of the Deli, 
you buy your corned beef elsewhere. 

Vince Quackenbush 

Lesbian/Gay Labor Alliance 

  

Harvard Beat Stanford 

* A May 19, B.A.R. article reports that Stanford Law 
School has taken the lead among several law schools 
in adopting admission policies which prohibit 
discrimination based on sexual orientation. For the 
record, the Harvard Law School since 1979 has had a 
written policy banning such discrimination in all areas 
— admissions, placement and employment. This com- 
mitment to nondiscrimination was reaffirmed this year 
when a faculty committee, ignoring the Pentagon's 
threat to cut off millions of dollars in education and 

research grants, voted unanimously to reject the Army's 
request for exemption from the placement policy. 

Jose Gomez 
San Francisco 

  

Another Sexual Minority 

* Thank you for your series on transsexuals by Michael 

Lasky, but I have a personal gripe I believe is ap- 

propriate. Just as heterosexuals predominate in the mass 

media, male-to-female heterosexual women predomi- 

nate in the media coverage of transsexualism. While 

I applaud the effort to make the public aware of our 

transsexual sisters, let me indulge here in a bit of Gay 

pride. As the aware Paul Walker stated in your intro 

to Part I of the series, “Many transsexuals . . . are anti- 

Gay . . . that would be homosexual and therefore dis- 

gusting and sinful.” 

1 personally am tired and bored of reading about 

males who become women so they can be hets. While 

I was coming out as a female-to-male Gay man, I read 

everything available on transvestism/ transsexualism 

and found nothing, not one mention of the fact that 

there are females who change their sex in order to join 

the world of Gay men. There are those of us who make 

the most serious decision of our lives (should I change 

my sex? Really go through with it?) Because we want 

more than anything to be Gay! 

I couldn't believe I was the only one, and it took me 

years, but I have found other transsexuals like me. I 

admit it is mostly our fault for not revealing ourselves, 

but as many Gays experienced, it's pretty hard to come 

out thinking you are the only person on earth with such 

feelings. (I mean, it's one thing to have to face that you're 

     
Gay, but several more steps to realize you're Gay when 
vou body says you're straight). 

Female-to-male transsexuals who plan to be Gay men 
after their change are badly discriminated against by 
gender identity clinics and professionals — somehow 
these doctors can comprehend and will assist men to 
wish to become Lesbians, yet they refuse to help women 
who wish to be Gay men. Fortunately there are some 
aware doctors here in San Francisco who have overcome 
prejudice. It is my hope that this letter will be read by 
other females who feel they are Gay men and are sear- 
ching the Gay press and information on transsexualism 
to find mention of others like themselves. For truly here 
is Gay pride: I am glad that I cannot complain that 
“I can’t help” being Gay, but can proudly say that I 
chose to live as a Gay man, knowing it as the only honest 
love for me. 

L.G.S. Reed 
San Francisco 

SENSITIVE LEGAL SERVICES 
  

Barry Schneider «amily Law 
ATTORNEY ® Criminal Law 

400 Montgomery Street ® Probate and Wills 

Suite 1111 ® Personal Injury 

San Francisco ® General Civil Matters 

(415) 781-6500     

  

A Review 

* I saw The Women for the first time last Friday night 
at the Cedar Theater. At first I wondered why a movie 
about a bunch of women who do nothing but talk about 
men is such a cult classic among Gay men. But then 
I realized the reason it’s so popular is that it’s about 
a bunch of women who do nothing but talk about men. 

There are several things more important, but nothing 
more interesting. 

David Fink 
Concord 

  

GOP For Bashers 

* The bill introduced into the State Assembly by Tom 
Bates of Oakland/ Berkeley that would allow special 
redress to Gays and Lesbians who are victims of Gay- 
bashing was approved by the Judiciary Committee by 
a 7-to-3 vote: the Democrats voted for it and the 
Republicans voted against it. Does the Republican Par- 
ty of California feel that the mugging of Gay citizens 
is a purely partisan issue or does it feel that pandering 
to homophobic bigotry is politically profitable? 

Why does our Republican governor refuse to proclaim 
Gay Pride Week? AB-1. which would outlaw anti-Gay 
job discrimination in our state, has 36 yes votes so far 
of the 41 it needs and all 36 are Democrats. Why do 

the Republicans ally themselves unanimously with Jerry 
Falwell on this vital issue? What's wrong with the 
Republican Party in our state? 

Armand J. Boulay 
San Francisco 

  

Under Hypnosis 
You Can Visualize 

& Actualize 
Looking Slim & Trim 

Projecting Your Best Self-Image 

Attaining Financial Well-Being 

Letting Mr. Right Find You 

JOSEPH ITIEL, M.A. 647-0574 
Certified Hypnotherapist 

Author & College Instructor in Hypnosis 

  

      
KIM ROBERT NELSON, D.C. 

CC HIROPRACTOR 
Chiropractic is more than the treatment of disease 

Itis the restoration and maintenance of good health. 

Are you experiencing good health? 

Call for information 

In practice downtown for over 5 years at 

760 Market Street. #732, phone 391-1702 

  

  

What! No Cock? 

* With horror I saw your latest issue. There wasn't a 
single cock showing in it. In fact, one of the ads had 
a cock covered with a black patch. Does mean that 
B.A.R. is becoming RESPECTABLE? Let's hope not. 
Nobody needs another California Voice. What we need 
is an honest-to-goodness trashy scandal sheet filled with 
real news, and a support for our sexuality — warts and 
all; cocks, cunts, and all. 

The reason I read B.A4.R. is because you people never 
try to gloss over us, as so many publishers do in their 
quest to try to “pass’’ as middle-class. Let's hope B.A.R. 
never becomes middle-class (in values, anyway). Or, to 
paraphrase Boyd McDonald of Straight to Hell: There 
is nothing as erotic as the plain, unvarnished TRUTH! 

David Kaye 
San Francisco 

  

Register to Vote! 

* I've been working for the Democratic Party register- 
ing people to vote. I am shocked by the number of ob- 
viously gay men who aren't registered and don’t want 
to register. If they expect the Russians to liberate them 
them from straight oppression, I'm afraid they've got 
a surprise coming. The tragedy is that a starving man 
is offered food and he throws it away. 

I spent ten years waiting for the big bang that never 
happened. Instead I got ten years of negativity piled 
up in my own head. That's the worst oppression of all. 

Jim Boeger 
San Francisco 

  

Happy with Walgreen’s 

* Improved service, better customer movement 
through checkout areas, special sales (ex: next to the 
cash register 10-cent pens), new lower priced Walgreen's 
stickers next to the old owners’ higher priced ones, 
reduced prices almost across the board, a Walgreen's 
tradition, Sunday hours (finally! ), and that’s after a 

few days! 

How in the hell can anyone bemoan the loss of Star 
Pharmacy? Tradition is swell, but performance and sav- 
ings are what count, so we hear repeatedly at work, so 
why should the neighborhood be any different? I am 

pleased with the change. 

Tim Stanley 
San Francisco 
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JOHN P. WARD 
Attorney at Law 

EXPERIENCED CRIMINAL LAWYER 
Drug Cases ® Sex Offenses ® Drunk Driving 

ATTN FV ET 

Boston, MA 02116 

(617) 426-2020 

2266 Market Street 

San Francisco, CA 94114 

(415) 626-4224 

  

  

o UNCENSORED 
PHOTOFINISHING 

e FULL SERVICE 
o DISCOUNT PRICES 

IN THE CASTRO MARKETPLACE 
2275 MARKET ST 861-4600 
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What makes one piano 

stand out from the rest? 

Purity of tone, precision crafting, perfect action response 

superior design, lasting performance, and enduring style 

Each of these qualities distinguishes the outstanding KAWAI 

from ordinary instruments qualities that make the KAWAI 

the choice of those who know 

Let us tell you more about this fine instrument. We feature 

KAWAI—the official piano of the San Francisco Opera. We 
also offer Steinway, Baldwin, Everett, Yamaha, Kemble, 

Bechstein, Grotrian, and many other exciting keyboard 
instruments. New, used, remanufactured—purchase or 

rental—with complete service 

Meet the people who love music as much as you do 

R. KASSMAN 

R. KASSMAN PIANO & ORGAN is 

the official piano agent of the San Francisco Opera, 

providing both instruments and service 

R. KASSMAN 
PLANO oN ORGAN STORES 
30 Second Street - San Francisco 94105 - (415) 896-0766 

2124 Broadway - Oakland 94612 - (415) 763-5751 

R KASSMAN PIANO & ORGAN STORES. 1983 DESIGN SFDG 

  

  
  

  

  

  
  

READY OR NOT... 
“The current outbreak of immune 

deficiency diseases represents an epidemic 

unprecendented in American medical history.’’ 

— Dr. James Curran, Center for Disease Control 

  

The Kaposi's Sarcoma Research and Education Foundation, Inc. is a non-profit corporation 
organized in response to the outbreak in the Gay community of immune deficient diseases. The 
Foundation is dedicated to conducting or supporting efforts which accomplish the following: 

BASIC AND CLINICAL RESEARCH B COMMUNITY EDUCATION 
Studying the spread of these diseases and bringing Educating the community at large in prevention 
new research techniques to bear to investigate the and detection of these diseases. 

factors which may be contributing to these diseases. ~~ The Foundation works closely with other organiza 
@ PATIENT SERVICES tions and agencies in the Bay Area and around the 

Assuring that adequate financial resources are COUNTY which are also making contributions to the 

available for necessary diagnosis and treatment study and elimination of these diseases which are also 
¥ seeking to meet the needs of affected patients. 

B PATIENT SUPPORT 

Coordinating appropriate referrals or provision of PLEASE GIVE TODAY! We need 

services for emotional and psychological support your participation and we need your financial 

5 for Kaposi's and Pneumocystis patients Support.  —Marcus A. Conant, M.D., President 

2 Your regular United Way donation can be channeled to The Kaposi Sarcoma Foundation by requesting a 
Donor Option Card and writing in Kaposi Sarcoma Foundation. 
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PHONE 

I'd like to volunteer to help. Please contact me. Please make your check payable to: The Kaposi Sarcoma 
Foundation. and return it with this form to P.O. Box 14227, San Francisco, CA 94114, (415) 864-4376         
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STAYIN ALIVE: 
Do Real Men Panic: 
The Five Stages of Facing Up to a Threat of Death 
by Paul Reed 

warnings, it is not unusual to experience a growing sense of dismay. The mass of cold clinical data, 
A s the AIDS crisis continues to unfold, with its statistics, medical theories, political analyses, and 

theory, and politics may obscure the more human aspect of the crisis. One man who is not neglecting 
the human aspect of the crisis is San Francisco psychotherapist Joseph Brewer. In a recent interview, 
he shared the results of a year-long clinical research project which examined psychological factors in- 
volved in the physical health of Gay men. 

Psychotherapist Joseph Brewer (Photo: Rink) 

Brewer has maintained a large 
practice in the Castro area since 
1974, when, as he says, “‘there 
were only about eight up-front 
Gay therapists in the entire Bay 
Area.” His interest in psycho- 
logical factors that affect Gay 
health deepened in 1981, when 
he served as Coordinator of Psy- 
chological Services for the Re- 
source Foundation. 

Recently, he has turned his at- 
tention to the emotional and 
psychological response to the 
AIDS crisis — particularly 
among those Gay men who are 
not AIDS patients, but are, as 
some are calling them, “‘the wor- 
ried well.” 

“Thus far, as a community we 
have done wonderfully,” Brewer 
notes during the interview. “The 
fear that a widespread panic 
may ensue is such an underesti- 
mation of our community ’s abil- 
ities to mobilize and withstand 
the crisis as to be homophobic.” 

He feels that the past year has 
been a period of being in the 
dark, a period he calls ‘psychic 
numbness.” He borrows this 
term from nuclear scientists who 
describe the forty-year period 
during which the world pretend- 
ed the prospect of its own anni- 
hilation through atomic weapons 
did not exist. 

“In the same sense of denial 
of a terrible reality, it’s possible 
that the Gay community is just 
coming out of a period of psychic 
numbness,” he says. He goes on 
to state that the coping reaction 
of the Gay community parallels 
that of the individual. 

“It’s important to keep oneself 
level-headed about our reactions 
to the AIDS crisis,” he says. 
“One way to do this is to be pre- 
pared for the strong emotions 
that a person feels when that 

period of psychic numbness 
starts to wear off.” 

response to the reality of the 
crisis: “When I handed an 
AIDS Information brochure to 
one of my patients two months 
ago, he grew white and tense, 
and said, so simply, that he real- 
ly wished I hadn’t shown it to 
him. He said, ‘I just get sick 
whenever I think about this 
happening.” 

A s many people who do not 

  

have AIDS themselves be- 
gin to comprehend the crisis 

and, as a result, begin to ex- 
perience a strong psychological 
reaction, it is of particular im- 
portance that they be prepared. 
Brewer has identified five emo- 
tional stages that non-AIDS Gay 
men experience as they confront 
the crisis. 

lik 

“The process begins with the 
fear of the unknown,” Brewer 
begins, “a long period of denial 
and disbelief. But then, as the 
media and friends force an 
awareness, the individual comes 
out of the period of denial — and 
what's almost always waiting 
then is panic.” 

uw oR 

This second stage, panic, is a 

necessary and unavoidable re- 
action to the fear of AIDS, 
Brewer says. “The panic can in- 
clude moments of hysteria, con- 
fusion, irrational fears and 
guilts.”” And, noting that this is 

(Continued on next page) 

  

Brewer describes one man’s 

Leshian-Charged Concord Sailor 
Gets an Honorable Discharge 
by George Mendenhall 

Petty Officer Ila May Turner, 24, will be released today from 
the U.S. Navy with an Honorable discharge. Turner had been 
charged with seven other women with being Lesbians. Two 
of the women, one a Petty Officer, were retained and the 
others are awaiting a decision from Washington. 

The women were originally 
charged when they worked to- 
gether late last year in Concord. 
They were close friends who 
worked on tugboats operating 
out of Port Chicago. After the 
allegations, they were trans- 
ferred to Mare Island Naval 
Shipyard in Vallejo where they 
were interrogated. All of the 
women have denied the homo- 
sexual allegations. 

Turner says she intended to 
make a career out of the Navy 
when she entered in 1981. While 
she is disappointed in the turn of 
events, she said she will now 
enter law school here and be- 
come “an activist.” She has a 
college degree in law enforce- 
ment and says she wants a legal 
career. 

The women never sought out- 
side legal counsel and decided as 
a group not to go public about 

their plight. They did agree to 
tell their story exclusively to this 
reporter through a civilian busi- 
nesswoman in San Francisco, 
Linda Hladek. The resulting ar- 
ticle appeared in the April 21 
issue of B.A4.R. It was picked up 
by seven Bay Area newspapers 
and went national through the 
Associated Press. 

It is not clear how the charges 
originated. All the women had 
superior job performance rat- 
ings. There was some specula- 
tion that Navy Intelligence was 
called when some male officers 
were rebuffed after making sex- 
ual advances. One sailor, James 
Cornell, told the military he had 
seen two women in bed in a tug- 
boat bunkroom. A woman sailor 
said she saw two women hugging 
and kissing. An Intelligence in- 
vestigator said he had seen two 
of the women “touching each 
other” in a Vallejo Gay bar. Two 

of the women permitted investi- 
gators to search their residence 
and an alleged “love” not was 
discovered. 

The women decided not to 
contact private attorneys to han- 
dle their legal problems and re- 
lied on Navy attorneys only. 
Turner explained, “We did not 
want to go public with this. We 
did not want to come off as mad 
or attempt to sensationalize it in 
the newspapers. If we did that it 
would be just a moment of pub- 
licity and then it would be gone.” 

Turner said the six months the 
women have waited at Mare Is- 
land for decisions on their cases 
“has been very difficult for us. 
We had such good records. We 
did not want to rock the boat.” 

The four remaining women 
are Anita Whitehead, 25; 
Deborah Wolfe, 22; Ellen Bush- 
miller, 19; and Vicki Oleski, 24. 
None of them wished to be 
photographed or have a press 
conference about what has 
transpired until their discharges 
(which they believe are coming) 
are received. 

When it is all over, Turner 
says, “‘we will want to contact the 
press and tell them about what 
happened to us. We want every- | 
one to know how unfair it was to 
us — and to those other military 
people who go through the same 
ordeal.” in 

CASTRO MEDICAL CLINIC 

533 Castro Street ® San Francisco, CA 94114 ® (415) 861-3366 

MON -FRI Noon-8 ® SAT & SUN Noon-4 

For The Man Who Has Everything 

Open 7 Days a Week 

  

    

  

  

  

MASSAGE 
THERAPY 
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Eliminate Stress & Tension 
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Facing Up to Dying 
Here are the five stages you might experience as an emo- 

tional response to the AIDS crisis. It will be easier to work 
through them if you are ready for them. And remember: these 
are psychological processes, so your response might vary. 

1. DENIAL and DISBELIEF: This is the stage that many . 
of us have been in — not fully comprehending the health 
crisis, refusing to acknowledge it or pay much attention. 

2. PANIC: Once we realize it’s real and serious, panic sets 
in. The panic can take many forms — a terrible fear that you 
have AIDS or are doomed to get it; confusion; a deep sense 
of doom, regret, or shame. This stage is usually brief, but 
acute. If you're having trouble, don’t hesitate to call a friend 
or one of the phone numbers listed below. These people care. 

3. DEPRESSION: After the panic is a feeling of 
hopelessness that includes the idea that your sex life is over, 
that there's nowhere to turn, and that the ‘Gay dream” has 
turned sour. You've got to work through this stage with care 
and self-pampering. Remember: being depressed is stressful 
on the body. 

4. ANGER: When the depression starts to lift, you'll find 
yourself filled with rage that this has happened. It’s not fair; 
how did it happen? Who's to blame? These kinds of questions 
will run through your mind. Expect to feel defiant, especially 
towards the government for failing to provide enough re- 
search money. 

5. ACTION: Your anger can lead to frustration unless you 
channel it into something active and constructive. For some, 
this might include political or volunteer work; for others, it 
will be to alter their lives to the degree necessary to reduce 
health risk. 

: Remember: it’s okay to have these feelings. The AIDS crisis 
is serious, and your psychological /emotional response to it 
should be strong. But you can work through it, and you can 
help your friends to work through it. 

If you need more advice, information, or counseling, don’t 
hesitate to call: 

AIDS & Kaposi's Sarcoma Foundation . ..... ... 864-4376 
The Worried Well .............. aresieessensne 358-4801 

Mental Health Info/Referral .................. 387-5100 
or 558-2151 

Judge Stops Navy from Discharging Airman 
The ACLU Foundation of 

Southern California this week 
won a preliminary injunction 
prohibiting the United States 
Navy from discharging Airman 
Apprentice William Bruce Pear- 
son for alleged homosexual acts. 

The injunction was granted 
April 12 by United States 
District Court Judge Judith N. 
Keep, who found that ‘serious 
questions are raised in this case 
as to the propriety of the plain- 
tiff’s discharge from the United 
States Navy based on alleged 
homosexuality ... and that 
plaintiff is threatened with ir- 
reparable injury by the stigma- 
tizing effect of an unjustified 
discharge . . .” 

It was the second attempt to 
discharge Pearson, who joined 
the Navy in February 1980, and 
was charged in August 1982 with 

fraudulent enlistment due to 
alleged failure to disclose homo- 
sexual tendencies at the time of 
his enlistment. The charge 
stemmed from allegations that 
Pearson had engaged in homo- 
sexual conduct with another 
seaman in November 1980. 
Pearson denied the allegations 
and an administrative discharge 
board recommended that he be 
retained in the Navy. 

ACLU Foundation volunteer 
attorneys John Heilman and 
Thomas F. Homann, staff at- 
torney Susan McGreivy and 
Legal Director Fred Okrand 
argued that the second discharge 
proceeding based on the same 
evidence constituted a violation 
of Pearson’s due process rights 
and the Navy’s own regulations 
against double jeopardy. WB   

Falwell Pushes for 
Anti-Gay Books 
Having given up trying to 

remove “liberal” books from the 
nation’s library shelves, Rev. 
Jerry Falwell and cohorts are 
now trying to flood the stacks 
with their own “approved read- 
ing.” 

According to the March issue 
of “Moral Majority Report,” the 
books on homosexuality that 
Falwell would like to see in every 
library are: Overcoming Homo- 
sexuality, by Dr. Robert Krone- 
meyer, and Gay Is Not Good, by 
duMas. 

Falwell refers to these and the 
other recommended reading on 
his list as “quality conservative 
book titles.” 

    
  

  

    

STAYIN’ ALIVE 
(Continued from previous page) 

a difficult psychological state, 
Brewer adds: “This is not exact- 
ly the leatherman image or the 
Castro-man image; really, it's 
not the cultural masculine 
image.” 

Do real men panic? Brewer's 
answer is a resounding yes! 
“When faced with something 
this big and terrible, real men do 
panic. Yet the only real danger 
during the panic stage is reck- 
lessness — it’s a good time not 
to make important decisions or 
heavy sex.” 

Brewer stresses that panic is a 
necessary and normal first reac- 
tion in an individual’s coming to 
grips with the AIDS crisis. And 
it may recur periodically because 
of strong media attention or a 
friend being stricken. 

* ¥ ¥x 

Generally what follows panic 
is a longer period of despair and 
hopelessness, a depression that 
Brewer says is characterized by 
feelings that one has to give up 
one’s sex life or give up on 
“hotness.” 

“This is the feeling that one 
can no longer be oneself as a sex- 
ual being, and there's just no way 
out. Some people feel that they 
are doomed anyway, and that 
nothing can help.” 

This is a tough stage to work 

through, according to Brewer, 
because the despair casts a dark 
shadow on life. Brewer tells of a 
patient who said to him: “I don’t 
know; I came out here to live to 
finally get to be myself. To get 
to live my life in Gay Mecca. The 
Gay mecca has become Gay 
hell.” 

x Xx % 

Sooner or later, one will come 
out of the depression into a 
period of anger and defiance, 
strong feelings which Brewer en- 
courages to be channeled. He re- 
minds us: “Remember, your 
anger can keep you alive, by 
directing you into the next stage, 
which is action.” 

* %* *x 

Action can be taken on a per- 
sonal level, and on a community 
level as well. “This is the time to 
make some decisions,” he says, 
“to change our lives toward more 
healthy living and, possibly, to 
work at a community level. 

‘Last week a man came into 
my office and told me: ‘Well, I 
want you to know I’m volunteer- 
ing at the KS/AIDS Foundation 
now, I’ve made a date with that 
guy I met last week, and my diet 

99 
would make Adelle Davis wet. 

As more and more people face 
the reality of AIDS, Brewer feels 
we will see this emotional re- 
action repeat itself again and 

again. 

“The community leadership 

needs to recognize this five-stage 

process and help guide it in help- 

ful directions,” he notes. “On an 

individual basis and as a com- 
munity, Gay people need infor- 
mation and an awareness of 
AIDS and then creative options 
about what to do with that infor- 
mation. 

Brewer admits that what is 
known is not very much. “There 
is very little comfort in the infor- 
mation available so far,” he says. 
But he feels that it is possible 
already to draw some conclu- 
siong, on an individual basis. 
“The worst mistake anyone can 
make now is to take no action 
until clear answers are found. 
The word is: stayin’ alive until a 
cause or cure is found.” 

Brewer stresses this point. 
“First, inform yourself; second, 
modify your lifestyle according 
to the best sense you can make 
of what you've learned; and 
third, be prepared to revise it all 
when new information is avail- 
able. The only real error is to 
wait before making changes.” 

Again Brewer notes that the 
start of making changes includes 
confronting the reality of the 
crisis and being prepared for the 
emotional reaction involved. 
“Understand that the feelings 
are unavoidable and let them 
happen. Work yourself through 
the process and help your friends 
get through it.” 

Then, Brewer's advice is to 
start to take action, to do every- 
thing possible “to maximize the 

chances of living this thing 

through, and to live through it as 
fully as possible.” mu 

P. Reed   
  

  

  

  
  

  
Burritos & Tacos 

Fresh Nachos too! 

/ Quality Food & Service 

Take Out or Eat Here 

OPEN MONDAY, MEMORIAL DAY 

Open |la.m. to 8p.m. Mon-Fri 

Closed Sat & Sun 

136 Church 
(between 14th St. &@ Duboce) 

552-1733 
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   POLITICS AND POKER 

Help Keep White 
Locked Up 
  

    

“Off White in "84" sign posted on 
City Hall door. (Photo: Rink) 

THE DAN WHITE 
PETITIONS 

One of the most interesting 
petition drives in recent memory 
is being sponsored by the Harvey 
Milk Archives and the Board of 
Elders of the Metropolitan Com- 
munity Churches. The petition, 
being circulated in both north- 
ern and southern California, 
reads: “We, the undersigned 
citizens of the State of Califor- 
nia, urge the Governor, the 
Board of Prison Terms, and all 
other appropriate officials to do 
everything in their power to keep 
Dan White, the confessed assas- 
sin of Mayor George Moscone 
and Supervisor Harvey Milk, in 
prison for the full length of his 
sentence, or if he is released on 
parole, to set the strictest condi- 
tions on that parole.” 

White, as is well known, is 
scheduled to be paroled in Janu- 
ary from his country-club Sole- 
dad digs after having served only 
five years for the act of blowing 
the brains out of the heads of 
George Moscone and Harvey 
Milk. No one needs to be re- 
minded that White, still the hero 
of those homophobic cops, how- 
ever few still remain in the de- 
partment, and the darling of the 
bigots in San Francisco who still 
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hate Gays, has been living the 
life of a celebrity while at Sole- 
dad, with all the comforts of 
home, including daily workouts 
in a gym, color television, enjoy- 
ing visits from friends on a regu- 
lar basis, and even fathering 
children while he was supposed- 
ly paying his debt to society. 
With ‘good behavior” (and I've 
somehow never been able to 
equate ‘“‘good behavior” with 
murder) White will be paroled, 
probably before his announced 
release date in January, sneak- 
ed out of prison, probably given 
a new identity, and hopefully, 
will never be seen by any of us 

  
Mayor Feinstein (Photo: Rink) 

again. However, there is the peti- 
tion drive. 

Legal experts tell me there is 
precedent for the governor to in- 
tervene. Those sponsoring this 
petition drive will have all the 
petitions photostated and copies 
sent to Governor Deukmejian, 
the Parole Board, and the U.S. 
Attorney General in hopes that 
the Attorney General will file a 
federal rights suit against White 
for violating the civil rights of 
Moscone and Milk. Since White 
was given a determinate sen- 
tence, there is no question that 
he will be paroled. The petitions 
will, however, ask that the gov- 
ernor revoke the parole. 

The petition sponsors tell me 
that they have already some 
10,000 signatures and hope to 
have over 100,000 within a few 
months to forward to Deukme- 
jian and U.S. Attorney General 
William French Smith. Every 
man and woman in this state 
who truly believes in simple 
justice should be willing to add 
their name. 

Last week Mayor Dianne 
Feinstein let it be known that 
San Francisco wants no part of 
Dan White if he is released and 
has said that she will, in fact, 
petition the Parole Board to at- 
tach conditions to his release 
preventing him from ever return- 
ing to San Francisco. Mayor 
Feinstein also endorsed the peti- 
tion drive as an “appropriate” 
way for citizens to register their 
protest with White's pending re- 
lease. White reportedly wants to 
move his wife and family to Ire- 
land and become a ‘‘gentleman 
farmer,” but there are increasing 
reports that even Ireland doesn’t 
want him. Why would any proud 
country want to harbor a double- 
murderer? The best place for the 
likes of White is in jail forever. 
Not only has Dan White never 
expressed public remorse over 
his cowardly act, but frankly, I 
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don’t think his family has neces- 
sarily bent over backwards to ex- 
press regret. 

I have always been intrigued 
by the reaction of some San 
Franciscans to the entire Dan 
White affair; I can still remem- 
ber a former supervisor, after 
hearing of the slap on the wrist 
the jury gave White, saying, 
“I'm glad for the light sentence, 
glad especially because of Dan’s 
wife and family.” Bullshit! 
George Moscone had a wife and 
family, too, and that fact should 
never be forgotten. Call 
474-0307 in San Francisco, or 
464-5100 in Los Angeles, or 
write to Dan White Petition, 584 
Castro St., Suite 235, S.F. 94114 
and request petitions; help get 
them signed. Dan White must 
be kept locked up. 

* % x 

The County GOP Committee 
might have their own candidate 
for the vacant Phil Burton con- 
gressional seat, but one of San 
Francisco's most prominent Re- 
publicans, former Mayor George 
Christopher, has endorsed 
Democrat Sala Burton. 

Vic Basile, formerly an 
evaluation and program special- 
ist with ACTION, and a long- 
time Gay activist from Washing- 
ton, D.C., has been named as 
the new director of the Human 
Rights Campaign Fund, a polit- 
ical action committee that sup- 
ports members of Congress who 
support Gay rights on the na- 
tional level. 

Bruce Pettit, former Bay Area 
Reporter writer and Toklas Club 
officer and the author of The 
Pettit Report, a bi-weekly news- 
letter on City Hall politics, will 
begin writing a weekly political 
column in the San Francisco 
Examiner. 

Frameline/ Photo, a nonprofit 
group that promotes the work of 
Lesbian and Gay photographers, 
will hold an exhibition titled 
‘Self-Portrait: Our Lives, Our 
Communities’ at Atlas Savings 
& Loan on Market on June 16. 
Admission is free and this show 
is not to be missed. 

Speaker Willie Brown says he 
thinks a Black should seek the 
vice-presidential nomination in 
‘84. Willie diplomatically men- 
tioned Atlanta Mayor Andrew 
Young, but any political analyst 
knows that Brown himself would 
make a better candidate. Speak- 
er Brown, incidentally, last week 
listed a $2.9 million University 
of California budget item for 
AIDS research, a legislative top 
priority item that will make *‘the 
single biggest push” in the 
history of fighting the disease. 

  

Assemblyman Willie Brown (Photo: 

Rink) 

Tom Horn, Jack Crowley, and 
the Rev. Cecil Williams are 
among the co-chairs of the $150 
per person buffet reception be- 
ing given Sala Burton at the 
Fairmont on June 3 (928-6500 
for tickets and info). In addition 
to his $60,663 salary, Alan 
Cranston earned another 
$49,900 making speeches last 
year. District Attorney Arlo 
Smith, already running hard for 

    

Presidential hopeful Alan Cranston 

(Photo: Rink) 

re-election, has put together a 
committee of Gay and Lesbian 
supporters. 

As predicted in this column 
weeks ago, the State Department 
announced that former Califor- 
nia Senator S.I. Hayakawa has 
been named special advisor to 
Secretary of State George 
Schultz on Asian and Pacific 
relations. Congresswoman Bar- 
bara Boxer’s announcement that 
she is endorsing Walter Mondale 
for the '84 Demo presidential 
nomination is a break from the 
rest of the San Francisco Demo- 
cratic legislators, most of whom 
support California’s Alan Cran- 
ston. Speaker Brown and As- 
semblyman Agnos were said to 
have been more than a little an- 
noyed at Boxer’s announcement. 

Mayor Dianne Feinstein 
received eight out of every nine 
of the more than 56,000 absentee 
ballots cast in the recent recall 
election. The Assembly Judici- 
ary Committee passed Assem- 
blyman Tom Bates’ legislation 
by a 7-3 party vote (Democrats 
for, Republicans against) last 
week and sent to the full Assem- 
bly legislation allowing $10,000 
in damages for what was 
described as “‘Gay-bashing” — 
violence aimed at Gays; current 
laws now cover people who are 
victims of violence because of 
their race, religion, sex, national 
origin or ancestry, while the new 
legislation would add homo- 
sexuals and two other groups, 
the elderly and the disabled, to 
the coverage of a state law that 
allows the victim to collect 
$10,000 in punitive damages 
from the attacker, in addition to 
actual damages. 

There was a large turnout of 
Demos, Republicans, Gays, and 
straights at last Wednesday's 
“Friends of Molinari” fundrais- 
er at Trader Vic's. The super- 
visor made no announcement of 
his political plans, but nearly 
everyone there was ready to take 
bets Molinari is ready to take on 
Milton Marks next year, and the 
turnout showed that Jack Moli- 
nari indeed has a lot of friends. 

Don’t bet on seeing Mayor 
Feinstein at tonight's Harvey 
Milk Birthday Dinner spon- 
sored by the Milk Demo Club. 

Wouldn't you like to be a fly 
on the wall of Dianne Feinstein’s 
office when the mayor holds that 
meeting with those two stupid 
cops who wrote to Democratic 
National Party officials urging 

  

them to change their minds 
about holding the convention 
here because of the city’s out- 
break of AIDS? Never mind the 
AIDS problem, better we should 
look out for the apparent foot-in- 
mouth disease affecting some of 
the not-too-smart cops (don’t be 
too surprised to see officers 
Driscoll and Fowlie doing beat 
patrol at the zoo). 

In Sacramento, Governor 
Deukmejian has appointed for- 
mer Sacramento County Sheriff 
Duane Lowe, who once cam- 
paigned against “queers” and 
“jellyheads” and liberal Su- 
preme Court justices, to a 
$48,384 a year job as chief inves- 
tigator of the Department of 
Consumer Affairs. Lowe was de- 
feated for re-election as sheriff 
last year by Robbie Waters, a 
Sacramento city cop who had 
strong Gay support. 

In New York City a coalition 
of Jewish and Catholic groups 
have filed suit to block or reroute 
the June 26 Gay Pride Parade up 
Fifth Avenue because of ‘“‘sacri- 
legious” remarks shouted by 
Gays in earlier marches. 

Attorney Jim Haas and Allan 
Johnson, an aide to Supervisor 
Louise Renne, are among those 
starting a new political action 
group called the Bay Area Non- 
Partisan Alliance that will en- 
dorse and contribute funds to 
city, county, and special district 
office candidates who agree to, 
among other things, support 
Gay and Lesbian concerns. 

Among early prospective can- 
didates for supervisor next year 
are the names of Rosario Anaya, 
Ben Tom, and Louis Hopp Lee. 
Author John D’Emelio has writ- 
ten a thoroughly-researched and 
excellent book entitled Sexual 
Politics, Sexual Communities — 
The Making of a Homosexual 
Minority in the U.S., 1940-1970. 
The book is well-written and a 
must reading for serious Gay 
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and Lesbian activists. 

The Concerned Republicans 
for Individual Rights (CRIR) 
will hold their annual Outing 
and Picnic on July 11 at the 
Congress Springs Winery near 
Saratoga in Sonoma County; 
$12.50 includes lunch and bev- 
erages (call Mike Sher at 
821-1600 or 753-2999 for more 
info). 

Health and Human Services 
Secretary Margaret Heckler 
canceled her trip to San Fran- 
cisco, originally scheduled for 
next week. mw 

  

  
  

  

Right To Privacy Foundation Board Meets, 
Approves Projects 

Directors of the relatively new 
Right to Privacy Foundation, 
based in Washington, D.C., pro- 
gram for '83-84 focusing on doc- 
umentation of discrimination, 
analysis of the federal Gay/ Les- 
bian Civil Rights Bills, what the 
impact has been of local Gay 
and Lesbian Civil rights laws, 
and extended investigation into 
the political viability of can- 
didates supporting Gay and Les- 
bian civil rights. 

The Board also approved the 
establishment of a network of 

“Research Associates’ who will, 
according to Rick Davis, the 
Foundation’s Education and Re- 
search Director, provide an im- 
portant research and analysis 
base previously missing for those 
working in the area of Gay and 
Lesbian civil rights. 

Foremost among the projects 
approved will be completion of 
the Foundation’s efforts to docu- 
ment discrimination in employ- 
ment, housing, and public serv- 
ices, against Lesbians and Gay 
men. B 

It’s Here Again! 

The Tricycle Race And How 
It All Started 

by Les Balmain 

n the beginning there was 
Charlotte. Charlotte owned 
the Mint. The Mint had 

been opened as a piss-elegant 
Gay dining adventure. The 
menu included items for tossing, 
carving, flaming, and toasting. 
A superb wine list included over 
20 imported wines. Coat and tie 
for the male and skirt for the 
female were the required dress 
code. Elegance, expensive 
cuisine, extensive wine list, and 
dinner dress were not in great de- 
mand by San Francisco Gays in 
1970. Two years passed and The 
Mint was going broke. 

“What are we to do?” said 
Charlotte. She listed the major 
holidays of the year and put 
them into a hat. She said, ‘“Tom- 
my, Dick, Dennis, Julie, David, 
Millie, and Les — draw your 
fate. Come up with an event for 
each holiday . . . Let’s put this 
dump on the map!!” 

Memorial Day went to me, 
My God! What to do with Gay 
people on Memorial Day? Wear 
black arm bands and have a pic- 
nic at the cemetary in Colma? 
(An idea tried much later by an 
Emperor.) 

T. Turner) 

  

Dildo Trike. Can you be arrested for obscenity on a moving vehicle? (Photo: 

blue and gold sports uniforms, 
Samantha and George in skim- 
py racing togs, Tommy and 
Laura strutting in full black lace 
drag (in mourning don’t you 
know) and button up high heel 
boots. There was a cowboy and 
an indian, and even Mickey and 
Minnie Mouse were ready for 
the race. 

The race was about to begin, 
when Michelle screamed, “Not 
yet! Not yet! My front wheel 
has fallen off! Help! Don’t start 
the race without little M-e-e-e- 
e!!!” The crowd roared. We 
found a spare front wheel for 
Michelle’s team. Around 2 p.m. 
the _race was ready to begin 
again. 

The tricycle teams (two to a 
tryke, one riding and one 

pushing lined up again. 
Charlotte held her pistol high in 
the air. Pop! They were off . . . 
for about 5 yards . . . when the 
front tricycles collided and roll- 
ed over and everyone coming full 
speed from behind crashed. 
There was a huge pile up. 
Bruises and cuts, but no one was 
seriously hurt. They all quickly 
bounced back on their tricycles 

— 

  

Panic set in. The draw had 
been made in April, and there 
was only one month left to come 
up with an idea. I wondered, 
“What about having some kind 
of a race to go along with In- 
dianapolis 500?” Tommy sug- 
gested, ‘What about using 
tricycles?” I said, ‘You're kid- 
ding! No person in his right 
mind would do that.” Tommy 
countered, “But a fag would!” 
Then I thought, “What about 
using bars as pit stops; what 
about refueling with a drink at 
each pit stop; what about hav- 
ing them wear crazy costumes; 
what about each entry fee going 
to the Guide Dogs for the Blind? 
What a totally crazy idea!!!” 

Charlotte said, ‘“‘Let there be 
tricycles ... Let there be 
costumes . . . Let there be Les to 
run the race . . .” And, lo and 
behold, that was the creation of 
the FIRST ANNUAL MINT 
MEMORIAL DAY COSTUME 
CHARITY TRICYCLE 
RACE OF 1972. 

On Monday, May 29, 1972 we 
were amazed that a crowd of over 
500 people had gathered outside 
of FEBE'’s at 11th and Folsom 
by noon. It was a beautiful and 
hot day. Cheerleaders from the 
Hello, Dolly cast in sweaters 
and pleated skirts were chan- 
ting. “Go! Team! Go!” Over 40 
tricycle teams lined up. Some 
were in racing shorts and tank 
tops, — some in costumes. 
Kuacinsky and Rabbit were 
sweating it out in yellow rain 
parkas, pants, and hats, Linda 
and Wyoma in gold lame mini 
skirts, Peter Puffer and Ivan in 

and sped off again up Folsom 
Street toward the Corner Bar, 
15th & Folsom, Pit Stop #1. 

Craig Daley, the Monitor, 
went from a happy rosy glow to 
a terrified ashened pale-white 
when he was attacked all at once 
by 80 frantic bawdy-bloody- 
bawling racers trying to get their 
drink and sign the sign-in sheet. 
The first pit stop was over so fast 
that Craig, clutching the ravag- 
ed sign-in sheets in one hand and 
holding on dearly his scotch & 
soda in the other, exclaimed, 
“What a bunch of animals!” A 
bravo to this valiant and 
dedicated Official, however, who 
didn’t spill a drop of his scotch 
in the melee. 

On up Folsom the racers con- 
tinued to Kelly's, then to the 
Fickle Fox, and down Valencia 
to 18th Street to the Bachelor's 
Club, up 18th Street to the 
Mistake, on to the Corner Groc- 
ery Store, to Castro and the Mid- 
night Sun, Pendulum, Toad 
Hall, Nothing Special, right 
turn on Market Street to the 
Missouri Mule, and down Mar- 
ket Street to the Finish Line at 
the Mint. 

A crowd of over 1,000 revelers 
had gathered in front of the 
Mint. A loud cheer rose, “Here 
they come! Here they come!” 
Official Male Nurse (with Red 
Cross medallions all over his 
smock) Naomi yelled through 
his bull horn, ‘“Make way! 
Make way!” Official Nurse 
Lorelei, in white uniform and 
full blown blonde wig, lushed 
softly, “Let them pass, let them 

     

    

pass!” The leading team was 
just coming into view over the 
hill a block away. Their faces 
burining red, bodies wringing 
with sweat, and their eyes strain- 
ed wide open, the winners, Dar- 
rel Glide and Ken Rechtor, 
crossed the finish line and drop- 
ped from exhaustion. ‘Yeah! 
Champions! Yeah! You won! 
Congratulations!” cheered the 
crowd. The winners popped 
open beer and drenched each 
other in a victory shower. 

Darrel and Ken ran the race 
in 1 hour and 15 minutes. I lost 
a bet to Charlotte that it would 
take over two hours complete. 
The crowd stayed for hours out- 
side to wait for each team to cross 
the finish line and give them a 
cheer. The last team to finish 
had stopped at every single pit 
stop for a fancy cocktail and a 
cigarette, and staggered across 
the finish line about 3 hours 
later. They were not drunk. — 
They were shit-faced — but very, 
very happy; — they had finish- 
ed! Sweetlips presented the last 
place team with a two foot long 
salami as the Booby Prize. 

The first Mint Tricycle Race 
was history. The next year it 
would be termed The Great 
Tricycle Race, and after that The 
Great Race. Indeed, the Mint 
had been placed on the Map as 
an adult’s idea of using a child’s 
toy was responded to by a fun 
loving Gay community. 

This Memorial Day, Monday, 
May 30, 1983, will be the 
Twelfth Annual Great Race. In 
the eleven years that this San 
Francisco tradition has taken 
place much lore has sprung up 
zbout it and many awards have 
been presented to it for its ever 
increasing popularity. Some of 
the awards have been The 
Golden Awards: “Best Event of 
the Year,” Rip Off Rag: ‘“‘Best 
Sports Event”, Sauli Awards of 
Los Angeles: “Best Event of the 
Year in San Francisco,” and 
BAR Camp Awards: ‘“‘Best 
Event of the Year”. After winn- 
ing the Cable Car Award as 
“Best Event of the Year’ for five 
successive years, the Great Race 
was placed in the Cable Car 
Awards Hall of Fame in 1981. 

When Jimmy Carter was still 
a peanut farmer, his son Chip, 
entered the 1977 race and got as 
far as the Kokpit where he broke 
down. However, his father 
became President. And another 
omen — “Politicians, don’t mess 
with THE GREAT RACE” — 
Barbagelata lost the mayor's 
election to Moscone when he 
mistakenly wanted to ban tri- 
cycles from running all over the 
city. 

I chaired the race from 1972 
thru 1978, and Tommy Turner 
took over in 1979. The new 
owners, Harry ‘ Azavedo, Bill 
Metzler, and Timothy Sockett, 
of the Mint (now called Sutter’s 
Mill-The Mint), have asked 
Tommy Turner to Chair THE 
GREAT RACE this year. 

The course is an incredible 7 
1/2 miles long. Contestants will 
begin in the Civic Center at 2 
p.m., pedalling up Polk Street to 
the New Bell, downtown to the 
Kokpit, down Leavenworth to 
Market and up Market to 
Church. They'll go down to 
18th, and over to Castro Street, 
hitting every bar on the way, 
before returning back down 
Market to the finish line. Despite 
the length of the course and 30 
pit stops, the winners are ex- 
pected to pull up to the Mint 
within 40 minutes of the starting 
gun! What a race. = 
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#7223 Market St. Free Champagne 
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621-0441 Sunday Brunch 
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Sutter Medical Group 

A Complete Medical Facility Providing 

GENERAL MEDICAL CARE 
AND 

WALK-IN EMERGENCY CARE 
Medical And Surgical Specialists 

Psychotherapy And Counselling 

eo Cosmetic Surgery and Hair Transplantation 

eo Open 8:00 A.M. to 8:00 P.M. Daily 

Including Saturday and Sunday 

eo On-site X-ray, Laboratory and Medication 

® Save compared to most Medical Facilities 

eo No appointment necessary 

1154 Sutter St. near Polk 

441-6930 

Validated Parking A 

, Vek at Sutter Medical Group . . . . 

Walk-In General Medical Care 
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An Art Deco Experience 
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Restaurant Opening Soon 

878 Valencia St. 550-901 2 

Ouinn Rejects Gay 
Lifestyle 
Dignity Remains Optimistic 
by George Mendenhall 

The interviewer asked S.F. Archbishop John Quinn what 
he thought of the Gay liberation goal of gaining full accep- 
tance for Gays by society. He replied, “That’s their agenda, 
and that’s where we can never have any agreement. That will 
always be impossible for the Catholic Church to accept that 
agenda. That's just not possible.” The prelate added, “If we're 
ever going to have any constructive kind of collaboration, then     
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FRED B . ROSENBERG 
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3363 Mission Street, San Francisco 94110 
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Happy Hour - 3:30 to 6:00 - Mon. thru Fri. 
Complimentary Appetizers 

SPECIAL ALBATROSS OFFER 
1:30 t0 9:00 p.m. 

Bring a guest with this ad and you pay 
only for the highest priced meal. 

This offer good through June 15 

Mon. thru Fri. 155 Columbus 

434-3344 San Francisco 
Home of the finest Mexican Food & Margaritas in North Beach 

Lunch 11a.m. to 5p.m. 

Dinner 5p.m. to 9p.m.     
4 
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we have to set that agenda item apart.” 

Quinn, who has consistently 
refused to relate to the local Gay 
Catholic group Dignity, spoke 
out for the first time in some de- 
tail last week on the subject of 
Gay rights. In an exclusive San 
Francisco Chronicle interview 
by Larry Liebert, Quinn repeat- 
ed the well known Catholic posi- 
tion that it is all right to have a 
“homosexual orientation” as 
long as there is no sexual activity. 

“We differ with him pro- 
foundly,” a spokesperson for 
Dignity told Bay Area Reporter. 
Kevin Caligari said “‘His opposi- 
tion to the Gay rights movement, 
and especially his fear of the 
words ‘Lesbian’ and ‘Gay’, to us 
belies a fear and confusion on his 
part. Of course, we seek more 
than tolerance.” Many Gay 
Catholics here, according to 
Caligari, are united and will 
continue in the Church. Over 
200 attend the local Dignity 
Mass each Sunday. Dignity itself 
has several thousand members 
nationally, with 350 in the local 
chapter (making it one of the 
largest Gay groups in the city). 

The Bishop of Sacramento, 
Francis Quinn (no relation), has 
endorsed the AB-1 Gay job 
rights bill. The Archbishop of 
Seattle, Raymond Hunthausen, 
has openly welcomed Dignity to 
Seattle for its national conven- 
tion there this year. However, in 
San Francisco the archbishop re- 
fuses to endorse AB-1 and told 
the Chronicle ‘It is part of my 
role as bishop to proclaim and 
bear witness to moral truth. And 
that means sometimes saying 
things that people do not like to 
hear.” 

Quinn has permitted Dignity 
to meet in Catholic churches, 
but they would not be able to do 
so if the group were called Gay 
Dignity. The archbishop recent- 
ly refused a Gay choral group the 
right to sing in a Catholic church 
(the second refusal) because the 
word “Gay” was in its title. His 
spokesperson, Fr. Miles Riley, 
told this newspaper that using 
the word “Gay” was “flaunting 
and parading’ the Gay lifestyle. 

When Quinn arrived in San 
Francisco some time ago he said, 
**San Francisco is in many ways 
a sick city. Ordinary, everyday 
people here feel on the defen- 
sive.” He said the “bizarre sex- 
uality” here disturbed him. Now 
he is more philosophical: “The 
city simply reflects the drama 
that goes on in every human 
heart — and that’s the struggle 
between good and evil.” 

While calling tolerance “a ne- 
cessary civic virtue,” he con- 
cludes, “if we're going to have 
civic peace and civic dignity, 
there have to be some limits for 
the sake of a common good in 
what a civil society will tolerate. 

*“This flaunting and parading, 
well I don’t think it’s humanly a 
good thing. You talk about the 
homosexual community, and 
there are many different kinds of 
people that can be so described. 
Many of them regard that as 
outrageous too, and repugnant, 
and the whole group of people 
should not be so isolated.” 

Quinn added, ‘‘Certainly I 

  

would be opposed to discrimina- 
tion against the human rights 
and the civil rights of anyone.” 
At the same time he rejected en- 
dorsing legislation that would 
assure that Gay people are treat- 
ed equally in the employment 
market. 

The Catholic Monitor news- 
paper and the archbishop him- 
self have spoken out for “‘conti- 
nuing dialogue’ on homosexual- 
ity. Quinn, however appointed 
Monsignor Peter Armstrong to 
head the church’s Social Justice 
Commission and Armstrong 
quickly attempted to eliminate 
the Lesbian/Gay Task Force of 
that commission. The task 
force's controversial report on the 
poor state of church relations on 
homosexuality is ignored by 
Quinn. He has appointed his 
own Priest Senate to study the 
issue. 

Kevin Gordon, who heads the 
commission's task force, was sur- 

et 

  

  
Archbishop Quinn Drag (Photo: Rink) 

prised that Quinn was so out- 
spoken with his views, consider- 
ing that his own Senate will be 
issuing its report at the end of 
this month. He said he preferred 
not to comment on Quinn's 
statements until after that is 
released. 

Dignity’s Caligari is eternally 
optimistic. While Quinn made 
firm statements, he said, “Bish- 
ops and politicians are alike in 
that when they use words like 
‘never’ they usually end up eat- 
ing those words.” Caligari be- 
lieves Quinn “wants cooperation 
— and we are here to provide 
that.” m 
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Police Seek Man Who Killed Lover 

Police from Tustin and San Francisco are on the lookout for 
40-year-old Louis Gabriel Valenzuela, who is a suspect in the 
murder of his lover, Jake Rudolph Gray, 42. 

Gray was bludgeoned and stabbed to death in the early morn- 
ing of May 15 in Tustin in Orange County, where the two lived. 
San Francisco police have been asked to help locate Valenzuela 
because the two lovers originally met in The City 14 years ago and 
were fairly frequent visitors. 

Valenzuela is five feet, nine inches tall, 150 pounds, with brown 
eyes and black hair. He also has an upside-down tattoo of a 
seahorse on the inside of his right arm. 

Anyone with information on Valenzuela’s whereabouts is asked 
to call Jeff Brosch or Ed Erdelatz with San Francisco homicide 
at 553-1145, or Joe Garcia or Mark Bergquist with the Tustin 
Police Department at (714) 544-5424. : 

  
  

FINANCIAL PLANNING 

Investment Futures 1: 
Analyzing the Sunbelt 

is a major phenomenon of 
our time. A phenomenon 

that is permanently altering the 
political, cultural, and economic 
fabric of this nation. It is a phe- 
nomenon that further holds out 
the promise and the prospect for 
substantial gains for the well- 
researched placement of inves- 
tors’ capital. 

T he emergence of the Sunbelt 

Analyzing the investment 
potential of the Sunbelt requires 
three basic reference points. 
First, geographically the Sun- 
belt is defined as the combina- 
tion of the eleven states that 
compromised the old southern 
confederacy plus Oklahoma 
joined to the six western states 
that occupy the southwestern 
quadrant of the country. Sec- 
ond, sociologically the region as 
a whole represents lower state 
and local taxes, pro-growth and 
pro-development orientation, 
less unionism, less regulatory in- 
volvement, greater urban decen- 
tralization, lower cost of living, 
and greater natural resource 
availability. And thirdly, as its 
name implies, the region pos- 
sesses a much warmer and mild- 
er climate pattern. 

What makes this Sunbelt 
region of such special signifi- 
cance to us now is the simple 
fact that the population, in- 
dustries, jobs, economic growth, 
cultural impact, and political 
muscle are expanding into the 
region in the greatest realign- 
ment of power and influence in 
the nation’s history. The long- 
time bastions of leadership and 
power centered in the North- 
eastern and Great Lakes states 
are being overtaken. The old 
New York-Chicago axis will be 
surpassed by the newly develop- 
ing Los Angeles-Houston axis. 
This process is irreversible in our 
lifetimes. 

n his book Megatrends, 
| John Naisbitt writes, “The 

census of 1980 uncovered a 
massive shift not just in popula- 
tion but in wealth and economic 
activity from North to South.” 
Amplifying this theme, Alvin 
Toffler states in The Third 
Wave, “One could track the 
transfer of jobs and affluence as 
they followed the transfer of 
technology, so that the so-called 
‘sun-belt’ states built an advanc- 
ed technological base while the 
older industrial regions plunged 
into lassitude and near- 
bankruptcy.” 

What this conveys to an in- 
vestor is that real economic 
growth appearing in the form of 
new industries, new businesses, 
increasing population growth, 
rising spending patterns, and 
greater demands for services is 
taking place right now and into 
the plannable future in the Sun- 
belt region. Obviously not all 
sections of the Sunbelt are ex- 
periencing the same level of ex- 
pansionist economic activity. 
For example, don’t expect at this 
time to find much in the way of 
economic growth in Arkansas or 
Mississippi or Alabama. These 
states are in the region by virtue 
of geography alone. 

Further citing Megatrends, 
it’s predicted that 90% of the 
entire economic growth of the 
United States throughout the re- 
mainder of this century will take 
place in just eight states: Ari- 
zona, California, Colorado, 
Florida, Nevada, New Mexico, 
Texas, and Utah. And out of 
this total it’s estimated that a 
full 60% will occur in the three 
“megastates”’ of California, 
Texas, and Florida. Naisbitt 
states, “For economic growth, 
give me Texas, California, and 
Florida and you can have the 
other forty-seven.” 

The prospective investor has 
a choice for an investment deci- 
sion of either Sunbelt real estate 
or Sunbelt business firms. In 
real estate many programs are 
available that offer the investor 
options in participating in raw 
land speculation, construction 
of new buildings, or acquisition 
and subsequent improvement of 
existing buildings for future 
resale. 

In land speculation one of the 
most successful real estate syn- 
dicators is the Myers Group of 
Seattle. Myers has a superb in- 
house research organization that 
analyzes all the demographic 
and economic factors taking 
place in their targeted market 
areas. Various programs offer 

The move to the 

Sunbelt — a move ir- 
reversible in our life- 

times. 

the opportunity to invest in the 
purchase for speculation of pre- 
mier undeveloped building sites 
in growing cities such as Austin, 
Tucson, Albuquerque, San An- 
tonio, and Salt Lake City. 

In the field of construction of 
new buildings in growth markets 
syndicators like Sierra-Pacific 
and Occidental Land Research 
have well-developed offerings. 
These firms specialize in the 
diverse California market with 
important new projects being 
constructed in such prime busi- 
ness expansion locales as the 
Ontario International Airport 
complex east of Los Angeles and 
the 1-680 corridor in Contra 
Costa County. 

For buying and upgrading ex- 
isting projects all the big public 
real estate syndicators are bull- 
ish on Sunbelt apartment com- 
plexes. Firms including Con- 
solidated Capital, Balcor, JMB 
Realty, Fox & Carskadon, 
McNeil-Pacific are raising hun- 
dreds of millions of dollars for 
investment in the luxury garden 
apartment concept. Being a 
Principal in my brokerage firm, 
I couldn't begin to tell you the 
number crossing my desk of 
beautiful full-color presentations 
of luxury apartment projects in 
high-profile cities like Houston, 
Denver, Dallas, Tampa, and 
Phoenix. The basic thrust to all 
these programs is that rents are 

Gay Literature & Porn At Thr Store 
The Community Thrift Store 

now has a Gay/Lesbian litera- 
ture section, and also a section 
of pornography and erotica. It is 
the only major thrift store handl- 
ing this material. 

The “literature” section has 
both paperback and hardbound 
fiction and non-fiction, plus 
many back issues of important 
magazines of Gay liberation, 
such as Vector, Christopher 

Street, RFD, Magnus, Morning 
Due, Gay Left,, Politica Sexual 
(Mexico), Nuestro Cuerpo, and 
others. 

To protect the historical value 
of these items, the store has a 
swap agreement with the Les- 
bian/Gay Archives, so they can 
fill the gaps in their files in ex- 
change for their extra copies. 

The porn and erotica depart- 
ment has about 50 paperbacks 

BURNEY O. ALLGOQOD, CFP 

going to go up dramatically in 
these cities. These syndicators 
want to be in the luxury, upscale 
market to benefit for their 
investors. 

o invest in Sunbelt business- 
es your first option is in the 
actual stocks of companies 

identified with and positioned to 
take advantage of the explosive 
growth of the region. In the past 
large national corporations like 
Holiday Inns and Delta Airlines 
owe their preliminary growth to 
their Sunbelt activities. The 
region holds many smaller and 
newly-emerging companies in 
new industries and consumer- 
oriented activities that will ex- 
perience excellent appreciation 
in their shares prices throughout 
this decade. Check with your 
broker for favorites. 

If you're not into holding in- 
dividual stocks, you have an 
alternative in the form of a 
mutual fund that invests solely 
in Sunbelt headquartered com- 
panies. The fund called the 
Sunbelt Growth Fund and ad- 
ministered from Houston was 
first offered only back in 
November of 1981. It opened 
that month at a fixed price of 
$10 per share and 18 months 
later in mid-April of 1983 its net 
asset value per share was over 
$15.50. That's over 55% growth 
rate in a year and a half. 

There are other vehicles for 
Sunbelt investment. There are 
oil and gas drilling programs, 
cattle breeding, research and 
development, and alternative 
energy. One of my favorites is a 
program that offers investors a 
chance to participate in the 
boom in fast-food Mexican (or 
as my lover reminds me to be 
more accurate, Tex-Mex) restau- 
rants. Time magazine in a re- 
cent analysis wrote on the boom 
taking place in this industry. 

It’s fair to ask how long this 
Sunbelt phenomenon is likely to 
continue. I'd like to share an 
answer | heard given two years 
ago at a major investment con- 
ference by the world-renowned 
climatologist Dr. Iben Brown- 
ing. Dr. Browning's professional 
career has focused on the corre- 
lation between developing cli- 
mate patterns and their effect on 
man’s economic activities. He 
argues that throughout history 
no event has spurred population 
shifts like those generated by 
onsets of severe cold climates. 
Dr. Browning claims with a fac- 
tor of 85% scientific certainty 
that in the earth’s northern lati- 
tudes the climate is getting pro- 
gressively colder causing in- 
creased population movements 
to warmer southern locales. 
Moreover, his predictions (re- 
member this was two years ago) 
called for much increased rain- 
fall for the western United States 
as a permanent climatic change. 
What was Dr. Browning's idea 
of an excellent long-term invest- 
ment? Arizona, New Mexico 
and West Texas scrub land! 
Browning insists that in 25 years 
this will be prime sub-tropical 
farm land, the new American 
breadbasket! m 

(all with happy endings) and 
many magazines, like Drum- 
mer, Playgirl, Driver, Strokes, 
etc, also a bowling ball with 
eyebolt (for stretching exercises), 
various sculptures of parts or 
wholes, and much more. 

The store hopes that more 
people will donate their old 
materials. There is high interest 

  

Announcing New Offices 

Alan M. Rockway, Ph.D. 
Licensed Clinical Psychologist 

License #PY7531 

Individuals & Couples Therapy 

4326 18th Street, S.F. 821-6774 
  

  

  

  

      

    

SAN 
FRANCISCO 

PSYCHOTHERAPY 
GUILD 

An Association of Menta! Health 

Professionals Dedicated to Helping 

the Gay Community 

   

     
  

Professional help with 

loneliness, nervousness, 

confusion, lack of 

motivation, mid-life 

transition, stress, 

relational difficulties, 

sexual problems, problems 

with alcohol or drug use. 

Insurance Welcome @ Sliding Scale 

Call 552-2974 or 861-1229 for Initial Appointment 
  

Martin M. Mass, M.D. 
Internal Medicine and General Gay Health Care 

Buena Vista Medical Group 
2000 Van Ness Avenue, Suite 206 

San Francisco / 775-1666 

Saturday Hours Available 

Diplomate, American Board of Internal Medicine 

A The 4 
Ill Law SZ 

cummmmmn Centers 
" 

  

Law Centers of America 
— BREAKS THROUGH <— 

the high price barriers! 

Legal Services at LOW AFFORDABLE PRICES!!! 

RICK L. MANRING 
attorney-at-law 

295 Fell St. #B 
San Francisco, CA 94102 

(415) 863-5345 

Member GGBA 

  

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN EATING AND EATING WELL 

An upstairs restaurant + 1770 Haight + 

  

San Francisco + 221-0833 

  

  

  

  in it, and it makes good com- 
munity sense to pass it on. Wl 
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Parade Committee 
Needs Help 

Be a part of the 1983 Les- 
bian/Gay Freedom Day Parade. 
Enjoy yourself and get involved 
at the same time. 

The parade committee still 
needs volunteers to assist in 
many of the pre-parade and day 
of the parade operations. 

Safety and Medical Monitors 
are needed to make this a safe 
and enjoyable parade for every- 
one. Medical Monitors orienta- 
tion meetings will be held at 
Valencia Rose, 766 Valencia St. 
on Wednesday, June 1, at 6-8 
p.m. and Saturday, June 4, at 
1-3 p.m. Safety Monitors meet 
at the Women’s Building, 3543 
18th Street on June 13, 14, 18, 
and 24, all are at 7 p.m. except 
June 18 which is at 1 p.m. You 

must attend at least one orien- 
tation meeting to be a monitor. 

Other sub-committees that 
desperately need your help in- 
clude; childcare coordinators 
and people to watch the area the 
day of the parade; Beer commit- 
tee especially needs women. For 
details on these and other com- 
mittees please call the parade of- 
fice at 861-5404. " 

=—DUICKIESE= 
Some of the fun events are: 

May 26th, 8 p.m. at the En- 
dUp, “Hot Colors” (6th & Har- 
rison) $3.00 for music, food and 
dancing. 

June 10th, 8 p.m. at the 

Women’s Building, 3543 18th 
Street (at Valencia). The first an- 
nual Lesbian/Gay Prom, 
“Twisting The Night Away’. 
Rock N’ Roll to 50s and 60’s 
music by “Up For Grabs”. Dress 
to fit the period. 

For details on these and other 
events call the Lesbian/Gay 
parade office at 861-5404. WB 
  

Job Bias in Gay Bars 

The Gay Life (KSAN, 95 
FM, 6 a.m., Sunday, May 29) 
will air a panel discussion on 
racial discrimination in the em- 
ployment practices of Gay bars 
in San Francisco. Billy Jones 
and Tom Horan, members of 
Black and White Men Together, 
made the presentation at the 
May meeting of the Alice B. 
Toklas Memorial Democratic 
Club. iL 

sex symbols from Hollywood, 
along with the role of women in 
the film world of the 80's, the 
films just released in the Bay 
Area, and the entries in this 
year’s Lesbian/Gay Film Festi- 
val, slated for two weeks in June 
at the Castro and Roxie theaters. 
Listeners are welcome to discuss 
their film raves Saturday from 
7:05 to 10 PM by calling 
928-0104. 

Sunday night from 7:05 to 
9 PM the spotlight at KGO-FM 
(FM 104) will turn on the ac- 
tivities at the Bisexual Center of 
San Francisco. David's guests 
will be a married bi couple, Dr. 
David Lourea and Lee Olivier, 
who will discuss how one juggles 
romance on both sides of the 
fence. From 9:05 to 10 PM, 
B.A.R. contributing writer 
Johnny Nieto will discuss his 
play in progress, which deals 
with the relationship between a 
young Gay man and his father. 

ed 25,000 copies of the latest 

issue of the directory, a Gay tele- 

phone book with advertising. 

They are now selling public 
stock. 

Bob Adams, who started the 
directory in 1979, died of a heart 

attack at the end of 1982. He was 
in considerable debt at his death 
and there was a delay of several 

months until the current direc- 
tory could get off the presses. 
The new Cassidy/ Partin firm in- 
tends to vastly expand the bi- 
yearly publication to include 
other cities. The next issue is due 
in October. 

Partin, Vice President of the 
new group, emphasizes that 
rumors that his firm now has 
straight owners is entirely un- 
founded. He said it is Gay- 
operated and primarily Gay- 

owned. 

  

94.1FM (Bay Area) and KFCF 
88FM (Fresno). The program 
has been produced by an un- 
paid, all-volunteer collective 
since its first broadcast in June 
1973. 

The on-air party takes place 
Wednesday, June 8, from 
8-11 p.m. at San Francisco's 
Valencia Rose Cabaret, 766 
Valencia. Donation at the door 
is $5-825 sliding scale — which 
includes nonstop entertainment, 
a lavish party spread, birthday 
cake, and no-host bar. 

The festivities will be aired 
simultaneously over radio sta- 
tions KPFA and KFCF, and 
over KPFB 89.3FM (serving the 
Berkeley hills). For additional 
information, phone 431-7243. 

  

  

  

  
  

Labor Alliance Seeks 
Parade Participants 
The Lesbian/Gay Labor Alli- 

ance welcomes Gay and Lesbian 
workers to help organize and 
participate in the Labor con- 
tingent in the Lesbian/Gay 
Freedom Day Parade. The Alli- 
ance meets every first and third 
Thursday of the month, at 240 

Golden Gate Avenue in San 
Francisco. 

Membership is open to all 
who recognize their roles as 
workers, in particular, union 
members. For further informa- 
tion, call Vince Quackenbush at 
863-2632. Ww 

Parade Festivities 
Start Now 

Activities are being held from 
now til the end of June celebra- 
ting Lesbian/Gay pride month. 

  
Pacific Center Hosts 
Prom 

Was your last high school 
dance a bummer because your 
date wasn’t who you really 
wanted to take? Well on Sat. 
May 28 you can bring the special 
date to GayProm '83. Young 
people are invited to come and 
dance from 8 p.m. to 1 a.m. at 
the Pacific Center, 2712 Tele- 
graph Ave., Berkeley. $3 single, 
$5 couple, $15 over 21 couple. No 
unaccompanied adults, please. 
For more information call 
841-6224. w 

Sex Symbols, Films, 
and Bisexuals 

This Saturday night live The 
David Lamble Talk Show goes 
to the movies. David and his 
guest, film critic Penni Kimmel, 
will discuss the new wave of male 

  
Parade Deadlines 
Near 

If you're thinking of par- 
ticipating in the June '83 parade 
now's the time to decide. June 1 

is the deadline for Float, March 
and Booth applications. 

Booth space is 80% filled, if 
you want space send in an ap- 
plication as soon as possible to 
the parade office. 

Numerous Float and March- 
ing contingents have already 
responded. Get your group or 
organization in now to join the 
pride and celebration. 

For further information call 
the Lesbian/Gay Freedom Day 
Parade Committee at 861-5404 
or stop in at our office at Valen- 
cia Rose, 766 Valencia St. (at 
18th) S.F. m 
  

Gay Directory Survives 
Two local Gay real estate offi- 

cials have formed Gay Interna- 
tional, Inc. to publish the Gay 
Area Directory. Alfred Cassidy 
and Kenneth Partin have releas-   

Gay Radio's 
Tenth Birthday 

“Fruit Punch,” the nation’s 
longest-running Gay radio pro- 
gram, celebrates its tenth anni- 
versary next month (June 8) with 

a gala birthday party to be aired 
“live” over KPFA FM, from the 
Valencia Rose Cabaret in San 
Francisco. 

Entertainers and artists 
scheduled to perform at the com- 
munity celebration — and to 
help launch Lesbian/Gay Free- 
dom Month in the process — in- 
clude the spirited Choral Major- 
ity, singer-composer Blackberri, 
stand-up comic Lea (‘Raging 
Bull”) Delaria, poet James 
Broughton, musician Gwen 
Avery, Gay recording artist Con- 
an, whistler Jason Serinus, the 
dynamite duo Casselberry- 
Dupree, and a host of other tal- 
ented well-wishers. 

Supervisor Harry Britt will be 
on hand to congratulate the staff 
of “Fruit Punch,” as will other 
political and media luminaries, 
and former members of the 
KPFA programming group. 

“Fruit Punch” is a weekly 
Gay men’s radio program, aired 
Wednesdays, 10-11 p.m., over 
listener-supported KPFA 

Professionals Over 30 

Schedule Activities 
Professionals over 30/San 

Francisco is sponsoring a hike 
and picnic at the California 
Botanical Gardens, Tilden Park, 
Beverly Hills, on Sunday, May 
29, 12:00 noon. Call our tour 
guide, Randy Rossi (552-5211, 
evenings and weekends) for 
reservations and carpool 

information. 

Christmas in June will be 
the theme for the Monthly 
Meeting of Professionals Over 
30/San Francisco on Sunday, 
June 5, at 1:00 p.m. Lunch will 
be served, and guests will be ex- 
pected to bring a “white ele- 
phant” gift for exchange, proper- 
ly packaged in Yuletide decor. 
For reservations, call Mart or 
Gary at 753-2473, evenings and 
weekends. 

AIDS will be the subject for 
review at the Discussion Group 
& Lunch of Profressionals Over 
30/San Francisco on Sunday, 
June 19, at 1:00 p.m. Guest 
speakers will talk on the broad 
medical and psychological as- 
pects of the disease followed by 
an open forum. Rich will be the 
host, and you can call him to 
book your reservation at 
661-1042, evenings and week- 
ends 

For information on Profes- 
sionals Over 30/San Francisco, 
contact Tom James, Box 421161, 
San Francisco, CA 94142. BB 
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Conference on 

Gay Aging 
A call for Papers and Presen- 

tations for the Second National 
Conference on Lesbian and Gay 
Aging has resulted in an un- 
precedented number of respect- 
ed and highly qualified pre- 
senters. 

To be held in San Francisco on 
June 24-25, at San Francisco 

State University, the Conference 
will be one of the major activities 
leading up to the International 
Lesbian/Gay Freedom Day Pa- 
rade and Celebration (Sunday, 
June 26). 

Older Lesbians and Gay men, 
early community activists, po- 
litical leaders, service providers, 
and a host of specialists involved 
in research, teaching, theater, 
cinema, writers, will participate 
in the two-day event. The confer- 
ence will begin with a keynote 
speech and a general session on 
“The Politics of Aging” and 
“The Lesbian/Gay Movement 
in Historical Perspective.” Con- 
firmed presenters include Mor- 
ris Kight, Del Martin, Phyllis 
Lyon, Dorrwin Jones, Harry 
Hay, John Burnside, Monika 
Kehoe, Jim Kepner, Hal Call, 
Harry Britt, Don Clark, Judge 
Herbert Donaldson. 

For more information and 
pre-registration materials on the 
Aging Conference, write to 
NALGG, 1290 Sutter St., Suite 
8, S.F. 94109. wi 

The Art of Self Defense 
  

afraid on the streets and 
wishing you knew more 

about how to defend yourself. 
“What would I actually learn in 
a self-defense class?” you ask. 
In my class you'd learn some 
basic fighting techniques and 
work on finding the strength in- 
side yourself to confront an ac- 
tual or potential attack. The 
more I teach the more I see that 
the techniques — how to kick, 
where to cause pain, etc. — have 
to go hand in hand with learn- 
ing how to face someone, look 
them right in the eye and con- 
vincingly tell them to “Fuck off 
and leave me alone.” 

My basic assumption is that 
we all have vast capabilities, 
both physical and mental, to 
create safety for ourselves and 
the people we care for. A lifetime 
of fearful experience often — 
not always — inhibits us from 
using all of our strength and 
cleverness when we need it. 
Learning self-defense can help 
us stay clear enough to use our 
full abilities. Everyone has 
unrealized talents for self- 
defense. Speed, cleverness, size, 
strength, fierceness, humor, 
creativity, a nasty mouth, or dir- 
ty look — we all have some com- 
bination of skills that can make 
us safe. Each of us has our own 
best style, the problem is to find 
it and make it powerful. 

As a teacher, I draw on my 
training in martial arts (a black 
belt in Jujitsu and a brown belt 
in Judo), my experience as an 
assistant for Women’s Protection 
Program classes (an excellent 
program for women and girls), 
and my own teaching experi- 
ence. I also draw on my own life 
experience. I grew up small and 
as a teenager I learned a lot of 
fear from being teased, bullied, 
and sometimes beat up. As an 
adult studying martial arts has 
been a tremendous emotional 
release for me. I certainly still 
get afraid but knowing how to 
fight has helped release me from 
feeling controlled by fear. 

T he techniques taught in the 

\: you're tired of feeling 

class are as practical and 
easy to learn as possible 

while also giving the student 
some range of response. If you 
can yell at the attacker and it 
works, great. If you can run, 
fine. If you have to stomp his 

by Chris Anderegg’ 

foot, smash him in the balls, and 
then run, you can do that too. If 
you know you can smash them 
if you need to, it helps you to feel 
calmer and stronger about other 
possibilities — such as talking 
them out of it. The class covers 
the following topics and more: 

1. basic fighting principles: 
stance, breathing, and focusing 
your force 

2. releases from common 
grabs: chokes, wrist grabs, bear 
hugs 

3. the attacker’s vulnerable 
points 

4. your body weapons: using 
your knees, elbows, kicks, etc. 

5. defenses from the ground 

6. role plays of street scenes 

7. defenses against knives and 
clubs 

8. defenses against more than 
one attacker 

establish a powerful position. 
This is where a decisive, clear, 
response will often end an inci- 

dent. They were looking for a 
victim, you turned out not to be 
a victim. End of story. Many 
times an attack that has actual- 
ly begun will end if you cause the 
attacker immediate pain or stop 
their first move. A friend of mine 
was at a picnic in a park when 
a drunk came up and started 
yelling at his group. As the ag- 
gressor continued to talk and ad- 
vance my friend got up. The 
drunk swung at him and my 
friend put up an arm. By luck, 
he stopped the blow. The drunk 
turned and walked away. End of 
story, except for my friend's 
surprise. 

Some of the most gratifying 
types of success stories for me as 
a teacher come from students 
who report feeling angry instead 
of bad after being harrassed and 
those who say they feel less 
afraid in their daily lives. Fear is 
what stops most people from 
learning self-defense. Fear 
makes us believe that the .at- 
tacker is not afraid, that he is ex- 
tremely powerful, and that we 
are not capable of being power- 
ful. This is especially true for 

  

We all have vast 
physical and mental 

capabilities — both 

  

We have become accustomed 
to a weekly dose of disaster 
stories about street violence. We 
hear about success so seldom, 
because success stories are often 
not dramatic or sensational. A 
common success story: someone 
is being harrassed, they tell the 
harrasser to cut it out and get 
out, they do, and that’s the end 
of the story. For example, a stu- 
dent in my class, a shy 15 year 
old, was sitting in the school 
cafeteria when another student 
walked up to him and said 
threateningly, ‘“‘you looked at 
me, why were you looking at 
me?” (A classic nonsensical bul- 
ly entry). My student looked 
right at him and said, “I didn’t 
look at you and besides you're 
not going to fight me over that.” 
The harrasser walked away mut- 
tering. End of story. 

Many attackers begin with 
harrassment and testing from a 
safe distance or a position of 
power. Standing over someone 
sitting down, yelling from cars, 
from stairs, from a distance can 

Dear Mayor — It Isn’t Safe 

by Robert A. Mason 

This is a report I have filed with the Community United Against 
Violence (CUAV). I would appreciate your investigation into this 

incident. 

On Sunday, March 13, on my 
way home from the Ocean Beach 
I stopped at the Flower Con- 
servatory to enjoy the end of a 
sunny day. I walked across John 
F. Kennedy Drive towards the 
tennis courts, when the police 
brutally assaulted and hand- 
cuffed me without explanation. 
They roughly searched the 
pockets of my trousers and 
sports jacket (from which two 
$20 bills were later missing). I 
asked what the problem was and 
was told to shut up, that the of- 

ficer “would ask the questions.” 
I was grabbed and shoved into 
a patrol car. 

Two unmarked cars arrived 

with detectives, who asked me 

what I was doing. I explained 

the events of my day. I overheard 

a detective tell one of the arrest- 

ing officers, “You should let him 

go,” and the officer reply, “Need 

to take him in as a statistic. 

At this point I was driven to 

the Park police station — still 

without explanation. An officer 
at the station took my ID and 
left the room. Then I was ha- 
rassed and degraded with such 
statements as “Once a cock- 
sucker always a cocksucker.” 
Finally a detective removed the 
handcuffs and told me, “You can 
leave, and if you're smart you'll 
just forget it.” I asked for my ID 
back and was told by several of- 
ficers in a mocking way that I 
must have lost it and should just 
get out. 

I asked for names and badge 
numbers of the arresting officers 
and was told, “If you don’t get 
the hell out of here you're going 
to be carried out on a stretcher!” 
1 went to the foyer and asked for 
my ID, when another officer 
came out with his hand on his 
gun and told me to get the hell 
out and wait outside the fenced 
gate of the parking lot. The two 
arresting officers waiting in their 
patrol car started laughing, call- 
ing obscenities, and shining their 
car’s floodlight in my eyes. 

some women and Gay men who 
get harrassed daily on the 
streets. Sometimes it takes a run- 
ning start to leap over this fear 
and start and stick with a self- 
defense class. I know from my 
own life that learning self- 
defense can help create self con- 
fidence in our daily lives that will 
make us all safer and ready to 
fight like demons when we need 
to. 

CUAV is sponsoring Chris 
Anderegg to teach two self- 
defense classes and a series of 
workshops over the next three 
months. There will be an all-day 
workshop for men and women 
on Saturday, May 14 and one for 
men only on May 21. Classes are 
twenty hours — one is for 
women and men and is Tuesday 
and Thursday mornings from 9 
to 10:15 a.m.; and the other is 
for men and is Tuesday evenings 
from 7 to 9 p.m. They both begin 
May 24th. The workshops cost 
$25 and the class is $60. Pay- 
ment plans and some scholar- 
ships are available. Call Chris at 
861-3523 for information and 
preregistration. #® 

I went to a friend ’s home near- 
by. From there I called the sta- 
tion 20 minutes later and was 
allowed to return for my ID, 
which had been there all the 
time. 

To this day I do not know why 
I was abducted. I am 30 years 
old, a good citizen, a student at 
City College, and I work a full- 
time and a part-time job to pay 
my expenses. I feel strongly that 
justice is miscarried when a citi- 
zen on his one day off a week 
cannot enjoy a sunny day in our 
beautiful city, but must endure 
physical, mental, emotional, 
and spiritual abuse at the hands 
of men who represent the law for 
the sake of their statistics. 

My grandfather was a law of- 
ficer and I was raised with the 
highest respect and admiration 
for policemen. This is my first 
arrest, if arrest it was. I do not 
even have a traffic violation or a 
parking ticket. 

I feel shock, disbelief, and 
hurt that a system which I sup- 
port with taxes is allowed to 
humiliate and discriminate 
against fellow human beings in 
this manner. 

    

    

You are welcome at 

ST. BONIFACE CHURCH 
133 Golden Gate Avenue 

LIXIN 
7:30, 9:00, 10:30, 12:15 

130, 9:00, 12:15 

:30p.m. Mon-Fri 

Sunday Masses: 

Weekday Masses: 

Evening Praver: 

  

  

LLOYD TAYLOR 
ATTORNEY/CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT 

* Wills & Estates > 

® Incorporations 

® Partnerships 

® Tax Planning 

® Tax Returns 

* Business Law 

* Real Estate 

* Financial Planning 

® Privacy & Asset 

Protection 

    

      

   

  

   

    

155 Montgomery St. 

San Francisco, CA 

(415) 788-1140 

        

    
The Bay Area Reporter, San 

weekly Gay newspaper, is available free from newspaper boxes [f 
at the following locations:      

      Ferry Building || 
City Hall [i 

Federal Building | 
Hall of Justice [f 

SP Train Depot | 
Castro & 24th |i 

Kearny & Geary 
Kearny & Post 
Kearny & Sutter 
Kearny & Bush 
California & Montgomery 
California & Sansome 
California & Davis 24th & Noe |f 
Sacramento & Front 18th & Collingwood | 
Sacramento & Battery Portola/Woodside, Tower Mkt 
Clay & Montgomery Fillmore & Chestnut 
Clay & Sansome Union & Fillmore [| 
Jackson & Drumm, Safeway Union & Van Ness 
Columbus & Union 

       
        

            

            
      
      

  

  

TIRED OF BARS & BATHS? WORRIED 
ABOUT CATCHING SOMETHING? CALL THE 
CONNECTER AND CRUISE BY PHONE! 

A UNIQUE TELEPHONE SEX 
EXPERIENCE! EVERY MAN IS 
DOING IT JUST FOR FUN! 

HOOK UP WITH MEN FROM ALL OVER 
THE U.S. WITH OUR COMPUTERIZED 
SYSTEM. SEX AT YOUR FINGERTIPS 
VIA THE CONNECTER! 

INDULGE YOUR SEX. 
FANTASIES AND 
ENJOY 
JACKOFF! 

   

  

      
    

      
      

     

          

first 4 hours. 

$2.00 
ea. addl. hdur. 
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(415) 346-8747       
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   The Letter 
(Continued from page 1) May 11, 1983 

Dear bathhouse, theatre, or club owner: 

As a concerned group of individuals involved in a number of social, profes- 
sional, religious, and political organizations, as well as AIDS patients, we are 
asking that you attend a meeting on Thursday, May 19, 1983, at 5:30 p.m. 
at the Metropolitan Community Church, 150 Eureka Street, to discuss what 
steps can be taken to minimize the transmission of the infectious agent be- 
lieved to be involved in AIDS. 

At this meeting we will suggest several steps which we believe are particularly 
important in light of the large number of Gay males who regularly visit San 
Francisco, particularly during Lesbian/Gay Freedom Week, and who may 
become infected with AIDS and could spread it to their hometowns upon 

departure. 

We believe that men should be informed of ways to engage in sexual conduct 
in a fashion that minimizes their risk of becoming infected or spreading infec- 
tion. Information on this topic is not generally available to visitors coming to 
San Francisco who may patronize your establishment. 

We are asking that you consider three simple steps which we believe will have 

a positive impact on this situation: 

e Examine your place of business to see if the opportunities for per- 
sonal hygiene can be improved. Are there adequate shower, towel, and 
personal cleansing facilities and are they maintained in a hygenic 

fashion? 

® Post a notice at the entrance to your establishment informing your 
patrons that AIDS is a concern in San Francisco and that precau- 

tions should be taken. 

® Provide to each patron, upon entering your establishment, an in- 
formation sheet alerting him of the concern and steps to take to 

minimize the risk of infection 

Suggested wording for the posted notice and the information sheet given to 
patrons is attached. The complete text of the BAPHR pamphlet “Guidelines 
for AIDS Risk Reduction,” from which the above wording is taken, should 
be made available to your patrons. Making condoms available will also pro- 
vide an opportunity to have sex in a way that significantly reduces the exchange 
of bodily fluids. 

We believe that this meeting will be an opportunity to address community con- 
cerns in a cooperative and productive fashion. With your assistance and coopera- 

tion the spread of this disease can be minimized and we can all continue to 
enjoy the pleasures for which San Francisco is famous. 

The Rev. Jim Sandmire will chair the meeting and he can be contacted at the 
Golden Gate Metropolitan Community Church should you have any questions 

before the meeting. We hope that you will make every effort to attend or to 
send a representative of your establishment. 

Sincerely yours, 

Lawrence A. Wilson 

Alice B. Toklas Democratic Club 

FOR: 

Rick Andrews, M.D. 
Bay Area Physicians for 
Human Rights 

Christopher L. Bowman 
Concerned Republicans for 

Individual Rights 

Frank Cortelli 
AIDS Patient 

Bill Kraus 

AIDS/KS Foundation 

The Rev. Jim Sandmire 

MCC Golden Gate 

Anne Bezverkov 
Bay Area Career Women 

Catherine Cusic 
Harvey Milk Gay Democratic Club 

The Rev. Michael E. England 

MCC San Francisco 

Cleve Jones 

Fifth Congressional District Staff 

Paul Boneberg 
Stonewall Gay Democratic Club 

Organizations listed for identification purposes only. 
  

Gay Republicans Endorse 
Howard for Congress 
by Michael Benzry 

Concerned Republicans for Individual Rights (CRIR) 
endorsed Duncan Howard for Congress in the special elec- 
tion this June to fill the seat of the late Phillip Burton. Howard 
and three other Republican candidates spoke to the group 
at their monthly meeting. Preceding the candidates was a 
sobering talk on AIDS given by Dr. Michael Gorman, epi- 
demiologist at University of California, San Francisco. Gor- 
man’s discussion was planned to familiarize the candidates 
and the group with the AIDS problem. 

Howard was the only candi- 
date to mention AIDS saying it 
was a public health problem that 
should be addressed by the fed- 
eral government. He spoke at 
considerable length on Gay 
issues. He believes that upfront 
Gays should be allowed to serve 
in the military without any 
sanctions. 

In matters of the economy and 
in most areas, Howard supports 
President Reagan. He felt that 
there is a need for some sound 
thoughts about Secretary of the 
Interior James Watt. The ap- 
pointment of William Ruckels- 
haus to the Environmental Pro- 
tection Agency was a good move 

i     
in his opinion. Howard is a sup- 
porter of environmental issues. 

The other candidates includ- 
ed Gary Arnold of Santa Cruz, 
Tom Spinoza, and William 
Dunlap. Arnold ran for Con- 
gress in Santa Cruz as a Repub- 
lican against Reagan’s policies in 
the last election. He received 
notoriety because the Central 
Republican Committee refused 
to support him. Spinoza was the 
Republican opponent of Phil 
Burton a number of times. 
Spinoza could not stay for the 
whole meeting and made few 
remarks. Dunlap spoke only on 
one issue, the public election of 
cabinet officers. Ninety percent 
of the club voted to endorse 

Candidate Gary Arnold addresses CRIR, with moderator Tom Peretti look- 

ing on. Seated are Duncan Howard (l.) and William Dunlap (r.). (Photo: Rink) 
    

  

Howard. Howard was articulate 
and informed. None of the other 
candidates mentioned AIDS or 
gave much attention to Gay 
issues. 

CRIR felt Howard would be 
a strong candidate against Sala 
Burton. Sala Burton was seen as 
an unknown and a carpetbagger. 
Two of the members of CRIR, 
John Van Heusden and Paul 
Hardman, are disputing Bur- 
ton’s residency in court. While 
members of Congress can have 
dual residency, their spouses 
cannot. The California election 
code specifies that a person must 
establish residency independent- 
ly of his or her spouse. The 
residency can be a place they live 
or lived if they plan to return. 
Phillip Burton's California resi- 
dency is listed as his mother’s 
home, where it was presumed he 
once did reside. Sala Burton also 
lists this as her address for the 
purposes of registering to vote. 
But she has never lived at that 
address, so she cannot “return” 
to it. The suit claims that Sala 
Burton's true residency is at her 
home in Washington. 

The Fifth Congressional Dis- 
trict has a higher number of reg- 
istered Republicans than most in 
the Bay Area. CRIR believes a 
supporter of Reagan has a 
chance to win. Reagan policies 
have brought down the rate of in- 
flation and the federal discount 
rate, making funds available for 
housing loans. The enormous 
deficits that appear to be in the 
making are seen as a serious 
problem that cannot be solved in 
a short period of time. Reagan- 
omics is not seen as the cause. 

Duke Armstrong, former 
president of CRIR, was dis- 
appointed that other potential 
Democratic candidates have so 
quickly endorsed Sala Burton. It 
surprised him that a week after 
Phillip Burton's death, 10 of 11 
city supervisors came out for 
Sala Burton. He thought there 
were a number of ambitious 
Democrats more qualified than 
she. Burton was just using her 
husband’s name to “‘put herself 
in an office she is manifestly not 
competent to fill,” he said. 

  

  

  

BAVARIAN CYCLE WORKS 
EXCLUSIVELY BMW 

THREE YEAR WARRANTY 
SALES: 

Leasing, Nothing Down Financing, Euro Delivery 
Service, Repair, Parts, Accessories 

3858th St.,S.F. Tues.-Sat. 863-7255   
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LEATHER FOREVER 
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Mail orders add 10% for postage and handling California residents add applicable local sales tax 
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NOW Appoints Lesbian 
Rights Staffer 
NOW Action Vice President 

Mary Jean Collins today an- 
nounced the appointment of 
Christine R. Riddiough as her 
Assistant on Lesbian rights. 
“Riddiough will be primarily 
responsible for coordinating 
NOW'’s work nationally on 
issues of Gay and Lesbian 
rights,” said Collins. “Her work 
will include acting as liaison to 
national Gay rights organiza- 
tions, working with NOW state 
and local units on Gay rights 
legislative initiatives and 
developing educational materi- 
als on these issues.” 

Riddiough comes to NOW 
from Chicago where she has 
been active in the feminist and 
Gay and Lesbian movements for 
over a decade. She has served as 
co-chair of the Illinois Gay and 
Lesbian Task Force and the Gay 
and Lesbian Coalition of Metro- 
politan Chicago. She has written 
extensively on Gay rights issues. 
Gay Life, the Chicago-based 
Gay community newspaper, de- 
scribed her as ‘‘one of the most 
effective leaders” of the Chicago 
Gay community. John Balester, 
who served with her as IGLTF 
co-chair, also praised her. “The 
two greatest things about Chris 
are her knowledge of the Gay 
community and politics general- 
ly, and her ability to create a pro- 
ductive environment in which to 
work.” 

Riddiough said of her ap- 
pointment, ‘“The opportunity to 
actually participate in making 
political change and to work for 
Lesbian and Gay rights at this 
level is a tremendous challenge.   

to His Heart . . . 

  

yourself with a little extra-caloric plunge. How about a little 
\ o you took off a couple of extra pounds and you're going to reward 

pasta? But not just ordinary spaghetti with Ragu — something’ 
a little special, linguine con vongole. Let it roll right off your tongue, 
vone-go-lay. Yes, clams. 

Get yourself a couple of cans of chopped or minced clams at the 
supermarket. Also a couple of cans of mushrooms — stems and pieces 
is fine, no point in splurging on broiled-in-butter. And of course you 

need a package of linguine. That's 
the stuff that looks like spaghetti 
but is flat. Of course you can use 
spaghetti instead of linguine, but 
where's the fun? And it’s not a 
major investment. 

Put a little butter in a small 
saucepan and melt it. Toss in 
some garlic, a couple of cloves of 
fresh chopped fine; garlic powder 
won't do. After a minute or two 
throw in the clams with the liquid 
from the cans and the mushrooms 
without their liquid. Add a good 

   
Peter Hirsch and John Prisco — 

Bay Area Reporter's newest addition: 
a cooking class. 

splash of white wine or dry vermouth — nothing fancy. Also sprinkle 
in a little chopped parsley if you have some handy. Bring this mix- 
ture to a boil, then turn the heat down and simmer a couple of minutes. 
That's the sauce. And that’s all there is to it. 

Cook the linguine according to the package directions. Be sure 
you have plenty of water in the pot so the noodles don't stick together. 
When cooked drain the noodles, put them in a bowl with the clam 
sauce, and toss with a very healthy sprinkling of Parmesan cheese. 

And what about some garlic bread to go with it?     

AN JOSE SANTA CLARA CUPERT 

OAKLAND 

(GREATE 
INO SUNNYVALE REDWOOD CITY 

  

A Plague on Potpourri 
    
CALLITHUMP! 
(A Redesigned Nose!) 

The rendering of the float 
design is late in arriving, but a 
‘very rough” model was con- 
structed to give all some idea 
what the blasted thing would 
look like. 

Ideas and suggestions were 
bantered about at the last meet- 
ing, and some unique and inter- 
esting innovations might have re- 
sulted; for instance a ‘“‘peopled 
powdered” float! Construction 
begins soon, and will probably 
be at Trish and Cheryl's house. 
A formal request is now being 
made to any and all who will be 
willing to donate time and ener- 
gy in the building. Time is ex- 
tremely short and all available 
help will be definitely needed. 

It is very conceivable that we 
just might have a winner . . . but 
it will take a hell of a lot moire 
of us working together to make 
the idea a reality. How about it? 
can we feign friendships until 
Sunday, June 26? 

TRIUMVIR CENOBY! 
(A Tired Nose!) 

The “Three For Thee’ mara- 
thon managed to raise over $435. 
Added to this amount is a $100 
donation from Chuck and Car- 
los, and proceeds from Trashy 
Trish Awards for a grand total of 
$735.05. 

Special thanks must be given 
to the three participating bars 
(Lake Lounge, Revol, Bench & 
Bar) for making their places 
available to the float committee. 
Thanks also to the Hayward 
Float Committee for its $10 
donation. Sorry, Al, but it re- 
mains to be seen just whether or 
not it actually will be the 1983 
Winning Hayward Float 
Committee! 

It all started at the Lake 
Lounge on Sunday, May 15. 
Most of the committee was in at- 
tendance; several of the Pom 
Pons; two Hayward Raw Rahs; 
title holders Don Squires & Lady 
Cathy; King Father III Jason 
and Queen Mother IV Doreen of 
San Jose, accompanied by 
HRM Tillie Twat Tremble. 
Thanks to Cha Cha, Larry, 
Juan, Christie Lush, Lady Dee 
and all the rest who were there. 

Stage two was at Revol on 
Monday, May 16, where the 
gathering was treated to the 
entertainment of the very 
talented Larry Holst and pianist 
Ted. I still can’t believe just how 
good looking their entourage 
was. Again, most of the commit- 
tee was there along with Lady 
Cathy, Don Squires, Cha Cha 
and Larry, Hagatha, Chuck of 
Alameda, and even Fat Fairy! 

The finale, Tuesday, May 17, 
at the Bench & Bar brought out 
more people than were expected. 
Perhaps it was due to the Gay 
Games gold medal winning 
wrestling team, combined with 
the gold medal physique winner, 
Peter from Australia. Their per- 
formances were enthusiastically 
received by the crowd. I'm 

positive that some of those 

“wrestling positions’ are more 
for fun than winning! 

By the by, Peter Todd is work- 

ing with Pacific Center's array of   

NEZ PAS 

AIDS support groups, counsel- 
ing, and health services. Hats off 
to him! 

MACARIZMENT! 
(An Envious Nose?) 

Jack, of the Oakland March- 
ing Corps, told me that the raf- 
fles for two bushels of booze net- 
ted the Oakland Pom Pons the 
grand total of $1098! How's that 
for pushing those ducats? 

CAROM & MASSE 
(A Corner-Pocket Nose?) 

Game 9 of the East Bay pool 
tournament takes place Monday 
evening, June 6, at the following: 
White Horse at Revol; Big 

R BAY PALO ALTO MONTEREY P 

Mama's at Lake Lounge; Turf at 
Driftwood; and, Inbetween at 
Ollie’s. 

The results of game 7 were: 
White Horse 12 — Ollie’'s 4; Bib 
Mama's 11 — Driftwood 5; Lake 
Lounge 8 — Turf Club 8; and 
Inbetween 9 — Revol 7. 

SOIREES! 
(A “Functioning” Nose?) 

Friday, June 3 — BWMT/East 
Bay has a BYO for May and 
June birthday boys at 8 p.m. It 
will be held at Richard Brab- 
ham'’s, 2823 Esmond Ave., Rich- 
mond . . . 234-0545. 

Saturday, June 4 — “1 Sing the 
Body Electric” concert at St. 
John’s Presbyterian Church, 
2727 College, Berkeley. The 
combined groups of Temescal 
Gay Men's Chorus and Gay 
Men's Chorus of Santa Barbara 
will perform. Donation is $5.00. 

Saturday, June 4 — The 3rd 
Annual Closet Ball AND the 4th 
Annual Mr./Miss Gay & Foxy 

(Continued on next page) 
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NEWS 
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Sacramento resident Bob (l.) escorted Paul, Archduchess of San Francisco's 

Privy Council, and Shelly at Coronation '83. (Photo: Rink) 
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On Wednesday evening, June 

1, at 7:30 p.m., there will be a 
public forum on AIDS. The free 
public forum, the first of its kind 
in the East Bay, will be held at 
155 Dwinelle, UC Berkeley. 
Health professionals and AIDS 
patients will be there to discuss 
what is known, and not known, 
about the disease. 

The forum is sponsored by the 
East Bay Lesbian/Gay Demo- 
cratic Club, the Gay and Lesbian 
Union, UC Berkeley, the Pacific 
Center, the Gay Men’s Health 
Collective of the Berkeley Free 
Clinic, and the AIDS & KS Re- 
search and Education Founda- 
tion. Info: 841-6224, or 
864-4376. 

The AIDS Forum will be fol- 
lowed up by a special meeting of 
the EBL/GDC on June 12th, 7 
p.m., at the West Branch of the 
Berkeley Library, 1125 Univer- 
sity Ave. The meeting, entitled 
“AIDS: The Funding Crisis”, 
will be held to discuss the politi- 
cal ramifications of the AIDS 
crisis. Speakers will include Tan- 
yan Corman, Western Regional 
Director of the Gay Rights Na- 
tional Lobby, National Gay Task 

Two Meetings On AIDS 

Force co-chair Jose Gomez, and 
Cleve Jones, aide to Assembly- 
man Art Agnos, sponsor of the 
state Gay Rights bill, AB1. 

Corman has stated that be- 
cause GRNL considers the 
AIDS crisis to be a top priority, 
a special fund has been estab- 
lished to finance the GRNL 
AIDS Project, which includes 
the hiring of a full time lobby- 
ist. According to Corman, 
GRNL established the AIDS 
Project, during the last session 
of Congress and was successful 
in getting $2 million earmarked 
for AIDS activity at the Center 
for Disease Control in Atlanta. 

What is being done — and 
what is not being done — at all 
levels of government will be dis- 
cussed at the meeting, as well as 
ways that interested citizens can 
make themselves heard on the 
critical need for AIDS research 
funding. materials will be on 
hand for letter writing to local, 
state, and federal officials. 

All interested persons are urg- 
ed to attend. The meeting is free 
and wheelchair accessible. Info: 

849-3983. m 

First East Bay Gay Parade Scheduled 
The First Annual East Bay 

Lesbian/Gay Pride Parade is 
scheduled for June 19. It will 
begin at 10 a.m. at Willard/Ho 
Chi Minh Park, site of last year’s 
Lesbian/Gay rally. Route of the 
parade is north on Telegraph, 
then left on Bancroft to the rally 
site in Provo Park. The Celebra- 
tion Dance will be held at Ollie’s. 

This year’s celebration grew 
out of over five years of Pride 
rallies sponsored by the Pacific 
Center. Changes for this year’s 
Pride celebration include active 
solicitation of broad-based spon- 
sorship by as many Lesbian and 
Gay businesses as possible. 

The Gay Men's Health Col- 
lective, East Bay Lesbian/Gay 
Democratic Club, New Life 
Metropolitan Community 
Church, Black and White Men 
Together, and the Gay Lesbian 
Union of UCB are a few of the 
growing list of sponsors this year. 

The steering committee is 

representative of a variety of 
opinions and organizations with- 
in the community, and is mak- 
ing every effort to invite and in- 
clude all persons and organiza- 
tions within the community. 
Should we happen to overlook 
any individual or organization, 
contact us and invite yourself! 

All people supportive of the 
Gay/Lesbian community in the 
East Bay are urged to attend. We 
want to fill the parade route with 
cheering supporters! All indi- 
viduals and organizations inter- 
ested in marching in support of 
Lesbian/Gay pride are urged to 
contact the committee and re- 
serve space in the parade for 
their contingents. Organizations 
can increase their visibility by 
carrying a banner or by creating 
a nonmotorized float. 

Booth space will be available 
at the rally site for both profit 
and nonprofit organizations, as 
well as community craftspeople. 

The parade/rally committee is 
still seeking sponsors for the 
Pride Day celebrations. Non- 
profit organizations may sponsor 
by active participation in plan- 
ning and in the events. Profit 
organizations are urged to do- 
nate at least $50 each to help 
defray the considerable expenses 
involved in creating the Pride 
Day celebration. 

Volunteers are ota to be 
parade monitors. Artists willing 
to donate time and skills are 
needed immediately. 

Watch for flyers announcing 
fundraisers for Pride Day. Show 
support by attending them. 
More information will be avail- 
able as the celebration date ap- 
proaches. Watch the papers, and 
be sure to listen when the co- 
chairs of the parade/rally com- 
mittee are featured on the David 
Lamble Talk Show on KGO-FM 
(FM 104) June 5, 9-10 p.m. 

For more immediate informa- 
tion, contact co-chairs Karen 
Phillips, 548-9229; Steven Poin- 
dexter, 524-1448; or Diane 
Kuchins, treasurer, 236-3143. 
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THE HUB 
uU Attitude Adjustment Hours: M-F 4-7 

Sunday A.A. Hours: 3-7 
B 85¢ Well Drinks 

New Saturday Hours: 6PM-2AM 

COUPLES DANCE CONTEST 
Tuesday, May 31 

9PM 
$50 1st Place 

1220 Pine Street 
Next to the 7-11 Store 

Take Highway 24 to Walnut Creek (which turns 
into 680), Ygnacio Valley Road offramp - 
right for 5 stop lights, then left on Civic 

938-4550 
Walnut Creek     

OAKLAND 
(Continued from previous page) 

Lady of Alameda County will be 
at Ollie’s Radcliff Hall, starting 
at 6 p.m. Proceeds from the $5 
donation will go to Oakland 
Pom Pons and float. 

Saturday, June 11 — Fourth 
Annual Miss $1.98 Beauty 
Pageant, presented by Mama 
Chuckles, at the Lake Lounge. 
Festivities begin at 6 p.m. 
Another bushel of booze will be 
raffled, and lost, lots more! 

Sunday, June 12 — The Second 
Annual Lumber Jack Event be- 
gins around 4 p.m. at the Bench 
& Bar. Again, proceeds to Oak- 
land Pom Pons and float. 

DIASKEUASTATION! 
(A Talking Nose?) 

It saddens me to report this, 
but there will be no “Oakland 
Float” in the San Francisco 
parade this year! And, I guess, 

Mayor Wilson's assumption that 
there is no ‘Gay preceptory”’ in 
his fair city is correct! 

There will be, however a float 
representative of a handful of 
concerned and dedicated Gay 
citizens. No one in his/her right 
mind could ever honestly consi- 
der the presentation that day to 
be a product of a together, con- 
gealed body of a large sexual 
minority! 

Since becoming involved with 
the float committee, I've witnes- 
sed first hand that there is no 
“together here.” It would seem 
to me that IF, as “they” say, WE 
are a reliable solidarity in this 
town, more of us (especially the 
members of the marching corps) 
would have been represented at 
the ‘“‘Three For Thee” 
marathon! 

It’s inconceivable to me that, 
considering the float and mar- 
ching corps are under the same 
financial umbrella, only three or 

four of the marchers considered 
it important enough to show up 
at one or two of those events. 

Is reciprocality among the 
sub-communities nil and non- 
existent? 

Yes, I've heard tales of woe of 
the “originators” of the first float 
being resentful about a pushy 
you-know-what ‘‘taking over,’ 
but were they at any of the 
meetings to make their views 
known? Hell NO! 

How can there be hopes of 
solidifying a tenuous Empire, 
when our very own hamlet is so 
sub-divided that the potpourrie 
of mini-empires is eradicating 
any semblance of unity? 

I need some of my problems 
to help take my mind off some 
of the others! But, I manage to 
smile occasionally! 

Love, Ww 

Nez 
  

Two Day Party For Ed 
A two day birthday party is 

being held for Ed Paulson of Big 
Mama's fame, on June 11 and 
12. Saturday evening The John 
Gallagher Band will be at Big 
Mama’s, plus a complimentary 
buffet. A special after-hours 
bash will be held at the In- 
Between at 2 a.m. with Dana 
Balin starring, and of course 
hors d'oeuvres. Sunday evening 
the Billy Band will perform, and 

there will be a buffet. All this is 
free. A special bus will leave the 
Rainbow Cattle Co. in San Fran- 
cisco Saturday evening at 6:30 
p-m. to take people to Hayward. 
Reservations are suggested; 
make them at the Rainbow Cat- 

tle Co. The bus will return to San 
Francisco about 1:30 p.m. Ed 
Paulson is not giving out his true 
age, for it is uncalculable. HW 

Black & White Men 
The East Bay Black and 

White Men Together group will 
hold a business meeting and rap 
at 7:30 p.m. on June 7. Location 
and info: 832-4425. J 
  

Sing The Body Electric 
The Temescal Gay Men's 

Chorus of Berkeley will be join- 
ed by the Gay Men's Chorus of 

  

  

   
   

CANCELLATIONS: There is a $10 cancella 
tion fee. After July 1, the entire deposit will 
be forfeited as a cancellation fee 

  
8. GAY RODE 

y AUGUST 5-7 
* 3 DAYS/2 NIGHTS (OR 4 DAYS/3 NIGHTS) ACCOMMODATIONS 
« TASTE TEMPTIN' BAR-B-QUE DISCOUNT COUPON 

$ Per Person * OLD FASHION BARN DANCE - 

Based on Double * RODEO TICKETS FOR SATURDAY AND SUNDAY 

General Conditions: 

RESERVATIONS: Must be made by July 1 

1983 and a deposit of $50 must be paid at the 
time of booking. Final payment is due July 1 

1983 

COMPLETE PRICE PER PERSON 
  

  

  

  

                    
  

[Accommodation 
paspon tolobrwre [5557 ov | mo | deme | oun 

womel spociadiis Persons PERSON PEOPLE PEOPLE PEOPLE 

“N3) 48-8300 Sundowner One Bed 
How $ 89.00 4111 18th Street at Castro 3 Days. 

San Francisco, CA 94114 Ings | $129.00 | Two Beds| $ 79.00 | $ 69.00 
mmm meee mmm mm ———————————— $ 9900 

Please enter my reservation. Enclosed is my $50.00 Deposit 

Sundowner One Bed 
Motel 109 00 

Aww 169.00 |. 0 gegs| 9900 89 00 

Address 119.00 

City Continent 

) So Zo 20m 4900 | 8900 7900 | 6900 

Phone Comtimams 
Loow 

_ «Dow 20900 | 12900 | 10900 | 9900 
Ina 
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AIDS Panel in Hayward 

The Maranatha MCC will 
host an AIDS Forum, June 3, 
7:30 p.m., at the church, 22577 
Bayview in Hayward. Panel par- 
ticipants will be Dr. Richard 
Hamilton, Chairperson of 
CHASTE; Dr. Maggie Rubin- 
stein from the National Sex 

Forum; George Deabill from the 
Human Sexuality Center in San 
Jose; and Reverend Jodi Safier 
from Hayward. 

There will be potluck (dessert 
pot-luck) to follow, bring a 
goodie. = 

Santa Barbara for a concert at 
St. John’s Presbyterian, 2727 
College Ave., Berkeley, at 8 PM 
on Saturday, June 4, donation 
$5, wheelchair accessible. 

Works featured on the pro- 
gram include Brahms’ Alto 
Rhapsody with seloist Kerry 
Bostrom, as well as Schubert 
songs, and arrangements by 
Aaron Copland, Randall 
Thompson and Charles Baker.     

THE STRIP: 
  

PARKER OUR 
LIVES a 
REALLY B 
SEPULED] ATELY 

LOWS TUAT 
Dick? 

    

REMEMBER, IT 
USED TO BE 
CONSTANT SEX, 
DRUGS, AND 
ROCK'N'ROLL? 

RIGHT. 

      
  

©1983 

NOW ITS ONLY 
ROCKN'ROLL. 

WRONG. VELL 
ANVAYS HAVE 
PORNOGRAPLYY/ 
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Gay Concert Dancing Born in San Francisco 
by Keith White 

of Spring came with such force that, for a moment after it 
T he standing ovation at the end of the Saturday night Rites 

ended, the audience forgot what to do. People stood looking at 
the closed curtain, slightly dazed, before it dawned on them that 
the sensible thing to do was to go home. The celebration of Gay 
men dancing is the smash hit of Gay entertainment events, con- 
ceived as a gift to the Gay men of the Bay Area. That gesture 
is a cornerstone in the history of Gay Freedom. Gay concert 
dancing has been born in San Francisco. 

  
Fake Fumble. Superman Joe Pol- 

trone drops his baton only to have it 
magically return to his grasp. (Photo: 

T. Plewik) 

Variety is one of the program’s 
greatest strengths: a dozen 
distinctly different styles of 
dance and 51 performers are the 
magic that keeps an audience of 
Gay men sitting in a theatre for 
over three and a half hours on 

a Saturday night. That it’s Gay 
from beginning to end is the 
other major strength and a 
cultural phenomenon. Some of 
the dance styles shown are not 
traditionally even concert forms, 
let alone expressions of Gay 
spirit. I was reminded that any- 
thing can be Gay, that Gay men 
distill elements of American 
culture and transform them into 
a Gay syntax. But transforma- 
tion occurring all at once and on 
a scale this large becomes a reve- 
lation felt by everyone. 

The first third of the program 
laid out a such a colorful palette 
of Gay expression that the whole 
program ran on suspense and 
anticipation. Camp, classicism, 
exotica, nostalgia, sex, and 
solidarity. It all turned up at 
some point or other, often in the 
least expected places. Individual 
performances were random de- 
grees on a seemingly limitless 
scale. Cruz Luna’s Flamenco is 
superbly authentic, unadulter- 
ated; an artist whose style is a 
macho archetype. But he threw 
us a kiss as he left the stage. 
Modern dancer Bob Murphy 
has a style akin to that of Ted 
Shawn's early company of men 
dancers, or the large-scale ges- 
ture Isadora Duncan is said to 
have created in certain of her 
dances. A straight audience 
could fail to see anything Gay in 
Murphy’s expansive, dignified 
solos, heroic musical scores and 
solid musculature. For Gay 
audiences it’s impossible to miss 
the Gay masculine aesthetic in 

  
His Master's + Bidding. Frank Everett (center) as The Persian Boy attends 

Joseph Taylor as Alexander prior to their lovemaking in Taylor's ALEX- 

ANDER THE GREAT AND THE PERSIAN BOY. (Photo: T. Plewik) 

  
Butch Bravura. Diva Randall Krivonic tore up the DON QUIXOTE pas 

de deux with partner Dennis McDonald. (Photo: T. Plewik) 
  

the physical shape of his work. 
At the opposite extreme, two 

dancers performed in drag, both 
new on this year's program. 
High drag and higher drag. 

‘“Vena Cava’ are both beautiful 
ballets, warm and sensual. 
Joseph Taylor's excerpt from 
“Alexander the Great and the 
Persian Boy” has the appeal of 

  

‘No experience has impressed me more 
deeply with the beauty of Gay men and 
the endless variety of our expression.” 
  

George Dixon’s ‘Heatwave’ is 
an old-school Marilyn Monroe 
tribute, lip-synched to the origi- 
nal Marilyn recording with an 
attention to detail that suggests 
months spent in front of a mir- 
ror. He dances with equal facili- 
ty — and bursts of bravado (the 
very thought of doing grand 
jetes in heels is giving me shin- 
splints). Cecil Reed’s number, 
simply titled ‘‘Fantasy,” is less 
dancey, much kinkier. At least 
6'8" in heels, Reed’s monumen- 
tal drag persona crawled onto 
the stage on her elbows to wor- 
ship Zoltan Andahazy’s gor- 
geous oiled physique. We trem- 
ored in sympathy. After prayer- 
ful supplication and three or 
four quick costume changes, she 
finally got him to notice her. 
Victory won, she swept him up 
in her arms and carried him 
away. Carry a bodybuilder while 
wearing stilettos? It can be 
done. 

It's the eroticism — often 
graphic and always physical — 
that runs Rites of Spring fur- 
ther out of the closet than any 
of the other Gay performing 
arts. Hassan Al Falak and Ron 
January were essentially sweet 
and winsome in their duet, re- 
peated this year. But you could 
almost smell sex in most of the 
others, and needless to say they 
were all well received. Randall 
Krivonic’s “Dolphins” and 

a nightclub adagio and the great 
fortune of Frank Everett in the 
Persian Boy's role: a seductive 
angel, innocent and irresistible. 
“Instinct,” by Jim Snidac, 

looked like professional wres- 
tling, with Snidac and Raymoki 
Engler charging each other, then 
resolving in sweaty lifts and 
throws. In his own ‘“‘Polynesia 
Island Dances,” Raymoki 
Engler is never less than exotic, 
and frequently far more than 
that. His wide smile and swivel- 
ing hips in the ‘Genital Hula” 
issue an invitation to perform 
acts we all hold dear, and in a 
less public setting he'd have 
more takers than he could 
handle. 

The Barbary Coast Clog- 
gers and The Al Fellahin 
Belly Dancers were back again 
and The San Francisco Tap 
Troupe appeared this year. The 
frequency with which these 
groups appear around town 
speaks for itself. They dance for 
the fun of it, and we watch them 
the same way. Bret Lacque- 
ment disco fan-danced when 
fan-dancing was a personal 
afterhours pastime in clubs. But 
he’s too talented not to show it 
on stage. The transition seems 
perfectly natural. 

Joseph Taylor is a close 
associate of the directors of 
Rites of Spring. Away last year 
when the first performances 
took place, he has returned and 
taken a prominent place on the 
program with pieces in all three 
acts. In the first, he danced a 
trendy jazz duet with Willy 
Walsh to Michael Jackson's 
“Billy Jean,” and in the third, 
a solo to Irene Cara’s “What a 
Feeling.” His uptempo style falls 
somewhere between ‘‘Dance 
Fever” and Las Vegas — elastic, 
energetic, and sold hard. No one 
else danced to rock or disco 
music, and by doing so he 
brought the evening back to 
present time, jazzed and glam- 
orized. But I suspect that 
Joseph Taylor has more versa- 
tility than these two dances re- 

(Continued on next page) 

  
Toxic Pointe Shoe Shock. Symptoms of advanced ballerina-ism repeatedly 

break through the Premier Danseur poses of divas (top to bottom, ahem) La 
Krivonica, La Poltronova, and Le Wallaceskaya in DISTURBANCE IN THE 
CLONE ZONE. (Photo: T. Plewik) 
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Polynesian Perfection. Raymoki Engler is the come-on of life in his “Dance 

of Courtship and Desire.” Smile, baby! (Photo: T. Plewik) 
  

  

Bells Ringing. Laura Nyro's “The Bells” elicits an exuberant response 
from Hassan Al Falak (l.) and Ron January in the former's piece SUITE 

BOOGIE DELUXE. (Photo: T. Plewik) 

  
Look at That Line. Joe Poltrone demonstrates the “arabesque penche’ 

that is his trademark in the male duet DOLPHINS. (Photo: T. Plewik) 
  

(Continued from previous page) 

veal; his “Alexander the Great” 
excerpt gives a suggestion of it 
and remains more vivid in 
memory. 

Falcon Dance Theatre pro- 
duced Rites of Spring and con- 
tributed the campiest perfor- 
mances and the most distin- 
guished choreography. With one 
exception, all of Falcon’s ballets 
were repeats from last year, but 
some of the personnel are new 
— and gratifying. Tony 
Sbragia, a beautiful 19-year 
old, danced Randall Krivonic’s 
challenging solo, ‘Aspects of 
Jasmine.” The artistry he 
brought to it was considerable 
and may yet become formidable. 
Dennis McDonald, also new in 

‘the company, partnered Joe 
Poltrone in “Dolphins” and 
balanced Joe's performance ad- 
mirably. Later he danced the 
new “Don Quixote Pas de 
Deux” with Randall Krivonic, 
a good Don Basilio to Randy’s 
Kitri. Randy’s dancing in the 
Don Quixote Pas de Deux is the 
strongest I've ever seen him do, 
and the most hysterically funny 
he’s ever been. Randy put 
himself in “Vena Cava’ this 
year, dancing with another new 
partner, Steven Wallace — a 
blond American dream. Joe 
Poltrone did his ‘Superman 3” 
fantasy, consisting of mime and 
physical comedy, a brief boogie 
and finally a baton solo, ap- 
parently added simply because 
he can twirl. That's reason 
enough for me too: he can catch 
an aerial between his legs in the 
middle of a split walkover — a 
breathtaking trick. But Joe is an 
exceptionally beautiful dancer, 
and I'd rather see him dance 
than anything — or, almost, 
anyone. 

. A dance critic at one of the 
big daily papers subtly question- 
ed my praise of last year’s Rites 
of Spring as we chatted one 
night at some performance or 
other. I'm hard-pressed to ex- 
plain Rites to someone who 
hasn't seen it (or almost to 
anyone who has to ask). It’s first 
and foremost a Gay event, as 
much a celebration of Gay life 
and freedom as a celebration of 
dance. And I came away this 
year as enthusiastic as I was last 
year; actually, the show has got- 
ten better. Randy Krivonic’s 
commitment to Gay Dance is as 
powerful as any political or 
artistic commitment I've seen, 
and the audience response to 
these performances tells me that 
the time for this idea is indeed 
at hand. Falcon Dance Theatre 
hopes to plan a local and tour- 
ing schedule and I add my hope 
to theirs. No experience has im- 
pressed me more deeply with the 
beauty of Gay men and the end- 
less variety of our expression. 

i 
K. White 

  

  
Pumped Up to Size Up. Cecil Reed (l.) seems to murmur, “Oh, really” 

as attitudes collide in FANTASY, his dance meeting with bodybuilder Zoltan 
Andahazy. (Photo: T. Plewik) 
  

  
No Drag. Camp aside, Randy Krivonic displays his modern style in his 

ballet VENA CAVA, partnered by Steven Wallace. (Photo: T. Plewik) 
  

  

TALES OF TESSI TURA 

Talking Shop with 
Michael Devlin 
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544 Natoma Presents — Luna Park 
In June, 544 Natoma presents 

Luna Park — a month-long 
festival piece for Gallery, Per- 
formance Space, and Spectators 
— a community project integra- 
ting painting, music, photogra- 
phy, and theatre. From New 
York, Ethyl Eichelberger, fore- 
most of New York's under- 
ground elite, presents for the first 
time in San Francisco, his His- 
tory Of Western Culture As 
Seen Through The Eyes Of 
It’s Foremost Heroines, with 
Lewis Friedman, piano-playing 
director of SNAFU. Lou Ru- 
dolph will create live action 
paintings nightly during perfor- 
mance, documenting Ethyl 
Bichelbergor in his many roles. 

er drawings and painti 
Rudolph will be — Ey 
throughout the month. 

Robert Pitman’s work-in-pro- 
gress for group theatre, based on 
Oscar Wilde's Ballad of Read- 
ing Gaol, debuts mid-month. 

Mark Chester, South-of-Mar- 
ket photo-iconographer, creates 
3 major performance pieces dur- 

ing the month, exploring ex- 
tremes of sexuality, gesture, and 
response; and 544 Natoma 
Workshop, directed by Peter 
Hartman with special guests, 
will present over 60 performance 
events throughout the month as 
intervention, explosion, revolu- 
tion, and transformation. These 
events will take place in and 
around the theatre at various 
times of day and night, inviting 
an extended involvement of the 
community, to link the whole 
festival piece in a new kind of 
organic unity. 

Everybody loves a fun house 
— please join 544 Natoma at 
Luna Park for a month of 
surprises! Ww 
  

Woman's Touch 

Harrison, Hofsass, Clevenson 
and Beall present ‘Cabaret 
With A Woman's Touch” at the 
Artemis Cafe, 23rd and Valencia 
Streets on S=turday, May 28, 9 
p.m., $4. w   

GEORGE HEYMONT 

The SF Opera 1983 Summer Festival begins this weekend 
with the first two operas of Wagner's Ring. Marking the 
season’s opening, Die Walkure and Carmen star Michael 
Devlin visited with opera writer George Heymont. 

here was a period in 
Michael Devlin’s career 
when he was on the road 

300 days a year. He's slowing 
down now. “People were saying 
that Placido was going to kill 
himself if he kept up that pace 
— that he'd be dead or voiceless 
by the time he was 35. But ap- 
parently Placido can do it. Look 
at Sherrill’s schedule. I don’t 
think I could do what he did 
when he was my age,” admits 
Devlin. “I don’t think I'm built 
for it. I don’t know how these 
people get into six and eight- 
hour flights commuting back 
and forth to Europe. They sing 
at Covent Garden on Friday, do 
a Sunday matinee in New York, 
and fly back to London for 
Tuesday night. There's a lot of 
money involved and the tempta- 
tion is there. But you live and 
learn,” shrugs Devlin. 

One thing Mike has learned 
to do is pace himself more care- 
fully, indulging in preventive 
health care. “I'm not one of 
these people who runs to a doc- 
tor every time I get a sore throat. 
I don't like to go on medicine six 
times a year. When you do that, 
you start thinking of yourself as 
a hypochondriac. You start 
walking around in mid-July 
with a muffler around your ear. 
Those types use Tetracycline 
every third week with vaporizers 
all around the room. No one 
who really considers himself a 
serious-thinking artist wants to 
be like that,” Mike scoffs. 

As he hauls his lanky, six- 
foot-plus frame out of a lounge 
chair, Devlin looks a bit like a 
very healthy Christmas tree 
starting to grow toward the ceil- 
ing in a production of Nut- 
cracker. Having made his ca- 
reer on both sides of the Atlan- 
tic, Mike is now used to shifting 
between the lifestyles of two cul- 
tures. “I like to visit these places 
for short periods, but not to live 
there. I like singing in America. 
I like ‘Saturday Night Live, 
Johnny Carson and super- 
markets that stay open until 10 
o'clock at night.” 

“David Cumberland has re- 
cently come back here to sing 
small roles after being in Frank- 
furt. He hadn't been home to 
America for five years,” gasps 
Devlin. ‘I asked whether it was 
choice or money and he said: 
‘Choice? I couldn't afford a trip 
home. I had a wife, kids to raise 
over there, small houses to sing 
in, no big salary, and we could 
not afford a trip home because 
I didn’t have any work in the 
States.” That's five years out of 

    

Off the Streets and Into the Cafe! Director Lea Delaria (front, 3rd from right) brings this motley 

group to the stage as the Valencia Rose Cafe broadens its scope to present plays. The show will be Doric 
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his life he hasn’t seen America. 
So he comes back and it’s like 
a different thing — like H.G. 
Wells. That's depressing!” 

When Michael lifts his spear 
in the San Francisco Opera's 
new production of Das Rhein- 
gold this week and heads for 
that great rainbow bridge in the 
sky you can bet he will be ques- 
tioning how sturdily the bridge 
has been built. Although he has 
been singing professionally for 
more than 15 years, Devlin has 
one pet peeve: stage designers. 
“Singers are supposed to put up 
with any crap that’s put on a 
stage because it looks good to 
the audience and furthers the 
designer’s concept,” he argues. 
“Designers are like architects 
who build houses but who never 
have to live in them.” 

Devlin should know. Enough 
performances as Mozart's Don 
Giovanni on dangerous, sharply 
raked stages have made him 
wary of any strange-looking 
sets. “Covent Garden's Don 
Giovanni is a travesty — it's a 
disgrace to the business of pro- 
fessional designing,” Michael 
groans. “It’s a joke! One season 
on opening night Ruggiero Rai- 
mondi fell in up to his hip in the 
middle of the first act finale. 
Donna Anna had to come over 
and help him up out of the hole. 
I'm not talking about Denver — 
I'm talking about Covent 
Garden!!!” 

“Their Don Giovanni set is 
built on a heavy rake,” he ex- 
plains. “They were going to 
light it from the bottom but kill- * 
ed the idea and never filled in 
the holes. The whole thing is 
made of wooden slats that are 
splintering and falling apart 
with this much space in between 
them. Heels, swords, dresses — 
everything gets caught in the set. 

here are sections which are 
trap doors that sometimes aren't 
locked!” 

Don’t get the impression that 
Devlin is paranoid — he’s not. 
He's a working professional: a 
singer who knows the ups and 
downs of the business. Over the 
years Michael has paid his dues 
on enough trans-Atlantic red-eye 
flights (arriving in Europe in 
time for a morning rehearsal 
during which he drinks lots of 
coffee and then sacks out for 12 
hours). 

This summer Devlin sings the 
roles of Wotan and Escamillo 
with the San Francisco Opera. 
His Met debut as the famed 
toreador (a crucial moment in 

the career of any artist) occur- 
red in a production of Carmen 
which had already bored Met 
audiences to tears. ‘I was very 
happy to get two reviews out of 
the papers. I was stepping into 
the second cast of the year after 
it had already been reviewed. 
They were changing tenors every 
performance because of illness 
and cancellations. On opening 
night there was almost no ap- 
plause. It wasn’t a very good 
performance,’ he recalls. 

“God knows that production 
was not gorgeous. It was horri- 
ble. Really tacky. I don’t think 
there was one Escamillo in that 
production who stood out. For 
the toreador’s second act aria 
the whole set was carpeted from 
wall to wall. You talk about try- 
ing to sing and hear something 
come back at you? There was no 
sound!” 

Sound can be a tricky devil 
when you're an opera singer. In- 
deed, Devlin’s 1979 San Fran- 
cisco Opera debut in the title 
role of Dallapiccola’s 11 Pri- 
gioniero was a bit more risky 
than he anticipated upon first 
signing a contract. ‘I couldnt 
hear one note of the score. I'm 
not a modern music specialist. 
I couldn’t learn the role,” he 
confesses. “I put off learning it 
until I got to Aix-en-Provence 
that summer and started work- 
ing with a good coach there. But 
he didn’t know how to kick my 
ass and keep me going. I just 
freaked out. I almost canceled.” 

For a moment, the usually 
ebullient baritone falls quiet. “I 
was raised at City Opera where 
we knew our music. We were 
able to go onstage, sing, say the 
right words, and also act. We 
made fun of the goofs who came 
in not knowing their roles — the 
Italians who had to be prompt- 
ed for every single word because 
they had never memorized 
Boheme (even though they had 
been performing it for ten 
years). We laughed at that!” 

“So it was strange to be on the 
other side of the fence — to be 
so pressed for time that I went 
someplace unprepared. I'm too 
compulsive about my work. I 
wish I had known from the be- 
ginning how to handle it instead 
of freaking out. I sent a tele- 
gram to my manager in despera- 
tion saying, ‘Can’t learn this 
thing. What am I going to 
do?’” 

Luckily for Michael, Mat- 
thew Epstein came to Aix, sat 
him down and said, “Look: 
This is not the way to handle 
this. You don’t back out of it 
now. You go to San Francisco 
even if you don’t know one note. 
Let it be up to them to get it into 
your head or decide whether 
they want to release you from a 
contract.” 

“So I came here two weeks 
early, got expert coaching, and 
had them beat it into my head. 
Sure enough, they did it and I 
was able to sing the role. Some- 
how I could find the first note    

    
Wilson's most recent hit, Street Theater. The opening on Wednesday, J une 1, is a benefit for KS research. | 

Subsequent shows are Thursday through Sunday until June 23. Curtain at 8 PM, except for two shows | 

on Saturdays, 8 and 10:30 PM. Dinner is available at the Cafe; info and reservations: 552-1445. Phot 

B. Hendrickson) 

  
Baritone Michael Devlin appears in DIE WALKURE and CARMEN dur- 

ing the 1983 Summer Opera Season. 

and sing it as a tune.” Nonethe- 
less, Michael readily confesses 
that one of the monks onstage 
always had a pitch pipe hidden 
beneath his robes. 

While Mike was starting to 
carve a niche for himself in the 
operatic profession he almost 
ended up bearing the curse of a 
predecessor’s legacy. In Devlin’s 
case it took the inevitable form 
of being compared to the late 
Norman Treigle. Mike was the 
first Julius Caesar other than 
Treigle to sing opposite Beverly 
Sills’ historic Cleopatra. When 
he was still a young singer, 
Devlin began stepping into 
many of Treigle’s productions at 
the New York City Opera. “I 
didn’t resent it and I could see 
that it was happening at an 
early part of my career. It wasn’t 
like I was 45 years old.” 

“Some of Treigle’s contempo- 
raries would have preferred to 
die before they would step into 
a production Norman was do- 
ing,” explains the singer. ‘But 
for me, stepping into his cos- 
tumes was like putting on my 
Dad’s clothes. I was very young 
at the time. I loved Norman. He 
and I were very close. I guess in 
the beginning it was because I 
was from New Orleans and we 
got to be friends. Then I work- 
ed with him vocally and that 
helped me a lot. You know how 

people say you should try to put 
your own stamp on a role? Well, 
if I do the Boito Mephistofele, 
I go out there and do the best 
imitation of Norman I can.” 

“How many times have you 
read about the mantle of the 
great Leonard Warren descend- 
ing onto the shoulders of Sher- 
rill Milnes?” chuckles Devlin. 
“I don’t know if Sherrill cringes 
at that kind of stuff or just puts 
up with it (like when his public- 
ity person asks for his favorite 
cookie recipe for the Dixie Roto 
Magazine). You cringe at that, 
too, but you go on and do it be- 
cause that’s what they want. So 
if it sells a few tickets and makes 
some old lady happy, then fine.” 

“But I'd hate it if someone 
started talking about the man- 
tle of Norman Treigle descend- 
ing upon my shoulders. I don’t 
want to think that way — it’s 
just bullshit. I want my own 
identity. I want to be successful 
and be known in this business. 
I certainly don’t want to think 
of myself as fulfilling some tra- 
dition or line.” 

Watch Devlin in costume this 
month as Wotan and Escamillo. 
You'll see a committed artist at 
work who is a thorough profes- 
sional. 

You'll also see a singer who is 
very much his own man. 
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John Trowbridge at (8 

the piano - 

California & 
continental 
specialties 

Tell your waiter 
and service 

before 
cunain time is 
guaranteed 

FULL BAR 

Before Opera dining 
or any time —~ 

beginning at 5:30 PM 
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861-2820 
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Roo from 544 Natoma's director, to frame the culture spoken of in Rhine and Wine! . . . What has essentially changed 
ts Speak Peter Hartman.” said Stewart, the context of its neighborhood € Wine N ew Conductor Something Like A Miracle — besides the cast, which is an- 

Bay Aves Reporier Leather “He felt people would be in- and ambience. The second talk : ii For Mixe d other madoap up V 3 the 

columnist Karl Stewart de- terested in our history and ask- will have a totally different feel- With »e San Francisco by Scott Treimel oy woman, ihe privileqed Mss Actions how one lives. Wi ol 

serts the printed page for the ed me to make the talks. I said, ing, as Karl explores the needs Fumie x estival in f sil Ch po dik ” oe A re. 3 . guidelines, Sopventioms Ja 

speaker’s platform with a pro- ‘Why not?’ gad desires of the fraternal Re ih ea orus loud 9 is something strange actress who plays the low-class a a ay 
i i , ins : eather clubs. . : oo plays th t 0 

gram this weekend which he’s I’ve interviewed a lot of peo- The too talks. arb scheduled Bob Hawes (manager of the | py Bernard Spunberg among 1s Ellen, and Victoria is played by resources and experimenting. 
called “Our Gay Roots.” Its 
formal title is The History of 
Fraternal Organizations in the 
Gay Male Community. 

The three day event, pre- 
sented at 544 Natoma will 
cover the lives and times of 
our city’s two important fra- 
ternal organizations and cul- 
minate in a beer bash. 

  

On Friday, May 27, Karl will 
speak on the Royal Court Sys- 
tem — its pageantry, pride, 
camp and clowning. He pro- 
mises that North-of-Market will 
get a thorough laundering. On 
Saturday, May 28, the motorcy- 
cle clubs will come under scru- 
tiny as Karl talks of the lies and 
licentiousness of this South-of- 
Market culture. 

“The idea for the talks came 

JOIN US 

  

ple, some of whom grew up in 
San Francisco and have been go- 
ing out and creating the Gay 
scene for over twenty years. I 
talked to Bob Patterson, for in- 
stance, who was closely associa- 
ted with the historic Black Cat 
Club, and I spent a whole day 
with Jose Saria. You should see 
the collection of memorabilia 
he’s got! I visited with Vern 
Stewart — no relation — who 
was one of the original go-go 
boys on Upper Grant. The 
neighborhood then was very 
homogenous, with the beats, 
Gays and Italian residents ming- 
ling. I want to bring the whole 
thing up-to-date, and Empress 
Connie has been an endless 
source of contemporary news.” 

A set will recreate the period, 

for 8 p.m. They'll be followed by 
a 6 p.m. Beer Bust on Sunday, 
May 29. A $5 donation is re- 
quested for each. Info: 
621-2683. i 

  

Karl Stewart 

4 Nights of Partying 
IN CELEBRATION OF OUR 

4th Anniversary 

May 27 - Friday Night 
JOIN US FOR A 

LUAU 
8 to 10 pm 

May 28 -Saturday night 

GET DOWN WITH 

CYNTHIA MANLEY Memorial Weekend 
May 30th - Monday Night Singing her hits 

“Cruising the Street & Disco Kicks” 
“Ain't No Mountain High Enough” 

“Back in My Arms Again” 

Showtime 11 and 2 

May 29 - Sunday night 
OUR FIRST DRESS 

WHITE PARTY 
Free champagne till midnight 

for those of you 

dressed in white. 

Our Anniversary Party 
free hats, free balloons, free favors 

and a free buffet till midnight. 

Ample Free Parking 

  
ENERGY 
DANCE 

Caravan Lodge) is hosting a 
no-host cocktail pool party 
celebrating the debut of the 
San Francisco Opera’s new 
Ring cycle. 

Join Alberich and all the lit- 
tle golddiggers of Nibelheim for 
an afternoon of sun and fun. 
Search for the golden apples of 
eternal youth. Chat up the giant 
of your dreams. B.A.R.’s opera 
columnist, George Heymont, 
will be on hand to award a 
cherished recording for the 
best Rhinemaiden costume. 
A little bit of Rheingold and 
you, too, could end up some- 
where over the rainbow! 
(Caravan Lodge, 601 Eddy at 
Larkin, Sunday afternoon, 
June 5, from noon to 4 PM). 

a 
~ 

FOR 
HIGH 

Francisco Lesbian/Gay 
Chorus? Is it a glee club 

that sings to benefit worthy 
causes or a serious ensemble that 
exists to perform as well as pos- 
sible? Does it specialize in pop 
tunes or art music? Are the 
members competent musicians 
or just anyone who cares to join? 

Each of the above is fine. 
What is not fine is to attempt to 
be all of the above, for that is the 
path to continual identity crisis 
and chaos. 

Sherrin Loyd’s first perfor- 
mance as Director of the Chorus 
was a benefit for Operation Con- 
cern, Pacific Center, and the KS 
Foundation. It was given on 
May 21 at Trinity Episcopal 
Church, where Loyd was cruel- 
ly handicapped by destructive- 
ly reverberant acoustics. She 
dealt with the problem by re- 
stricting herself to moderate 
tempi, reflecting sensitivity that 
bodes well for the Chorus’ 
future. 

The concert commenced with 
a medley from one of Broad- 
way’s most monumentally ob- 
noxious products, Annie. 

Jean Berger's The Eyes of 
All Wait Upon Me is a modern 
work in a fresh, modal vein. 

| fe What is the San 

be obscured by echo, the Chorus 
hinted that it is capable of re- 
sponsive ensemble. Now let’s 
work on consistent intonation. 

The Chamber Chorus is com- 
posed of the best singers of the 
main chorus. They have sound- 
ed balanced, blended, rhythm- 
ically alert, and perfectly in tune 
on so many occasions that it was 
particularly frustrating to hear 
them perform in this destructive 
accoustic. The fast, virtuosic 
pieces chosen by Conductor 
Robert Erickson generated a 
layer of aural murk the ears 
yearned to peel away. The quiet 
passages of One May Morning, 
however, brought to mind the 
Chamber Chorus’ past excel- 
lences. 

Bill Ganz’ Vocal Minority 
closed the first half of the pro- 
gram, and their energy and en- 
thusiasm enlivened the entire 
concert. In the Mood struck a 
charmingly low-down and raun- 
chy note. But please — only the 
choreographer’s mother could 
have loved that choreography. 

Vivaldi’s Gloria and a move 
from the rear to the front of the 
church revealed a whole new 
Chorus, not hampered by the 
poor sound I'd suffered further 
back in the hall. Sustained con- 
centration was evident through- 
out this long piece and paid 
handsome dividends in the form 
of disciplined ensemble and 
gleaming tone. 

The solo singing was on a level 
far above the concert as a whole. 
Sopranos Claudia Nausin and 
Diane Reiner impressed mighti- 
ly with their crystalline voices, 
and Dawn Rose, as on previous 
occasions demonstrated genuine 
artistry. Rose’s timbre is not only 
lovely, it is highly individual and 
instantly recognizable. Her sing- 
ing is varied by shifts of color 
and verbal accents which en- 
hance expressivity. 

The San Francisco Lesbian/ 
Gay Chorus, like Dawn Rose, is   

are encrusted with a sensibility 
that is dead to our experience, 
Cloud 9 is as familiar as the peo- 
ple next door. It is zany and 
sober and speaks in a voice that 
is brand new. Caryl Churchill 
has taken big risks to activate her 
play, but the payoff is a deeply 
affecting experience, as the 
Eureka’s perfect production 
proves. 

A Victorian family is station- 
ed in Colonial Africa in 1883 in 
order to cow the natives and 
serve the Empire. Service is the 
notion that makes these people 
who they are, but it doesn’t do 
much to subdue the passions 
that bubble beneath their sur- 
face sobriety. Betty is married to 
Clive but she is atingle for his 
friend Harry, who in turn is 
atingle for Clive but settles for 
his young son Edward. Edward 
is a big sissy and won't stop steal- 
ing his sister Victoria's doll, 
though his unmanliness horrifies 
all. It all makes his governess 
Ellen feel like hell when she isn’t 
falling in love with Betty. All 
Ellen has going for her is being 
one notch above Joshua in the 
pecking order that pervades 
everything. Joshua is a Chris- 
tianized native, but no matter 
how whitewashed he behaves, he 
is an African nevertheless. Also 

ow M U S I C Berger's piece felt like a sonic Q- present are Mrs. Sanders, a dis- 
act tip after the ear pollution of An- placed widow who triggers 

pe nie and, in passages too quiet to Clive’s libido, and Betty's 
mother Maud, the only pure 
Victorian. 

The stage quakes with colli- 
sions for the entire first act. It 
sounds like farce but Ms. Chur- 
chill has affixed bristles to it so 
it is a bit more prickly. A vast 
assortment of issues — racism, 
sexism, classism — underscore 
the antics, and they pull you in 
every direction at once. Ms. 
Churchill wants these issues to 
breathe so she does something 
ingenious: she turns the cast in- 
side out. Betty is played by a 
man in drag, Edward is played 

a doll. (This doll is the ideal 
symbol: all these characters are 
creatures of externality.) You can 
imagine how crazy this leaves 
you — exhilarated, yes; but also 
near vertigo. 

Then comes Act II, set in a 
London park in 1983. Dramatic 
license advances the action 100 
years but ages Betty and her 
family only 25 years, and Chur- 
chill begins to explore the issues 
she has set up. Betty has left 
Clive and is timidly stepping out 
on her own. Victoria (no longer 
played by the doll) has grown 
into a bookish mother and wife 
who cannot achieve orgasm with 
her big drip of a husband, whom 
she leaves in favor of a Lesbian 
experiment. Her partner Lin is 
a man-hating Lesbian trying to 
raise a little gun-toting daughter. 
Edward is now housewifey, 
which his boyfriend Jerry be- 
lieves is contrived. Edward 
assures him he likes to get fuck- 
ed, make dinner, and knit, but 
Jerry cannot abide the relation- 
ship. Wondering if he is in fact 
a Lesbian, Edward moves in 
with Lin and Victoria to test the 
prospect.     

Betty says, “If there isn’t a prop- 
er way to do things, you just have 
to make one up.” This line con- 
tains the message of the play, 
and it resonates not just for Gay 
people but for everyone who be- 
lieves the world exists for people 
and not the reverse. 

It is not what Cloud 9 says 
but how it says it that is a 
miracle. Its voice is a shock of 
recognition, and it is a happy 
and humane voice. It knows you, 
it is your best friend, and to hear 
it in the theater will probably 
lead some people to exclaim, 
“That didn't feel like the theater 
at all.” The exclamation proves 
people have forgotten the the- 
ater’s potential for vitality. 
Cloud 9 will remedy that. It 
amplifies the theater to its 
former volume, the volume that 
is life. 

I regret that space prohibits 
any discussion of the Eureka’s 
production. Believe me, it de- 
serves many congratulations. ll 

Cloud 9 
Eureka Theatre 
Through June 12; 558-9811 
Moves to Marine's Memorial June 22 

. A .. 

Drew Eshelman as Clive reacts with surprise when his best friend, “the 
great white explorer” Harry Bagley, played by Errol Ross, makes a pass at 
him in the theatre ‘miracle’ of sexuality and liberation, CLOUD 9. (Photo: 

A. Nomura) 
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Rhino Hit Returns 
Doric Wilson's smash hit 

comedy, A Perfect Relation- 
ship, is back by popular de- 
mand at Theatre Rhinoceros. 
This revival of the theatre's suc- 

cessful production, called *“‘per- 
fect” by The Advocate, previews 
May 29 at 8:30 and opens June 
2, playing Thursday through 
Sunday through the end of July. 
There will be a special matinee 
on June 19 at 2:30 p.m. 

From Castro to Christopher 
Photography by Nicholas Blair 

Rhino Founder and Artistic 
Director Allan Estes directs. 

Tickets are $7 for preview and 
matinee, $8 for Thursday and 
Sunday, and $9 for Friday and 
Saturday. Box office: 81-30%, 

  
  

NEW ROCK & SOUL 
DANCING 

HARRISON ST. THEATER 
3RD & HARRISON 

FRI. & SAI 9:30 - 4:00 

CUT OUT FOR FREE MEMBERSHIP 

% 
< 

N 

For Reservations 
621-0448 

by 8 
MILO 
directed 

> 
© 

ILL C. DAVIS 

O'SHEA CASSIDY 

by GERALDINE FITZGERALD 

MUST CLOSE JUNE 12 

“The humor in Bill Davis’ excellent script in no way diminishes 
its dramatic power. MASS APPEAL explores church politics 
in a universal context that people of any age can learn from." 

“A most appealing performance by Shaun Cassidy as 
the rebel who can be positively angelic one minute and 

convey ‘a James Dean quality’ the next.” 

“Explosive humor and true passion. ‘MASS APPEAL'is 
a fervent and funny play. Deeply satisfying in the 

crescendo of its authentic emotion.” 

THEATRE ON THE SQUARE 

450 POST STREET near Union Square 

CHARGE BY PHONE: 433-9500 

LES NICKELETTES 

present 

GH ers 
181 CLUB 

(181 Eddy at Taylor) 
SAT. — MAY 28 

11 PM 

$4.00 

starring 

and SHAUN 

Bay Area Reporter 

New York Times 

NaRctly 
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— VALENCIA ROSE PRESENTS — 

  

“Ironic wit and ringing one-liners” —The Advocate 

“Witty, engaging, sweet-tempered”—The New York Native 

“Classic comic book of the pre-Stonewall era... 

a Brechtian gay political statement.” —The Villager 
  

  

PREVIEW - TUESDAY, MAY 31 - 8 PM - $5 
*BENEFIT OPENING FOR KS RESEARCH: 

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 1 - 8 PM - $6   
  

THURS.-FRI. 8 PM - SAT. 8 & 10:30 PM THRU JUNE 23 

100 Vallejo Street, off the Embarcadero, San Francisco ® 781-6357 far too young for final assess- RESERVATIONS: 
ments. Both possess potential Summer in the City, and Folsom meets Castro. “If you can't saddle a horse, practice on me,” reads his T-shirt. 552-1445 : VALENCIA ROSE 

for excellence. Let's hope the Admiring glances may turn into a double date. Torts 5% 766 VALENCIA STREET 
DINNERS AVAILABLE 6 PM-9 PM (Between 18th & 19th) paths they choose lead to the         \ J 
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fulfillment of that potential. B 
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Louis A. Boucher, M.D. 

Myles I. Lippe, M.D. 

A Medical Corporation 

Steven D. Olsen, M.D. 

Franklin Medical Bldg. 

45 Castro #324 

S.F.CA 94114 

Monday to Friday 

Phone: 621-4228     

  

  
Licensed Clinical Social Worker 

Group - Individual - Couples 

Hours by Appointment 

Ronald D. Lee, MSW 
Psychotherapy & Counseling 

3991 17th Street 
San Francisco 94114 | 

TELEPHONES 

Day - 558-4801 

Day/Night - 626-3357     

  

  AROMA NOW OPEN SPECIAL AT 

MON-SAT $ 
NOON-SIX 2 
SUNDAYS 
CLOSED 

THE TRADING POST 
A TASTE OF LEATHER 

336 6th Street 
(Bet. Folsom & Harrison Streets) 

San Francisco, Ca. 94103 

All Major Credit Cards Honored     

  

community 
thrift store 

625 VALENCIA 

sponsored by 

San Francisco 
Tavern Guild Foundation 

You Select the Nonprofit 
Organization to Benefit 
From the Sale of Your 

Donated Goods 

FILM CLIPS 

    

  
  

Britannia 
Hospital 
Director Heal Thyself 

“The operation was a success, 
but the patient died” fits Lind- 
say Anderson’s Britannia Hos- 
pital like a stitch after an appen- 
dectomy. 

The flood of ideas the British 
director tries to convey so over- 
whelms us that we can’t take 
them all in or get a handle on 
this, the blackest of black com- 
edies ever. 

Using a socialized medicine 
hospital as his vehicle for poking 
at doctors and nurses, labor 
unions, politics, and class and 
race relations, Anderson makes 
us laugh, grosses us out, and oc- 
casionally entertains us, but 
never produces a cohesive whole. 

Malcolm McDowell (seen in 
Anderson’s previous films, O 
Lucky Man and If . . .) playsa 
muckraking journalist who is 
trying to get the goods on mad 
doctor Graham Crowden, whose 

Spacehunter 
3-D: 

Dumb, Dopey, Dull 

Oh, hi, Mike. How was Space- 
hunter: Adventures in the 
Forbidden Zone? 

It was in 3-D. 

Yes, I know. How was the new 
process — does it work? 

Yes, I have a headache from 
those stupid Polarized card- 
board glasses. 

And how was the film itself? 
Should I see it? 

You have already. 

Whadaya mean? 

You saw Road Warrior, 
right? You saw Star Wars, 
right? You saw Raiders of the 
Lost Ark. Well, it’s all here. 
Peter Strauss is even made to re- 
semble Harrison Ford in Star 
Wars and Raiders, but he is no 
match in the charisma depart- 
ment. 

So how was the movie — did you 
enjoy it? 

It was one of the best com- 

    

idea of a tasty nutritional drink 
is a Brain Shake, human brains 
run through a blender. But we 
are never let in on just who he is 
doing this for, why, and how he 
has come to have conspirators 
within the new Surgical Labora- 
tory to which the Queen Mother 
herself is about to come for the 
dedication. 

All the expected British jokes 
are here — the matronly queen 
(in one of the best entrances 
ever), the lady-in-waiting 
(played, naturally, by a male 
drag), the British upper crust 
who think all Blacks are canni- 
bals, and the doctors who are all 
butchers. 

Anderson gets so caught up in 
foaming-at-the-mouth political 
rhetoric that Britannia Hospi- 
tal stops from being an audience 
pleaser. There are momentary 
pleasures, especially for those 
who like sicko jokes, but the 
parts do not equal the whole. At 
two hours, Britannia Hospital 
leaves us without any patients 
(sic). 

M. Lasky (Alexandria) 

REVIEWS BY MICHAEL LASKY & STEVE WARREN 

  
In Stitches. Malcolm McDowell may think the comedy in BRITANNIA 

HOSPITAL is sewn up; others may not. 

sound are awful). We laughed 
continuously. It made time fly. 

Oh, yeah? How long is it? 

Well, to quote one of the char- 
acters, “It’s a millenium.” 

What's that? 

That’s when a filmmaker can 
turn 90 minutes into 34 light 
years. ® 

(Alhambra) M. Lasky   
  

Too much time spent on Ringold 
Alley, or a spaceman in SPACE- 
HUNTER? The latter. 

edies of this year. 

But it’s not a comedy! 

That’s what you think. You 
could have fooled the audience 
at the Alhambra Theatre (where, 
incidentally, the projection and   

The Grey Fox 
Ooooh, Granddaddy! 

There's something enormous- 
ly appealing about the idea of a 
man who's just spent 33 years in 
San Quentin for robbing stage- 
coaches going to the movies and 
seeing The Great Train 
Robbery. 

He's an unrepentant sinner, 
that Bill Miner, whose true story 
is told in The Grey Fox. Known 
as “the gentleman bandit,” he 
was a folk hero in his lifetime. 

John Hunter's tightly con- 
structed script is a marvel of 
economy, propelling the story at 
a leisurely pace. Between the 

confused math of the opening 
titles, which state that Miner 
had an 18-year criminal career 
and a 33-year prison term bet- 
ween 1863 and 1901, to the epi- 
logue that leaves you smiling, 
The Grey Fox packs all the ami- 
ability of Butch Cassidy and 
the Sundance Kid. 

Richard Farnsworth looks a 
bit older than the 54 he’s sup- 
posed to be at the beginning, but 
he’s as charming as any crime 
wave that ever stalked the screen. 
We revel in watching him adapt 
to the new technology, learning 
to rob trains instead of stage- 
coaches — “A professional al- 
ways specializes.” He talks old, 
too — “To a man my age the 
future don’t mean much unless 
you're talkin’ about next week’ 
— until he meets feminist/pho- 
tographer Kate Flynn. She's 
played by Jackie Burroughs, 
who must be Canada’s answer to 
Katherine Hepburn. 

The Grey Fox won seven 
““Genie’’ awards (Canada’s 
Oscars). They've sometimes had 
slim pickin’s in the past, but this 
was a worthy victor. He 

(Cannery) S. Warren 
  

CALLUSFORPICKUPS 

861-4910 
A PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT 

FROM BAY AREA REPORTER     

| Foundation in your name. | 

BAY AREA REPORTER 
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(near Castro) 

Complete Automobile 
Bodywork and Painting 

Domestic & Foreign Cars 
Pick-up & Delivery 

Available 

Open 
‘Monday thru Saturday 

or by appointment 

Free Estimates & 

Special Discount 
Available 

All Work Guaranteed 

4050 24th Street 

San Francisco, CA 

282-2665 

On all bodyworkirepairs I 
over $500 a donation will 
be made to the AIDS/KS I 
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MAY 26, 1983 

Time for 
Revenge 
Speaking of Muteness 

Bengao, a reformed radical, 
takes a job with a conglomerate 
in a remote copper mine in Time 
for Revenge, Argentina's most 
successful film in years. ‘Politics 
is for politicians,” he says, sur- 
prised to find that he believes it; 
but he soon reverts to his old at- 
titudes in the employ of a com- 
pany that exploits both land and 
people. 

After being trapped in a land- 
slide he pretends to be mute and 
hires a shyster lawyer to help him 
extort a settlement from the 
company. 

Our sympathies stay with 
Bengao, even if we have qualms 
about what he’s doing; it’s a fine 
line walked successfully by 
writer-director Adolfo Arista- 
rian. The score by Emilio Kau- 
derer is of the they-don’t-write- 
‘em-like-that-anymore variety, 
occasionally enhanced by tick- 
ing sounds which increase the 
tension. 

Federico Luppi, who looks 
like a slender, almost handsome 
version of Lee J. Cobb, is excel- 
lent as the repoliticized protag- 
onist who ends up literally hold- 
ing his tongue. » 

(Surf) S. Warren 
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I, the Jury 
Guilty Pleasure 

In Mickey Spillane’s novels of 
the 50's Mike Hammer, the hero, 
was outrageously macho. Like a 
domestic James Bond, his wake 
was littered with beautiful 
women, alive and dead. The film 
versions were forgettable, except- 
ing Robert Aldrich’s still- 
wonderful Kiss Me Deadly, so 
someone thought a new genera- 
tion might be ready for a new 
cycle. 

Regional engagements since 
last summer have proved them 
wrong, but I, the Jury opened 
in San Francisco last week for 
what should be a short stay. 

Only the continuing charac- 
ters (Velda, Pat Chambers) and 
the final scene have been retain- 
ed. Everything else has been re- 
placed by a preposterous plot 
about the CIA operating a sex 
clinic (run by Barbara Carrera) 
though which they dispose of 
enemy agents. (What a way to 
go!) 

Armand Assante plays Ham- 
mer as a bad imitation of a pret- 
tier Peter Falk. The acting all 
down the line is so uniformly bad 
it must have been intentional. 
The sex and violence, including 
an amusing illustration of 
special effects gone awry, are 
fast, furious, and sexist, but not 

  Smoking on the Job. With or without a cigarette, Armand Assante is hot. 
With or without Assante, I, THE JURY is not. 

funny enough for camp. 

If you enjoy I, the Jury — 
and that’s not impossible to do 

— you won't want to admit it. 

(Alexandria) S. Warren 

  

  

SPORTS SECTION 
CORNER POCKET 

E.Z. Does It 
Since 1979, the initials “E.Z.” 

have dominated the San Fran- 
cisco Pool Association’s tourna- 
ment scene, and although a tro- 
phy winner almost every time, he 
had never made it to the top. 
When he finally did, May 14 
and 21 at Park Bowl, he did it 
in stunning fashion. 

The man's name is Elliott 
Zalta, and he served notice at the 
start of the Spring 8-ball season 
— beginning with 16 consecutive 
wins. Perched at the top all sea- 
son long, Archie Ravena finally 
passed him in the 10th week, 
finishing .08 points ahead of 
E.Z. for the percentage title. At 
the All-Star tournament, how- 
ever, Ravena succumbed on suc- 
cessive losses to Tom deGraffen- 
ried and Tom Sipple, while E.Z. 
bested Colin Bradley, Mike 
Merritt, Frank McGuire, Carl 
Arguello, and Bob Jones. Sink- 
ing his final 8 ball against Jones 
for a 3-0 victory in the cham- 
pionship match, he wrapped up 
the day with an impressive 15 
wins against only 4 losses. 

A new arrival to the SFPA 
winners’ circle, 2nd place Bob 
Jones was also impressive. Play- 
ing as a substitute, he defeated 
Sonny Abramo, fell to Frank 
McGuire, then stroked his way 
through the losers’ bracket top- 
ping Tom Sipple, Tom Sherck, 
McGuire, Colin Bradley, and 
Carl Arguello. The statistics: 

    

GENE MILLER 

seated by winning percentage 
without entry fee, and the top 
four receive cash awards, ad- 
vancing to the West Coast Chal- 
lenge as SF's entries in the in- 
dividuals’ bracket. The 8-Ball 

~ Championship, on the other 
hand, is an annual affair, fund- 
ed by a $2,000 donation from 
Miller Brewing. The eight pre- 
liminaries are open to all league 
members, and the entire 16- 
player field shares the $795 purse 
— a player losing every game 
still wins $20. 

Defending champion Peter 
Fleury was off his usual stride 
for this year’s event, falling first 
to Colin Bradley, and then to 
Bob Jones after wins over Tom 
Sipple, Mike Merritt, and Jim 
Cattran. Meanwhile, Owen 
Bubar had emerged as the sur- 
prise of the day after his 3-0 win 
against Sonny Abramo followed 
by his 3-2 decision against E.Z. 
advanced him to the head of the 
winners’ bracket. Owen, rated 
57th individually, was definitely 
making the shots. But when 
E.Z. returned from the losers’ 
bracket, he was to make SFPA 
history at Owen's expense. E.Z. 
is now the only player in league 
history to come from the losers’ 
side and capture the title with six 
straight wins. Even more stun- 
ning: Including both tour- 
naments, E.Z. was undefeated 
in the championship matches — 

     

Febe's Gypsy Mike Merritt, a state champion, played against the Pilsner 

Doughboys several weeks ago. (Photo: Rink) 
  

1st, E.Z. - 15/4, $72; 2nd, Bob 
Jones - 19/13, $60; 3rd, Carl 

Arguello - 12/7, $48; 4th, 
Colin Bradley - 13/7, $36. 

8-BALL CHAMPIONSHIP 

The annual 8-Ball Cham- 
pionship began in a festive mood 
exactly one week later as league 
President Lea Benson arrived 
with champagne for everyone — 
followed a few moments later by 
a double round of beer from 
Golden Brands President Paul 
Molakides. This tournament is 
structured quite differently than 
the All-Star: Although both 
tournaments use the double- 
elimination, 3-out-of-5 match 
format, and both are held on the 
9-foot tables at Park Bowl, the 
All-Star is a seasonal event total- 
ly funded by the league treasury, 
the league's top 16 players are 

Cabaret Dates 
Stephen Sloane appears solo 

at Fanny's on Sunday, May 29, 
from 3 to 6 PM; $3. 

Kevin Ross with his band 
Raw Silk has been held over each 
Friday in June at the Roxy 
Roadhouse, 9:30 PM, $5. He'll 

9 wins, no losses. 

The stats: 1st, E.Z. - 21/6, 
$175; 2nd, Owen Bubar - 
12/10, $125; 3rd, Bob Jones - 
14/10, $100; 4th, Sonny 
Abramo - 9/11, $75. 

KAZEE CLEANS UP 

The Class “A” tournament is 
for players rated #17 to #32 and 
is similar to the All-Star except 
matches are 2-out-of-3, four pool 
cues (donated by Miller Brew- 
ing) are awarded instead of cash, 
and the winner gets an all- 
expenses-paid trip, as a specta- 
tor, to the West Coast Challenge. 
Congratulations to Bill Kazee 
(rated #81 and playing as a sub- 
stitute), who came over from the 
Josers’ side to defeat Brian Kelly 
2-0, 2-1 for the title. In 3rd place 
was Rita deYoung, and Randy 
Caruso finished 4th. Ww 

also be at Fife’s on June 19. 

Morgana King arrives at the 

Plush Room on May 31 and 

stays until June 12. 

Val Diamond returns to the 

Bal Tabarin on May 31 at 

8 PM. Reservations: 43; 

After four weeks of play the 
Pendulum Pirates and Moby 
Dick Whalers sport the only un- 
blemished records as each team 
won their fourth straight game. 

The Pirates, playing hurt, 
downed Cliff Wilson's Ambush 
8-1 as shoddy fielding proved 
fatal in this key game. Moby 
Dick moved into first place with 
a convincing 12-2 win over the 
Rawhide II. Mark Wood's club 
has worked hard to be #1, and it 
has paid off. 

TOM VINDEF D 

Pirates & Whalers #1 

Cha Cha’s Kokpit parlayed 
strong pitching, fielding, and 
hitting and downed the Cafe Sn. 
Marcos 8-1. The Pilsner Inn de- 
feated Googie’s 17-0 as they won 
their third straight game. The 
Stables’ “Thundering Herd” 
also won their third in a row, 
downing a spirited DeLuxe team 
18-5. The Rawhide II handed 
the DeLuxe its first defeat of the 
day 17-2. In a Saturday encoun- 
ter Trax dumped the Rookies 
20-2. 

COMM. SOFTBALL LEAGUE 
  

With the Village dropping a 
3-1 game to Slow Rush, the Mint 
stands alone with no defeats and 
four victories. Although this is 
early in the season, Ron Lezell, 
the Mint’s manager, hopes this 
will be a continuing trend, as the 
Mint is the charter member in 
the league and has never taken 
home the championship. 

In the Mint’s game, the ter- 
rific hitting early in the game, 
especially the big homers of 
Scott Kendrick and Frank 

RODGER SOTO 

The Mighty Mint 
Gualco (6 RBI's each), made it 
an easy day against the hard 
luck Cinch. 

Early Monday morning is not 
the best time to reflect on all the 
good softball seen, but the out- 
standing catches that stand out 
in my mind were made by Jeff 
Greenwold (Rainbow), John 
Koster (Acme), and an over-the- 
fence catch made by Mark 
Tauber, super third baseman of 
Hot & Hunky. 

  

GAY TENNIS FEDERATION 
  

The second round of team ten- 
nis of the Gay Tennis Federation 
was played this past weekend. 
Community Rentals, last year’s 
Champion, defeated Ivy's by a 
score of 40-37; The Pilsner de- 
feated Twin Peaks 49-31; Sut- 
ter’'s Mill defeated Gilmore's 
48-40; the Cinch and Gay Sports 
tied 39-39; and the Bear drew a 
bye. The team standings as of 
May 22 are as follows: 

1. Pilsner 96/72 .571 
2. Community Rentals 87/79 .524 
3. Bear 44/40 .523 
4. Gilmore's 89/84 .514 
5. Sutter's Mill 89/87 .506 

L. Balmain 

Pilsner Leads Round Two 

6. Cinch 79/83 .488 

7. Ivy's 37/40 .481 
8. Gay Sports 75/88 .460 
9. Twin Peaks 73/96 .432 

The schedule for round #3 is: 
Saturday, June 11, at 9 AM The 
Bear vs. Gay Sports and at 
11:30 AM Ivy's vs. Pilsner; and 
on Sunday, June 12, at 9 AM 
Cinch vs. Sutter's Mill and at 
11:30 AM Twin Peaks vs. Gil- 
more’s. Community Rentals 
draws a bye. Team Tennis is 
played at the 15th Street and 
Lower Buena Vista Terrace 
courts. We   

    

The G.S.L. has no games 
scheduled this week due to the 
Memorial Day holiday. Action 
resumes June 5 at Jackson Field. 

STANDINGS 

Golden Gate Division 

Moby Dick 
Stables 
Pilsner Inn 
Ambush 
Cafe Sn. Marcos 
Rookies 
Phone Booth 

Barbary Coast Division 

Pendulum 
Kokpit 
Trax 
Rawhide 11 
Club 21 
Googie's 
DeLuxe 
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Ball players who may need 
glove repairs: a C.S.L. All-Star, 
Tony Suchon, is recuperating 
from an operation and needs the 
work. Call Tony at 647-5537. 

The C.S.L. wishes good 
luck to all contestants partici- 
pating in the 1983 Memorial 
Day 12th Annual Great Tricycle 
Race, especially to the C.S.L. 
team of All-Stars, Mike Ar- 
bunich and Scott Kendrick, who 
won the 1982 race. Also ran their 
tricycle in the Bay to Breakers 
race in 1 hour and 20 minutes. 

A special thanks to the new 
Mint owners — Bill “Metz” 
Metzler, Harry Azavedo, and 
Tim Sockett — and Mint man- 
ager Tommy Turner and all their 
workers for continuing this 
worthwhile charity fundraiser. 

No softball this weekend! 

DIVISION STANDINGS 

Bill Chapman Division 

Mint 
Village 
Slow Rush 
Rainbow Cattle Co. 
Acme Athletic 
Cinch 

Julie Jordan Division 

Jack's Happy Days 
Hot & Hunky 
Nap's Peacock 
Pipeline 
Bunkhouse 
Village B.A.T.S. 

MAY 22 - SCORES 
Jack's 10 BATS. 

Mint 16 Cinch 

Pipeline 14 Bunkhouse 

Rainbow 9 Acme 

Hot & Hunky4 Nap's 

Hot & Hunky 2 

Slow Rush 14 

Village 1 
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Nap's 6 

Village 15 

Slow Rush 3 

  

Dear Karuna Corporation: 
  

RICHARD HUNTER 
winner of more gold medals 

than any other athlete 

during the 1982 Gay Games 
in San Francisco 

  /     
          

    

ago! 

train right. 

life.   

I would like to express my great satisfac- 
tion with your HIM nutritional supplement. 

I decided to use HIM when I started my 
rigorous training schedule for the 1982 Gay 
Olympic Games in San Francisco. Along 
with winning ten gold and two silver medals, 
I am proud to say that I set several of my 
lifetime best swimming records — better 
than my UCLA Varsity times of fifteen years 

Of course, no one aspect of a training pro- 
gram is more vital than another. An athlete 
must eat right, sleep right, think right, and 

I can honestly say that HIM played a vital 
role in my recent athletic accomplishments 
and continues to play a vital role in my daily 

™ NATURAL VITAMINS 
MINERALS AND HERBS 
FOR THE ACTIVE MALE 

HIM Division, Karuna Corporation ® 3020 Bridgeway, Suite 108, Sausalito, CA 94965 © (415) 331-5097 

Sincerely, 
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BAR. BAZAAR 
) BAY AREA REPORTER SUPPLEMENT X-RATED BAY AREA REPORTER SUPPLEMENT X-RATED BAY AREA REPORTER SUPPLEMENT X-RATED BAY AREA R 

MY KNIGHTS 

  

IN LEATHER 

    

Fast Knights, 
* Lazy Daze 

  

  

  

SHOTS IN THE KNIGHT 

Lots of things happening 
about the hollow. Joe Altman 
opened a stunning show of his 
classic photos at the Arena. If 
one appreciates the men of San 
Francisco and fine studio pho- 
tography, this is a must on this 
weekend’s tour. Another stud- 
filled night at the Arena recently 
was Golden Gate Wrestling 
Club's annual auction. Richard 
McFarland at the mike and 

  

KARL STEWART 

those hunky wrestlers hanging 
about in their scanty gear were 
a pretty sight. Prez Don Jung is 
planning a trip to LA with the 
club to compete. The pile which 
Richard hocked brought 261 
bucks to the club till, including 
a generout ten-spot from Water- 
ing Hole’s Jim Anderson for the 
year’s tackiest lamp. 

Speaking of High Tack: DJ 
Dick Isadj is spinning “Adult 
Punk Falwave’ at Oasis, Tues- 
days and Wednesdays. Is this X- 

Joe's Show. Photographer Joe Altman (center), seen with his photos and 
their models at his Arena show — Paul Manenti (l.) and Mike Hopper. (Photo: 
Rink) 
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MR. MR. S LEATHERS 
S.F.’s Full Service Leather Store 

now offers a new service! 

We can emboss your initials in silver 
on any leather garment so it won’t 
show (unless you want it to) at a cost 
of $2.50. 

Should you ever have the misfortune of having your leather 
ripped off, this would facilitate recognition of your property. 

We are also pleased to announce our 

2nd Annual Sale to Celebrate 
the Birthday (242nd) of the Marquis de Sade 

This will run from June 2 through June 4 with 
10% discount on all stock items plus extra special bargains. 

We look forward to seeing you at Mr. S Leathers 
227 7th Street, San Francisco 94103 » 863-7764 

Mon-Fri 10am-7pm 
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Sat 11am-6pm 

rated sound? 

This summer brings out all 
kinds of new things. We hear 
Bob Frear is re-opening the old 
Trench on 8th Street, so we can 
sink our teeth into khaki once 
more. Mr. Northern California, 
Paul Manenti, will soon open 
SOMA, a pre-dawn, private 
*“‘speakeasy,” an after hours joint 
with a line of club and cabaret 
performers down the block to 
entertain you. BYOB and lots of 
chic folks to ogle and be ogled 
by. 

Rumor has it that porn star 
Scott Anderson is now attending 
San Francisco Culinary Acad- 
emy and is looking for a post. 
Which restaurant would like a 
dish to haul the dishes? 

The 15 Association will be 
wiring, roping, and whipping at 
their Scene 12, this Sunday at an 
undisclosed location. Write to 
them at 220 Ninth Street, SF 
94103. 

Rita Rock, La La, and the 
gang are up to their old tricks (or 
are their old tricks up to them? ). 
The Bal-ony’s 6th anniversary 
will be held on site at The Acad- 
emy June 5. Sunday Sunrise Ser- 
vice will run from 6 AM through 
2 AM. Admission: a queer 
three-dollar bill. 

So/M is gearing up for the 
Season. The Eagle will be open- 
ing their Biker Bar at 11 AM 
Sundays, with Bartender of the 
Year Michael Bowman and 
Randy Osier (Eaglettes) at the 
helm. Febe's is also opening 
earlier: 6 AM. At last — a sun- 
rise service in the general direc- 
tion of home. Hot little Randy 
will soothe the way down, with 
cocktail hour prices, Saturday 
and Sunday from 6 AM and 
PM. 

Looking forward to Stan 
Jones’ visit from Canada. He's 
showing his Leather/Biker 
graphics at the Eagle, beginning 
with a reception Wednesday, 
June 1, in the evening. 

Artist Jim Clark and his solid 
hunk of a housemate, Mitch 
Johnson, warmed up new digs 
last Sunday. Mitch served haut 
cuisine, Clark gave wine baths, 
and the ensuing cocktail fete 
turned into a sleazy slumber 

    

   

  

EPORTEF 

This Joe Altman photograph of Mark Klein is part of the photographer's 
display at the Arena, continuing through June 17. Mr. Klein is presently bi- 

cycling his way through Europe. 

party. Welcome home. This was 
in sharp contrast to Tom and 
James’ chic Lily Street Black 
and White affair, celebrating 
James’ college graduation and 
their first year together. These 
two houses are connected by a 
narrow passage at the rear. 

Alan Selby (Mr. S) announced 
the first West Coast meeting of 
the Interchain Leather Club here 
June 8 at 9 PM at the Brig. Raf- 
fles, fun: to benefit AIDS. 

A MAN OF ALL SEASONS 

Or cosmic ranger; it’s hard to 
decide which Mark Kadota is. 
His recent multi-faceted, multi- 
media show “Dreams” at 544 
Natoma Gallery was an evening 
of Zen Conceptual entertain- 
ment Assisted by beautiful 
dancer Mitsuko Mitsueda, 
Mark began on the upper level 
in bed asleep. We saw him gently 
move in his slumber, his hand 
brushing a hair away from his 
cheek. From below a ghostly 

figure wrapped in white gauze 
emerged from shoji. As this fig- 
ure unwrapped itself you realiz- 
ed it’s Mark! You look up at the 
sleeping figure and it’s gone. 
Magic, surreal battles, including 
one with a fine gold mask. Mark 
constructed the Japanese 
dream-garden set, the masks, 
took the slides which accompa- 
nied his graceful modern dance 
sequences, accompanied the 
performance both on tape and 
live on the flute with synthesizer. 
Kadota even hand-printed the 
program covers with Japanese 
woodblock prints, carved by 
himself. 

The performance was as gra- 
cious and well thought out as a 
Tea ceremony, as Mark led us 
through the land of our Dreams. 
Bravo! 

LET THE FEAST BEGIN! 

Memorial Daze are coming! 

(Continued on page 30) 

  

Mark Kadota, living his DREAMS, a performance piece he presented at 
544 Natoma. (Photo: Rink) 
  

1983 International Mr. Leather Contest 
  

  

  

Further Tales of 
Another City 
by Duke J. Armstrong 

riendship is personal: one on one. Humanity is impersonal: one’s 
sense of identity with the universality of man through history. 
Somewhere in between, encompassing both, lies comrade- 

ship; for men, brotherhood. That was what the 1983 International 
Mr. Leather Contest in Chicago was all about. It was the premier 
gathering of the international brotherhood of leather. 

That brotherhood cuts across all those social, cultural, ethnic, and 
national boundaries that normally divide mankind. Membership 
isbased upon acommon outlook: the simple honesty of acknowledg- 
ing one’s erotic appreciation of leather. A Gay man’s acceptance of 
his like for leather is really a second ‘coming out’. It can be every bit 
as difficult for him as his initial acceptance of being gay, a point noted 
in simple, halting fashion by one of this year’s contestants, Steve 
DeWilde, Mr. mid-America Leather from Kansas City, Missouri. 

The International Mr. Leather 
Contest is an embodiment of that 
fraternal spirit of Gay leather 
men. Now in its fifth year, the 
highlight of its weekend duration 
is the Saturday contest which sel- 
ects the man who will represent 
the international Gay leather 
community for the coming year. 

Forty-four leather men repre- 
senting 28 cities and two coun- 
tries competed for this year’stitle 
in a contest which included all of 
the elements that gointo making 
a fun-filled Gay extravaganza: 
old fashioned, flag waving patri- 
otism, pageantry and choreogra- 
phy for days, dull speeches, slap 
stick humor, macho exhibition- 
ism, an overly long intermission, 
a stupendous female vocalist, 
general campiness, and topped 
off by a stirring and majestic 
awards presentation. For $20 who 
could ask for anything more? 

The audience was a sellout 
crowd of just under 1,500. During 
intermission the hat was passed 
for donations to AIDS research. 
Theincredible sum of $1,611 was 
collected, an average of well over 
$1 from each member of the audi- 
ence. Have you ever known that to 
happen? Itis a tribute to the dedi- 
cation and the generosity of the 
Gay leather community. Itis also 
a nice compliment to the efforts of 
the 1982 title holder, Luke 
Daniel. He devoted most of his ti- 
tle year to fundraising and per- 
sonal appearances on behalf of 
AIDS research. 

For those into leather the an- 
nual International Contest is a 
must. The event captures the uni- 
que spirit of the leather fraternity. 
Each participant, contestant and 
spectator alike, feels a genuine 
sense of brotherhood, one based 
not merely upon a shared experi- 
ence, but also upon a common 
understanding and sensitivity. 

* kk 

he particular sensitivity 
T shared by leathermen was 

spread all over Chicago that 
weekend, for while the contest 
proper may have been the 
largest, it certainly was not the 
only show in town. Indeed, there 
were a number of ancillary acti- 
vities which made the weekend 
particularly special, something 

more than just a beefcake beau- 
ty contest. 

A visiting San Franciscan 
notices two things about the 
Chicago bar scene. The bars stay 
open most of the night, ’til 4 
a.m. on weekdays, and 5 a.m. on 
Saturdays; and sexual activity is 
not only tolerated but encourag- 
ed in the bars. This writer had 
one unplanned “encounter” in 
each of Chicago's three leather 
bars during the course of a 
week's stay. 

al Mr. Leather) and bar mana- 
ger Russell (who went to extra- 
ordinary lengths to successfully 
relocate my misplaced camera). 

Uptown in a part of the City 
known as Newtown is Touche 
owned by Chuck Rodocker. In 
a city of friendly people Chuck 
stands out as particularly gre- 
garious and decent (he made me 
an open offer of assistance dur- 
ing my stay, including bail bond 
service as required). The bar is 
very popular, featuring an up- 
stairs area (admission to which 
is restricted by dress code), a 
back room where anything goes 
and does, and a large patio area 
usable on those rare occasions 
when Chicago weather is not too 
hot or too cold. 

The best weekend event was 
an exclusive, precontest private 
party in the posh, 38th floor 
suite of the Executive House 
Hotel co-hosted by S.F.s Mr. 
Marcus and by the Interchange 
Bar of Detroit, Michigan. Many 
of the International Mr. Leather 
contestants were there and the 
crowd was enough to make a 
poor city boy faint, which I 
almost did when I met Luke 
Daniel, last year’s winner. 

Also fun was the Sunday 
afternoon beer bust and bar-be- 
que at Touche, given a touch of 
class by chamber music played 
by an outstanding 4-piece group 
from Chicago's Gay/Lesbian 
Community Band (they have 
one of those too, albeit newer, 

  

Blonde on Blonde. International Mr. Leather 1983 Colt Thomas embraces 
last year's titleholder, Luke Daniel, but inadvertently hides his face with his 

long-stemmed leather roses. 

The Gold Coast is the largest 
leather bar in Chicago and the 
oldest leather bar in the country, 
dating back 22 years to 1961, 
when some of us were barely 
more than toddlers. The main 
bar is a large, barn-like room, 
poorly laid out, with a 25 or 30 
foot ceiling and no atmosphere. 
Downstairs is a brick-walled, 

subterranean labyrinth known 
as the Pit which is generally 
open only on weekends. It con- 
tains two bars, a leather shop, 
and a stuffy orgy room (where 
my host spent most of his 
nights). 

Just across the street is the 
Redoubt, smaller, friendlier, 
also with a downstairs area, a 
portion of which opens only on 
weekends. It is staffed by par- 
ticularly good people, including 
Marty Kiker (former bartender 
at the Arena and Phoenix in San 
Francisco and 1981 Internation- 

  

Shell-Shocked But Smiling. Writer Duke Armstrong (l.) went speechless 

on meeting Luke Daniel in Chicago. 

smaller, and generally solvent). 

The weekend closed with the 
annual Black and Blue Ball at 
Man's Country, an enormous 
bath house with a disco, a bar, 
and three levels of rooms and 
passages. A special feature of the 
Ball was an S&M demonstration 
produced by Hellfire, a Chicago 
leather club specializing in such 
activities. For voyeuristic con- 
noisseurs of that sort of thing it 
was a delight. Certainly it 
heightened the sexual instincts of 
the crowd. 

* Kk Kk 

F inally, a few observations on 
individuals. Some general 
rules of thumb: (1) all peo- 

ple from Michigan are friendly 
and hot, (2) all people from Los 
Angeles are drips, and (3) San 
Franciscans have more fun. 

I met 10 or 12 Michigoners 
(including 3 contestants) during 
the course of the weekend and 
every one of them was super. The 
two owners of Chosen (the “h” 
is spelled as a Greek lambda), a 
Detroit bookstore, went to extra- 
ordinary lengths to assist me. 
Thom Yankoski, Mr. Michigan 
Leather and manager of the In- 
terchange Bar in Detroit, ranks 
somewhere up there near Luke 
Daniel in my book although he 
did not place in the contest. He 
is the sort of man with whom one 
wants to make love rather than 
just have sex. In the same class 
are Dale Ross, Mr. Leather 
Detroit from the R & R Saloon, 
Terry Duane, Mr. Leather West 
Michigan from Grand Rapids, 
and John Seros, a hot little 
Greek man from Detroit. 

(Continued on next page) 

MEMORIAL 
WEEKEND PARTY 
MAY 27 - MAY 29 
CUM CELEBRATE 
THE START OF A 

HOT SUMMER 

ANIMALS AND THE 
SISTERS OF PERPETUAL 
INDULGENCE PRESENT 
BORDELLO NIGHT 
AT THE 
BEST LITTLE 
WHOREHOUSE 
IN TOWN 
JUNE 3, 1983 
ADMISSION PRICE $8 

| FREE! One evening ad- | | FREE! Locker with pur- ! 
mission & locker w/purchase | chase of 1 bottle of aroma 
of 6 mo. membership (with (with this coupon.) Coupon 
this coupon.) Coupon ex- expires June 30, 1983. 

| pires June 30, 1983.   
  

  

  

  

  

    
A FANTASY BATH HOUSE 

WHERE FANTASY BECOMES REALITY      

LAST PERFORMANCE AT HOTHOUSE 
THRU MEMORIAL DAY WEEKEND 
We need a rest ® Cum and enjoy its last 6 weeks 

SATURDAY, MAY 21 - Military Party 

MEMORIAL WEEKEND SPECIAL 

SATURDAY, MAY 28 - 6th & Final Pig Party 
Music: Louis, Peter Fisk, Peter Cail 

SUNDAY, MAY 29 - Last Tango in Hothouse 
(A Tea Dance, 4-8 PM) 

Music: Peter Cail 

SUNDAY, MAY 29 - Last Tangle in Hothouse 
8 PM on — EVERYTHING 

MONDAY — THE END! 

$1.00 Lockers HOTHOUSE 

Wednesdays 374 FIFTH STREET 
NO MEmBERsHiP (BETWEEN FOLSOM & HARRISON) CLOSED 

REQUIRED SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94107 MONDAY 

ON THURSDAY (415) 777-1513 & TUESDAY 
  

  

J/OPARTIES VBS 
EVERY DAY! 
e VIDEO REVIEW ON 

2 GIANT SCREENS! = XQ 

* $1 MEMBERSHIP — pa1g CV 
$3 ADMISSION 

* BUSINESSMEN’S MATINEE 11-3 DAILY 

348 JONES © 474-6995 * HOT GAY EVENINGS 

Ze 

      CUSTOM GAY VIDEOTAPE SERVICE 
We can convert 8mm - Super 8mm Films to 

VHS or BETA TAPES for you! 

NOW! VHS Video Tape Rentals! 

EXCLUSIVE 2-HR TAPES 
ZANTE J/O’s 1-2........ $60 
ZANTE Foreskin J/O’s .. $60 
Auto- a $-2....... $60 

  

   

   OTHER 

342 Jones 1960 EXCLUSIVE TAPES 

San Francisco 94102 474-6995 
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START YOUR SUMMER SIZZLIN’ 

MEMORIAL DAY 
MADNESS 

SUNDAY, MAY 29, 8pm to 6am 

| Admission $4 members/$6 others 

OUT-OF-TOWN MEMBERSHIPS HONORED! 

  

J/O PARTIES TUE & THUR! _ °>S 
Doors open 8:30 to 9:30 

Reopen 11 to 4 

$3 members/$5 others 

Q53 NATOMA 
(ALY NORTH OF 

0, EAGT OF 
IIT STREET.) 

863-6440     
MALE IMAGE 

SAN FRANCISCO 

MR. LEATHER 
(Continued from previous page) 

Concerning Los Angeles peo- 
ple, even their leather men have 
no class. They were never into 
things, never a part of what was 
going on. They whined about 
the weather (admittedly a little 
odd: hot and muggy Friday 
night, monsoon rains Saturday, 
frigid wind Sunday afternoon), 
they complained about their sex- 
ual encounters, and they gener- 
ally exhibited an exasperating 
contrariness bordering on lun- 
acy. One wondered why they 
bothered to come at all. At 
Touche’s on Sunday afternoon 
one L.A. man told me that in- 
stead of standing in line for the 
bar-be-que he would re ther go to 
McDonald’s for a rig Mac. 
McDonalds! My God. if some- 
one built drive-in bath | ouses in 
L.A. they would be ab. ; hit. He 

tempered. And, of course, who 
could even. think anything bad 
about a god like Luke Daniel, 
even if he does live in L.A.? Luke 
has a certain commanding pres- 
ence and easy going way of 
meeting and talking to people 
which is at once both disarming 
and intimidating. He is just that 
sort of person for whom one 
would gladly do anything in the 
world — except move to L.A.! 

San Franciscans more than 
made up for the deficiencies of 
their southerly brothers. San 
Franciscans were a prominent 
part of all weekend activities and 
helped to make the gathering the 
success it was. Although only 
one San Franciscan placed in the 
contest (Steve Roberts, third), 
that was not important. What 
was important was that 8 of 44 
contestants were from San Fran- 
cisco and they all had something 
to show and tell and they all pit- 
ched in to make the contest ex- 
citing and entertaining for every- 

  

Observations on individuals: All people 
from Michigan are friendly and hot, all peo- 
ple from Los Angeles are drips, and San 
Franciscans have more fun. 
  

could not understand that it was 
not a matter of the food (which 
was excellent) but was instead a 
matter of joining in and being 
part of the event. Sharing and 
comrs-'_snip are seemingly ana- 
ther... 10 L.A.’s motor mentality. 

Every rule has its exception 
and some South Californians 
were pretty decent. In that class 
was Robert Brophy, representing 
Griff’s in the contest, who was 
conspicuously friendly and even 

one. And they were not prima 
donnas either. One could see 
them at all of the events 
throughout the weekend enjoy- 
ing themselves and doing their 
thing. Or someone else’s. 

Bar managers J.C. from the 
Eagle, Blair from Oasis, and 
Terry from the Arena were all 
ubiquitously present in Chicago. 
J.C. in particular spread it 
around, repeatedly buying 
rounds of drinks at the bars and 

Mr. Michigan Leather Thom Yan- 
koski, manager of Detroit's Inter- 
change bar. 

maintaining a. floating party 
wherever he went. In addition 
there was Mr. Marcus who in his 
own way sort of ran everything 
and made it all a little better. 
And, of course, there was a host 
of other San Franciscans like 
myself who were just there enjoy- 
ing themselves and trying to be 
friendly. 

Houston med-student Colt 
Thomas, 1983 International Mr. 
Leather, will demonstrate some 
of that friendliness when he rides 
in San Francisco's Gay Freedom 
Day Parade in June (barring un- 
foreseen conflicts with Houston's 
Gay Pride Celebration). It’s 
your chance to see and perhaps 
meet one very hot leatherman if 
you weren't lucky enough to be 
in Chicago. = 

D. Armstrong 
  

I A MAN’S BARBERSHOP 
2195 MARKET/IS | APPOINTMENTS 
(NEXT TO IMAGE LEATHER) AVAILABLE AND 

M-F 9:AM—10:PM | NOT NECESSARY 
SAT 9:AM— 6:PM | SF (415)621-6448   
| hot, 
CVA BAY IR TY, 8 
ARERR RR RRA NNR SIAR RATATS   

Ep rerr ees er rtrety 

LSS & Rates Reasonable 

285-3000 
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KNIGHTS 
(Continued from page 28) 

Out of town runs with the 
Cheaters, here in Northern Cali- 
fornia will begin tomorrow (ap- 
plications at Febe’s), the 
Oediupus 25th Anniversary Run 
in LALA land, and Tora’s one- 
day run for the roadmaster, 
Monday, 5/30, to Monterey 
(meet at Safeway, Market & 
Church, 9 AM). Motorcycle 
madness is maintained. 

In town, David Bandy’s Con- 
ceptual Entertainment will 
mount another spectacular at 
the Galleria Saturday night, 
5/28, 10 PM-5 AM, featuring 
Linda Clifford, with music by 
Michael Garrett. Chits will set 
you back a mere twenty bucks. 

The Troc will put you “up” for 
three daze: Friday, uniform 
night with Andronyx. Saturday 
we'll see smashing Sarah Dash, 
and Sunday’s BBQ will be serv- 
ed with a generous side dish of 

If fantasy and fetish are your 
fare, Animals will have a nonstop 
sleaze attack, from Friday at 
7 PM through Monday at noon. 

The Caldron carves into 
“Memorial Day Madness” Sun- 
day, 8 PM to 6 AM, for only $4. 
They are now honoring out of 
town memberships. 

The Last Supper will take 
place, however, at The Last 
Tangle at the Hothouse. The 
Hothouse’s closing party will be 
a nonstop last blast from Friday 
through Monday. Reservations 
are useless; they're full up al- 
ready, but grab some grease and 
jump in anyway. 

The SFGDI always delight 
the bikers with good grub on 
their runs. This year’s theme is 
“Pirates Cove,’ so stow your 
gear, mate, and jump aboard — 
June 17, 18, and 19. Applica- 
tions also at Febe’s. 

Remember to keep your head 
in the stars, your hand in a 

  

Marlena Shaw. Hot to Troc. i, 

  

warm, moist place, and your 

  Norman Greenbaum (1.) will present a brand new recording of 
his classic hit “Spirit in the Sky”’ and Sonny Padilla, Jr. (r.) and 
Paul Parker will perform their hits at SOMA, a new club offering 
after hours facilities. They’ll be at SOMA's pre-opening benefit 
on June 3 from 12 midnight to 4 AM. All proceeds of the evening 
will be split between the KS Foundation and the Shanti Project. 
After the benefit SOMA, 301 8th Street (at Folsom), will be open 
Friday and Saturday nights. Info: 552-5520.   

shins in the skins. And do it 
safely. yy 

K. Stewart 

Karl's Calendar 
Friday, 5/27: Memorial Day Week- 
end Party. Animals; nonstop Friday 
7pm thru Monday 10am. 

Cheaters’ Run. El Dorado County; 
thru Monday, 5/30. 

25th Anniversary Run. Oedipus MC; 
a LaLa land excursion; thru Monday, 
5/30. 

Our Gay Roots. Lecture series; 544 

Natoma Gallery; Karl Stewart; 
8-10pm, $5; Photo Show, Joe Altman. 

Shore Leave. The Troc; uniform night, 
10-dawn, regular prices; premiere: 
Andronyx. 

Saturday, 5/28: Last Tangle in Hot- 
house. Hothouse closing bash; thru 
Monday noon. 

Dance at the U.S.O. The Troc; featur- 
ing Sarah Dash, DJ Tripper; 10-dawn; 
members $5, guests $10, general $15. 

Our Gay Roots. Lecture series; 544 
Natoma Gallery; Karl Stewart; 8pm, 
$5. 

Summer Heat. Conceptual Entertain- 
ment; Galleria, 10pm-5am; DJ 

Michael Garrett; featuring Linda Clif- 
ford; adv. $20, door $25. 

Sunday, 5/29: AWOL Tea Dance and 
BBQ. The Troc, 7-9pm free, after 9pm 
$5; entertainment by Marlena Shaw. 

Our Gay Roots Beer Bust. 544 
Natoma Gallery; artist reception for 
Joe Altman; $5, 3-6pm. 

Birthday. DJ Norm Mason. The 
Arena, 9pm. 

Memorial Day Madness. The 
Caldron, 8pm-6am, $4; out of town 
memberships honored. 

Memorial Day Buffet. The Brig, 
Tpm. 

Memorial Day Beer Bust. The 
Stables, 3-6pm; $1 draft beer & hot 
dog. 

Savages’ Erection Carnival. Savages; 
4pm-4am; beer bust, games, booths; 
$5. 

Tuesday, 5/31: Doric Wilson's 
“Street Theater.” Preview; Valencia 
Rose; $5; 8pm. 

Wednesday, 6/1: Drawings by Stan 
Bavin Jones. SF Eagle; reception 
from 5pm. 

Street Theater. Valencia Rose; to 
benefit the KS Foundation; $6. 

  

  

   
  SOLOSEX 
A SEXUAL FANTASY ON STAGE 

home 
TOE NOB HLL TRADE 

  
/8kA63 

  

  

"A PRIVATE CLUB 

SAYAGCS 

BYOBeer Bar Bulldog Bath & Out- 
No Coors or Bottles of-town memberships 

honored   
      

A "south of Market” attitude 

one block north of Market 

  

  

’ Memorial Day 

4 a.m. 5/31 

  

Weekend 
Open from 
9 a.m. 5/27 

thru 

SAVAGES 
ERECTION 
CARNIVAL 
Free Cockrings to 

the First 200 

4p.m. Sunday, 
5/29 to 

4a.m. Monday, 
5/31 

Erotic Games and 

Displays for your 
Pleasure 

COCKFIGHTS 
Every Friday, 10 p.m. 
  

Watch for our June Calendar 
Every Night is a White Hankie Night 

DJ Monday, Wednesday, Friday & Saturday. 

Free Lockers, lock 
boxes & Performance 

SAVAGES 
220 Jones Street 
San Francisco, CA 
(415) 673-3384   

    

KARRNAL KNOWLEDGE 

Bods and Ends 
  

The response to vintage porn 
grows stronger daily, and now a 
bookselling firm has done some- 
thing about it. Elysian Fields, 
Booksellers has published a 
twenty-six page catalogue, Gay 
Art and Magazines, listing hun- 
dreds of magazines by specific 
issue and date phus photogra- 
phers and models. 

It’s the first catalogue of vin- 
tage porn published and is full 
of mouth-watering collectibles. 
Back issues of The Young Phy- 
sique, Fizeek, Muscle Teens, 
and several dozen other titles are 
listed alphabetically by maga- 
zine and then chronologically. 
Contents are summarized and 
condition stated. The prices are 
not outrageous. 

The print is tiny, to fit all the 
information in, and there aren't 
any pictures, but collectors will 
find this an invaluable tool. Gay 
Art and Magazines, Catalogue 
23 of the Elysian Fields, Book- 
sellers is available for $2 from 

KARR 

closet. Having come-out as Gay, 
he’s gone in as a person. When 
the Gay porn is substandard, 
why see it just because it’s Gay? 
Do all Blacks have to like Diana 
Ross because she’s Black? Or do 
all Gays have to vote for Harry 
Britt because he’s Gay? 

My letter-writer friend is 
furious at a value he’s saved from 
his pre-Gay days. He dislikes 
Gay men who appear in straight 
films because he feels they are 
saying, “this is what REAL men 
do; that fag stuff is for queers.” 
It seems he still feels guilt about 
being Gay, and I sincerely hope 
he gets over it. Porn stars switch 
hit in movies to earn money, 
honey. Most of them don’t care 
who they fuck as long as they get 
the cash. 

One last complaint he lodges 
is that he doesn’t want to watch 
hetporn with a cast of straight 
Adonises he can’t even fantasize 
about or understand. Why can’t 
he fantasize about these 

    

    

Listing to Starboard. Wolf Kentner spruces up Hawaii in photo sets by 
J. Brian, available from PO Box 14253, SF 94114. 
  

80-50 Baxter Avenue, Suite 339, 
Elmhurst, New York 11373. My 
house would be an Elysian Field 
if I could buy everything in this 
catalogue I wanted! 

* Kx x 

Several weeks ago I wrote 
about some Gay performers who 
had appeared in het porn. 
Shortly thereafter I received a 
letter I didn’t quite understand, 
from a reader who thought my 
praise for the well-produced 
straight movies implied that 
Gay men were second-rate. 

“I put up with second class 
treatment for years, mostly 
because I thought I deserved it 
for being Gay,’ he writes. 
“Liberation was an irreversible 
process for me . . . and I'm not 
going to see straight porn no 
matter how cute the guys are. I 
want the real thing: GAY 
PORN.” 

This fellow’s in a reverse 

Animals for Sisters 
The Sisters are at it again! 

This time they are joining forces 
with Russ and Bobby of Ani- 
mals to create “The Best Little 
Whorehouse in Town,” sister- 
style, on Friday, June 3, at 
Animals. 

This fundraising party for the 
Lesbian/Gay History Exhibit 
and the Gay/Lesbian Photogra- 
phy/Art Tour will feature a bor- 
dello theme and will include 
such festivities as Sr. Sadie, 
Sadie, the Rabbi Lady singing 
raunchy ditties; Sr. C.P.R. (the 
birthday nun) serving as the 
altar for prayer candles; Father 
Confessor with his room of re- 
pentance; and Sr. Boom Boom 
tied to a rack, ready and willing 
to take on any and all flagella- 
tors. For a paltry contribution 
you may take part in these and 

BAY AREA REPORTER 
  

Adonises? Doesn't he have 
imagination? 

Porn is all about fantasies. 
This poor fellow seems to have 
so many expectations and rules 
limiting being Gay that he’s 
bound his Gay experiences 
tighter than a corset on Lillian 
Russell. Coming out means just 
that, Baby — now that you're 
Gay your world should broaden, 
become more adventuresome 
and accepting. I see no sense in 
exchanging a closet for a 
lavender decorated living room 
when there’: a whole multi- 
colored world out there. 

x *  % 

The Nob Hill Cinema pre- 
miered their third live show this 
week. It’s called Solosex. Call 
the theatre for performance 
times. I'll offer my report soon; 
I’m sure Ill have a lot to sav. 

many more impious fantasies. 

There is an $8 door charge 
with an open room policy. Up- 
roarious activities will continue 
all night from 7 PM until 
10 AM Saturday. 

The Sisters will also be offer- 
ing up cock sundaes and taxi 
dancing! Are you ready? Wl 
  

Romanovsky & Phillips 
Concert 
Singer/Songwriters Ron 

Romanovsky and Paul Phillips 
will be performing two concerts 
at the Valencia Rose, on Friday, 
May 27 at 10:30 p.m. and Sun- 
day, May 29 at 8 p.m. The Sun- 
day show will feature a special 
guest appearance by the Los 
Angeles-based musical duo Pil- 
shaw & Sklamberg. Admission 
to both shows is $4. 
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SWEETLIPS SEZ ED cing a 

Hair and Makeup by 
Molting 

aren't the same as mine . . . we 
missed you the other evening 
‘cause, as usual, Dick Nelson 
did a fabulous job on my hair 
and makeup. 

  

Yours truly, Howard, and the 
staff of the Kokpit wish to thank 
one and all for making the Four- 
teenth Anniversary Party lots of 
fun and such a great success. . . 
a special thanks to the nice peo- 
ple who sent us flowers: Carl and 
Larry of the Giraffe, Russ and 
Jim of the White Swallow, the 
staff of the Red Eye Saloon, Joe 
Urban of Urban Country Flor- 
ist, John Harris of the Whiskey 
Gulch Saloon in Palo Alto, Joe 
Roland and Roger Hall and the 
staffs of Queen Mary’s Pub and 
The Gangway, Peggy and Mary 
Ellen of Twin Peaks, and of 
course to Lucy of the White 
Swallow. It was a fun evening 
and you should have seen Jay 
“Ethel” Noonan as he arrived 
« «ugh! 

Watch for a surprise coming 
up on July 26 when Carol Chan- 
ning opens at the Orpheum 
Theatre in Hello, Dolly . . . as 
soon as it can be announced, 
you'll read it here first. 

Sutter’s Mill/ Mint serves din- 
ner nightly and brunch on Sat- 
urday and Sunday from 10 AM 
til 3 PM. From all reports the 

DICK WALTERS 

food is sensational . . . remem- 
ber The Great Tricycle Race 
comes up on Monday, May 30. 
It is a biggie. 

Thanks to South Dakota Jim 
for the phone call — but why 
weren't you here while I was 
molting . . . see you in August 
when you return. 

Attention Rick’s Gold Room: 
Vera, what do you mean are you 
kidding? You would have to have 
been there to know what hap- 
pened, but dear old Vera almost 
had another ‘‘suspension.” It 
seems as if the Irish Rover 
bought Leroy a hat at Linda's 
Phone Booth the other day but 
no one seems to know what hap- 
pened to the “dildo” . . . where 
is it? 

At a practice game on Satur- 
day Nooch ran down University 
Street six blocks to retrieve a 
missed ball and used his Fast 
Pass on the Muni to get back to 
the ball field . . . and Billy Buns 
4 for 19 in fielding??? 

Dixon is now to become one 
of the full-time employees of the 
Sutter’s Mill/Mint. I am look- 

Seems as if a very, very popu- 
lar South of Market bar is going 
to change hands — maybe. 

2 

  

     

  

Leggy Lips. Stock in cut glass gems goes up as Sweet Lips returns to drag 

Welcome home, Dick Petroff 

of Gilmore's . . . hope you en- 

joyed your Hawaiian vacation. 
How were the chickens? 

Have you tried the newest 
drink at Googie's? It is an 

Akvavit Bloody Mary . . . real- 

ly hits the spot, so come on down 

and try one . . . right, Lou and 

Don? mw 

for the Kokpit's 14th Anniversary. She's in the middle. With the Lips are the 
White Swallow's Jim Anderson (l.) and Nooch. (Photo: Rink) 
  

  

  

  

Diaman’s New Title 
Reunion, the new book by 

San Francisco novelist N. A. 
Diaman, published by Persona 
Press at $8.95, is now available 
in bookstores and postpaid 
direct from the publisher. 

Reunion is a love story in- 
volving three men in the Castro 
neighborhood during the late 
Seventies. The shifting moods 
and feelings, which affect the 
course of their individual lives, 
are presented in sparse, precise 
prose. The novel attempts to cap- 
ture the spirit of contemporary 
Gay San Francisco, and is both 
realisitc and hopeful, offering a 
unique glimpse of aspecial place 
and time. 

“Reunion deals with the 
changing nature of Gay male re- 
lationships,” said the author in 
arecent interview. ‘Though it is 
set in the Castro in the late Sev- 
enties, it is essentially about the 
present, and the joys and satis- 
factions as well as the problems 
and dilemmas of love. 

N.A. Diaman is a native San 
Franciscan and an eight-year 
resident of the Castro district. 
His previous books are Ed Dean 
is Queer, The Fourth Wall and 
Second Crossing, all publish- 
ed by Persona Press. For more 
information write: Persona 
Press, Box 14022, San Fran- 
cisco, California 94114. un 
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FOR SALE 
Caring for Your Body 

Health products for men/w. Call 

763-2465 Carl or Don E21 

  

  

$250 buys used elec washer gas 

dryer, 8 til 8 648-4006 E21 

Sales down? 

Reach your market 

in weekly B.A.R. 
ads. 861-5019 

FOR RENT 
  

  

MOVIES DELIVERED! 
We have them all - thousands! 

No membership. Rent or buy. 

Our 3rd Year. Call Now! 

  

WALK TO FIN. DIST. 
797 BUSH at Mason 

771-2335 

Prime location. Microwaves. 

  

Video S.F. 986-2198 (24 Hes) Laundry. Cable TV. 

ASK ABOUT RENT DISCOUNT! 

ELECTRONIC 
CASH REGISTER CIVIC CENTER HOTEL 

SWEDA #2615 Ria ging or in 
with 4 depts., check validation 

Perfect condition. 

$800 or best offer 

  

DONNELLY HOTEL 
Clean - Quiet 

Central to Polk, Folsom, Castro Areas 

$60/week & up 

1272 Market Street 
621-9953     

CHECK THIS OUT! 
Heart of the City! 

$500 Bonus w/6 mo. Lease! 
Private Balconies! 
24 Hr. Doormen! 

Low Move-In Rates! 
Unfurn. 1 BR & Furn. Studios! 
Pets Welcome! N
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The Post St. Hotel 
From $4.99 - $14.99 

Near Downtown 

1075 Post (at Polk) 

CENTRAL TOWERS 
350 Turk St. » 673-1608   
          863-1922 

  

24-hr Desk - Switchboard 
Great Transportation 

20 12th St. (nr Market & Van Ness) 

      
  

  

  

  

  

A COMPLETE VARIETY OF SPIRITUAL 

AND OCCULT MATERIAL 
Tarot Readings for the New Year 

Classes in Candle Magic 

| 289 Divisadero     

861-2373 

Call 474-3098 

Je op 100 your Computa-Rent 
uper 8 or 8mm film on ; 
VHS-Video Cassettes. #250 $5 Shion 

BEST VIDEO TAPES oo y 
939-9166 

CURIOS & CANDLES | | 372.3130 were 20-035 ao. 
Apt available wkly or mnthly. 
24-hr desk phone. New mgmt. 

LELAND HOTEL     M-T 12-6 Polk & Bush Streets 
San Francisco FRI 12-7 441-5141 
863-5669 SAT 12-5 
  

  

BEST 
VIDEO TAPES 

INC. 
We use the 

award winning 
Canon camera. 

Let us film it for you. 

We offer 
a complete service. 

Call 939-9166   
  

  

LEVOLORS 
40% OFF 

Alexander-Long, Inc. 

621-8305   

Locally Employed Welcome 

  

Low Daily and 
Weekly Rates 

ALL GAY 
SAUNA - LOUNGE - SUNDECK 

TV in Room or Share Kitchen 

NEAR CIVIC CENTER 

  

HOTELS 
    417 GOUGH STREET 

SAN FRANCISCO. CA 94102 

(415) 431-9131   

TOTAH 
PROPERTIES 

CASTRO ST. 

1 BR apt. - $425 
Studio - $400 

PARKER AVE. (near U.S.F.) 
1 BR apt. - $475 

(excellent view) 

SUNNY BRISBANE 
1 BR apts. - starting at $425 
SANCHEZ ST. (Avail. 3/15) 
1 BR apt. - starting $525 

468-0200 
Ist & last months rent + 
$220 refundable deposit 

All apts carpeted or hardwood 
floors, washer/dryer all premises. 
Garbage, water & gas paid most 
properties. No pets.   
  

Bunkhouse Apts. 
Office: 419 Ivy Street 

San Francisco 
Mon.-Fri. 1-6 PM 

Or By Appointment 

Studio, 501 Octavia #3 .. $300 
Studio, 419 Ivy #28... .. $350 
Studio, 419 Ivy #1A . .... $350 
1B.R, 419 Ivy #6 ....... $350 
1B.R, 419 Ivy #3 ....... $400 

Stove, refrigerator, car- 
pets and curtains included. 
First and last months rent 
required. No deposits. 
Must be employed. 

863-6262 
Stores & Commercial spaces   

WISH ATHERTON 
rt HOTEL 

1 p and 

GUEST HOUSE 

  

San Francisco's Only Full Service 

Gay Hotel . . . Experience It! 

Hotel Rates: 30.00 to 50.00 

(All Male Clientele) 

685 Ellis Street 
San Francisco, CA 94109 

  

SELVI\0l-] 1 [RI Ee ox 

6th MONTH FREE 

1345 TAYLOR STREET 

LE) 

Garden courtyard apts 

French doors. Some City views 

Month to month leases 

Low cost move in 

  
  

Guest House: 15.00t0 17.50 | 

641 O'Farrell 
Newly Decorated Apartments 

Studios and 1 & 2 BR 
$420 & Up 

Utilities Included Pets Allowed 

441-4985 

x kx kx *x 

601 O'Farrell 
Exquisite art deco studios, convenient 

Union Square location, pets allowed. 

775-2170 
‘Ask for Our Discount Offer’   
  

    (415) 474-5720 
  

  

STUDIOS & 1 BR's 
Some City views. Near shops & 
theaters. Excl transportation. 
Small pet okay. Laundry. 

1105 BUSH ST. 474-0449 

Rent Discount Available 
on Immediate Occupancy 

'|HOTEL GOTHAM 
SAN FRANCISCO'S Civic CENTER! 

    
    

  alsoavailable 
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* Best weekly rates in town 

* Clean, secure — sunny rooms 

with private baths 

* Near Polk Street, Castro Street, 

and Folsom Street! 

* Walk to bars, baths, ballet, 

opera, and theatre 

* Laundry facilities 

835 TURK STREET 
San FRANCISCO, CA 94102 

* 415/928-7291 

COMMUNITY 
RENTALS 

e Over 1300 Apts, flats & 
houses each month. 

® Vacancies in all city areas. 

¢ 2 convenient offices. 

* Open 7 days a week. 

* Gay owned/Gay staffed. 

552-9595 

  

  

      

x7 IVY HOTEL 
DAILY ® WEEKLY ® MONTHLY 

A  $12-%15 Daily 
a $60-$70 Weekly 

(415) 863-6388 
539 Octavia, S.F., CA 94102 
  

  

NOW RENTING 
Newly Renovated Furnished 

STUDIO APTS 
From $375-$450 

Shannon Apts., 1068 Howard St. 
931-0442 or 921-4884     

  

$65 a week - $15 a night 
For Gays since 1970 

New Management 24 hr. desk 

NATIONAL HOTEL 
1139 Market St. 864-9343 
  

  

Room for Rent, $65-$70 weekly. 
A clean, quiet place 
for working people. 

HACIENDA HOTEL 
580 O'Farrell St. 

928-3450, 9am-6pm 

  

  

STAY WITH MEN 
from $69.69 

WEEKLY RATES   552-7100 
    

  

NEW 

Grand Apartments 
San Francisco's Downtown 
* Best Monthly Rates in Town 
* All Utilities Paid 

* Clean, Safe, Secure Building 
* New - Decorated & Carpeted 

* No Pets 
¢ Unfurnished Studios & 1-BR’s 
® $250 and up 
* Near Polk, Castro, Folsom 

* Bars, Baths, Theaters Near 

57 Taylor 
50 Golden Gate 
(415) 474-4094 

HOTEL 

Paradise 
Decent Lodgings 

Fair Rates 

Raoul 861-8686 

      

492 Grove (at Octavia) 

San Francisco. 94102 

  

Concord condo; 2 bdrms, fire- 
place, spectacular view, pools, ten- 

nis court, deck, cath ceiling; $600 
mo. 861-7232 days, 647-4729 
eves HO 

$475-$750 just completed! 
Studio & 1 br remod Vict, frplc, 
dishwshr, ww cpt, drps, roofdeck, 
3452 16th St. nr Castro. Call for 
appt 626-4771 or 922-4656 £25 

RUSSIAN RIVER 
Super house w deck, fireplace. 

Secluded 2br $350/week. For info 

Iv message 626-3131 x116 E22 

  

  

  

350 charming studio AEK kit 
Fell/Van Ness 621-3367 E21 

$800 3 bdrm Ige apt Vict Grove St. 

no pets 864-8445 ext. 684 E21 

$415 1 bdrm apt Grove St. Vict 

no pets 864-8445 ext. 684 E21 

  

  

  

Luxurious Flats 

From $795. 1500 sq ft living 
space. Must be stable with refer- 

ence. Call Now 563-3031 £21 
  

Sunny spacious view flat, 2 bdrm 

Potrero Hill. New sty, ref, dw. 

$625, 826-5222 E21 

Classy studios $330-$360, Oak 

Grove Manor, 719 Fillmore at 

Hayes across from Pride Center, 1 

block from Casa Loma & Alamo 

Square, 863-4024. Come on by! 

Bob, the on the job landlord. E21 

  

  

Large sunny studio in secure 

1920's bldg. 566 Fell, $330, Indry, 
garage available. 863-4024 Bob 
Bowron E21 
  

Huge nu studio tile bath pets okay 

full kit 282-3440 E21 

Min 1 yr lease 2br 2ba 2fpl d-room 

view flat nr e’thing d'town new 

dec. Appt only. 1st, last, sec dep; 

$750. 431-4577, 861-2731 En 

TOWNHOUSE CIVIC CENTER 

3br 2ba LR DR kit basement 
$800 mo. Pet ok. 2 stry 

626-1411 E21 

ROOMMATES 

If you need a roommate, 
our Gay Roommate Serv- 
ice has helped 1000’s of 
Gay men & Lesbians. 

552-8868 

  

  

  

  

    
  

Male share San Mateo home. Own 

room, bath, frig. Kit. priv, Wash 

Dry. Easy access 280/92. 275 mo 

+ util. Call 574-1990 E21 

EMP MALE SEEKS MID MARIN 
RENT SHARE TO $250 8TIL8 
648-4006 E21 

Mat Gay M seeks same shr 2 br vw 

apt, gd loc, 260 mo. includes all 

util. Phone 474-3619. Must be 

employed. E21 

  
   

  

VACATION 
RENTALS 

  

  

HALE WILIAMA 
(William’s House) 

Bed and Breakfast. 
Big Island tours. 

Picnics on deserted beach- 
es. Fishing charters & more. 

Write or call: 

Hale Wiliama 
PO. Box 5373 

Kailua-Kona, HI 96740 
(808) 325-5521 

Travel Agent Inquiries 

Welcome 

  

    

THE HIRSUTE CLUB 
HAIRY men & men who love hairy 
men — throwing no health risk JO 
parties — also newsletter w. erotic 
art & phot. Frank ads. Info: send $2 

POB 11514, SF, CA 94101 (1878   Market). 18+ 
  

  

  

Asian & Non-Asian 
personal ad magazine 

Send $3 to: 

Pacific Bridge 

Box 6328, Dept. D 
San Fiancisco, CA 94101 

(415) 863-3622     

      Reach your market 

in weekly B.A.R. 
ads. 861-5019 

NOTICE 
The Bay Area Reporter will be 

CLOSED MONDAY, MAY 30 
MEMORIAL DAY. 

We will accept classified ads on 

Tuesday until noon, but advertis- 

ers are encouraged to submit ads 

earlier, either by mail or through 

the mail slot in the door. 

  

Russian River Rentals 

Riverfront (707) 869-2921 

  

  

£24 

Puerto Vallarta - new 1 bdrm 

condo; pool, 2 mins. from El 

Dorado Beach. 707-869-2096 
E23 

Russian River guest house 

perfect for two; f/p loft b/r kit, all 

new. Wknd and wkly rates. (707) 

869-2189 £21 

Russ Riv vac sunny, deck, sleeps 

4, 3 day min, 285-2376 £21 

  

  

Russian River Cottages nr Little 
Bavaria Restaurant, half block to 

Drums disco. 1 and 2 bdrm with 

kitchen; wknd fr $70, wkly fr 

$200. 415-641-7037, 707- 
869-0121 E21 

Thank you. 

BODY 
SERVICES 

INTERNATIONAL 
CHIROPRACTIC 

HEALTH CENTER 

The Complete Health Care Center 
incl. Nutritional & Exercise Counseling 

HAIR ANALYSIS 

    

    

    

NEEDLELESS ACCUPUNCTURE 
ELECTRO-MUSCULAR STIMULATION 

IN PAIN? 
Chiropractic care can bring relief from pain 

WITHOUT DRUGS OR SURGERY! 

Free Spinal Exam with this ad! 

(415) 441-0580 
1177 Polk St., Suite 4 (at Sutter) 

San Francisco 94109 
We speak German, Spanish, French, 

Chinese, Malay, Indonesian   
  

  

WANTED 
  

GARAGE WANTED 
Need to rent parking space for 

small car vic. Divisadero & 
Duboce. 431-6545 £24 

COLLEGE JOCK type seeks 1-room 

(small ok) living arrangement with 

simple kitchen privs in owner- 

occupied home. Am employed, re- 

sponsible, intelligent nonsmoker 

Prefer long-term in QUIET Haight 
area or adjoining beginning July 1 

Can pay $150/mo. inclusive. Joe 

221-9234 E21 

Wrkng guy 50 wants cheap apt 
low move-in cost. GEO, Box 671, 
625 Post, SF 94109 £22 

FINANCIAL 
SERVICES 

FINANCIAL 
PROBLEMS? 

FREE INITIAL CONSULTATION 

WITH EXPERIENCED ATTORNEY 

Walter R. Nelson 355-0583 

  

  

  

      
  

    
CLUBS & 

ORGANIZATIONS 

~ SHORT MEN! 
Meet other Short Men 

& Men who like Short Guys. 

Bulletin $2.00 
SHORT-STOP 

P.O. Box 421055 
San Francisco, CA 94142 

  

    
  

BODYWORK 
Nonsexual — 1% hours 
Relieves Tension & Stress 

Swedish/Shiatsu/Neuro-Muscular 

Richard 9am-2pm 621-0270     
  

  

Marc    

Inflation- fighter Perm — 

$30 complete 

Cut and blo — Men and Women 

Men's short cut — $10 
760 Market at Grant 

Rm. 401-6, Phelan Bldg 

162-5198 

Tues -Sat       
  

  

GYM INSTRUCTOR 
NEEDED 

for GAY HEALTH CLUB 
Exp. in Nautilus-type machines 

helpful. References checked 

Apply Tues. 1:30-2:30 p.m 

330 RITCH STREET       

  

Studio West 
Hiring All Positions 
Please apply Thurs & Fri 

4-10p.m. 

100 Vallejo St. 

Experience Necessary             
  

Run six times, 

this ad only 

$11.25/wk. 
We accept 

VISA/Mastercard 

BODYBUILDERS 
& EXHIBITIONISTS 
Savages Wants You 

On Stage!! 
$$ Paid 

Call Jim at 673-3383 

Help Wanted 

Best Gay business in South Bay, 

The Watergarden is now accepting 

applications for employment. Men 

18 and above apply in person, 
1010 The Alameda, San Jose, 

  
  

  

    
  

  

  

(408) 275-1242 E27 

Guy Friday for gym 889-9845 
E25 

621-JOBS 
Gay Employment Service 

£24 
  

Part-Time Employment 

$4/hour 2 jobs 1-10 hriwk 1-20 
hrs/wk 863-6262 £21 

LEATHER WORKERS 
Apply Image Leather, 2199 Market. 

Exp only need apply. 621-7551 
£21 

  

  

Warehouse/clerical position. Apply 

30 Sheridan St., S.F E21 
  

Publisher is now interviewing for 

jr artist w/brochure/mag layout exp 

& good design/color sense. Non- 
smoker wi/driver’s lic pref. Call 

431-7474, ask for Allen E21 
  

Hotel housekeeping and part-time 

front desk. Salary commensurate 

with experience. 546-7699, 

8am-5pm E21 

Experienced bartender needed for 

cabaret showroom. Part-time/6 

weeks. Call Herbert between 4 & 

6pm, 885-6800 E21 
  

Rejuvenation, balanced health, im- 

munity products. High income 

potential, big discounts. Norm 

441-4199 E21 

e185 
  

WANTED 

Experienced Bartender 

285-8125 E22 

  

  

  

  

PEOPLE 
  

SPEND A DAY 
AT THE BEACH 

Man 21 to 33, gay, to share apart- 
ment, private bedroom, straight act- 
ing, clean cut, no criminal record, no 

long hair, no beards, to cook simple 

meals (2), do grocery shopping. Na 

drugs of any kind. Good appear- 

ance, good references. Must get 
valid U.S. passport, must be Ameri- 

can citizen, emotionally mature, 

must be able to renew/renovate 

apartment. Must keep daily record 

of expenses, here and on trips over- 
seas. Must have good credit. When 
not in town on trips all expenses 

paid, $600 per month. Companion 

necessary because of auto accident 
No nursing experience. Am well 

except need companion. Call 

441-7894 ‘til 7p.m     

Model Masseur Types 
All Nationalities Needed 

apply: 

Golden Boy 

Massage Agency 
626-1848 - Alexander     

  

The Connecter 
The Bay Area’s Exciting 

New Gay Play Line 

(415) 346-8747       

BAY AREA REPORTER 

  

Genesis Gay Men's Support- 

Therapy-Growth Group. Scott 
564-1742, Adrian 861-2385 E24 
  

Wanted: Young Latino, Asian or 
blonde for houseboy/masseur. 

Steve 626-1848 E23 

LOOKING FOR LOVE 
WIM, 30's, 510”, 150 Ibs., hand- 
some, healthy, sexy. Positive atti- 
tude. Seeks bot W/M for romantic 
encounters and relationship. Suc- 
cessful, intelligent, wide interests, 
seeks compatible. Reply with 

photo, phone to Dan, c/o 2269 

Market #295, S.F. 94114. £22 

Bodybuilders 

for that hot & hunky photo you've 

always wanted of yourself, bring 

along any fantasy clothes trip. 

Price - film & process only. Photos 

by Rocco, 322-1716. £22 

  

  

  

Bareass vacations. Send SASE to 
PO Box 5486, S.F, CA 94101 

E22 
  

PARTY TIME 

every week 

ALAMO SQUARE SALOON 

SPECIALS, FOOD & PRIZES 

CALL FOR SCHEDULES 

552-7103 £21 
  

Hot rear needs hung studs for 
nonstop action. Groups ok. No j/o 

  

please. 626-2017 E21 

Hairy GWM 29 yrs wants GM 

18-25. Karl 861-0315 E21 
  

Shh! S.F’'s Best Kept Secret! VCR 
owners call 986-2198 (24-hour 
recording). E21 
  

Hard-core Masturbators 

543-3234 The Kok Club 6pm 
E23 

  

Gay Travel Network! 

Now accepting new host applica- 

tions for bed and breakfast clien- 

tele. Turn a spare bedroom into 

some extra income and meet in- 
teresting new people. Discreet, not 
a dating service. 552-0960, 

10-7pm, Tues. thru Fri. Ask for 

Tom E21 
  

Sailing mate wanted by gay male. 

Reply Box A, BAAR. E21 

Chubby, WIM, 34, 5'7"”, 185 Ibs, 
bind/blue, likes to get high, get up 

on my knees, and get it up the ass, 

big dicks, dildos, enemas, small 

hands. Answers only to responses 

with photos. Write #165 POB 

15068, San Francisco, CA 94115. 
E21 

  

COSTUME & TIGHTS 
Fantasy play turn you on? Sci-Fi, 

Superheroes, Knights & Pages, 
Medieval dungeons, backstage at 
Hamlet? The ballet? Photo appre- 
ciated. 825 Post #309, SF 94109 

E21 
  

Tennis cards, anyone? GWM 30 in 
Livermore wishes to meet other 

M/F in East & South Bay. Box 
1048, Fremont, CA 94538. 
Thanks! E21 
  

Backpacking enthusiast seeks 
same, with car, for summer trip to 

Sequoia. Call Jeff, 664-5861 E21 
  

San Francisco Bondage Club. Safe 
& sane group scenes. SFBC, 1800 

Market St. #107, San Francisco, 
CA 94102 E21 

WM 30 sks quiet avg lkng - not hot 
- Latins for casual friends +? Don, 

2079 Market #1, SF 94114 (incl 

photo) E21 

HOUSEMAN-COMPANION 
Must be neat and clean. Age/race 
no issue. Smoker ok. No doper/ 

drinker. For chubby 60 y/o profes- 

sional GWM. In exchange for room 
& board. Exc oppty for coll student 

or semi-retired. Write for appt: Be- 

Jay, 2215-R Market St. #102, San 
Francisco, CA 94114. E21 

  

  

  

Very smooth healthy buns need 

top. Attached to vry attr masc 

511” 160# nicely build body. Call 
J.J. after 6:30pm 775-5174 E21 
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COCKFIGHTS 
Wrestlers & Cockfighters 
Join the West Coast's hottest 
grapplers and cockfighters in the 
wildest, sweatiest, roughest 
man-to-man action to hit this 

town. Apply at SAVAGES, 
220 Jones, or call 673-3383 
to register. 

PRIZE MONEY       

ACUPUNCTURE 
* Traditional Acupuncture 

* Needleless Acupuncture 
SPECIALIZING IN 

FACIAL REJUVENATION 

Adrienne Kernan, RN, CA 
285-1544 

  

  

CAREER 
RESUME SERVICE 

“The People Advertisers” 

470 Castro #202, SF 626-2750 
1005 Market #304, SF 431-7255 
91 Westborough #200, SSF 583-9022 

241 So. San Mateo #102, SM 348-1126 
3275 Stevens Crk #338, SJ 243-9050 
1425 Pine, WC 945-6433 

Fairfield 707-426-3750 

Sacramento 916-446-1440 

Stockton 209-941-2349 
Modesto 209-524-1299     

  

  

ST. PRIAPUS 
GAY RESCUE 

MISSION 
An emergency shelter providing 
beds, food, counseling for home- 
less gay men. No sex or religion 
required. Funded by church poor 
box, The Caldron, Sutro’s, Liberty 
Baths. Food, $$, volunteers & jobs 

needed. 431-2188. 

ST. PRIAPUS 
CHURCH 

Phallic worship Wed, Thurs 2PM, 
Fri, Sat 10PM. ]J/O Buddies meet 
after. Gay/Straight Men Together 
contact sex upstairs. Send $1 for 
sample copy newsletter. Unfulfill- 
ed desire, which Jesus called lust, 
causes hate, anger, greed, envy; 
these sins cause crime, war, vio- 
lence, unhappiness, disease but 
SEX CAN DESTROY EVIL. 583 
Grove, SF 94102; 431-2188. 

  

Outcalls: sensual massage by 24 
yr, 6 ft, 170 Ib stud. Varcus 

776-3064 E21 

Slow & sensuous massage for 
older men. Pat: 885-0382 E22 

  

  

Unwind with a sensual, relaxing 
massage by handsome, friendly, 

intelligent masseur. $20/hr. Bill, 
668-8866 E21 

HOT HAIRY HUNK 
Sensual massage - Muscular, 
hndsm, warm 648-5451 Andy 

E21 

  

  

Super Massage ® Athletic 

Bodybuilder ® Satisfying 
“Warm ® John Allen ® 775-2595 

E26 

Enema, Fr/Gr, Colt 864-8597 £22 

  

  

For the discerning connoisseur 
of the sensual 

EPICUREAN MASSAGE 
Lloyd 567-2345 E21 
  

Massage-J/O-exhib. dark-musc- 
u/c Latin 861-1305 E21 

SF'S NO. 1 BOTTOM 
vers/24hrs Duane 626-8375 

£21 

  

  

For Those Times When 
HOT, STEAMY SEX 

leaves you feeling something's 
missing. For that harder to find 
slow indulgence of an ultimate 

sensual massage experience. No 
disease risk. Lloyd 567-2345. 

E21 
  

Shiatsu - Massage - J/O 
hot hairy blond BB stud - healthy! 

Russ 864-4865 E21 
  

Pain reduction/elimination. 

864-2731 before 9pm 
E21 

  

Soothing Sensual Massage 
$15/in Brian 864-4048 

E21 
  

1% HOUR MASSAGE 
The very best - 90% repeats. 

Nonsexual. Doug 863-5315 CM 
E21 

  

      

  

MONASTIC EXPERIENCE 

ORDER OF IBIS 
(415) 543-3233       

  

WANNA BE HUMILIATED? 

WANNA BE 
POKED AND PRODDED 
IN FRONT OF OTHERS? 

Best of all, wanna win some cash? 

Mr. Marcus wants you for his Slave 

Auctions at Savages. Apply in person 
at Savages, 220 Jones Street. 

DO IT NOW!     

ROBERT 
Hot Buns 

Good Massage 
23, 160#, 35/hr 

665-4164 
  

  

EXCELLENT MASSAGE 
Slow, sensual massage 

by goodlooking guy with 
gymnast’s body. 75 minutes. 
$35 in/$40 out. High repeats. 

STEVE 861-3756     

  

Good, Nonsexual 

MASSAGE 
$15/HR 

Charlie 387-3277 

  

  

  

EXPERT MASSAGE 
Swedish/Esalen and Polarity 

techniques applied with 
warmth and sensitivity 
by certified masseur 

TOM 861-1372     

  

ESALEN MASSAGE 
Individual Sessions 

Weekly Classes 

MILO JARVIS 863-2842 
Seven Years Experience       

  

Shiatsu massage by young Italian 
Stud. Call Art, 586-1093. Certi- 
fied." £25 

Young farm-grown stud, ex- 
Marine, handsome, huge dick, will 
massage well, 6’, 180, blond, blue 
eyes, tan. $40/$50 

GRANT 647-4704 £2 

QOutcalls: Firm, sensuous, oil mas- 
sage by 511”, 150 Ib, 36, GWM. 
Jimmy 474-8911 E21 

BAY AREA REPORTER 

  

  

  

‘‘Exceptional Massage 
4 Stars’’ Eric’s word. 

Excellent prof. Swedish mas- 
sage by very goodlooking, ex- 
perienced, friendly WIM, 27, 
61", 185#, very muscular. $40 in 

90% Repeats   

SAN FRANCISCO'S FINEST 

MALE MODELS 
& COMPANION 

LA 

[al UM 

fet 

BIKERS - LE 

\ 
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* LUMBERJACKS 
CNolUAgelolel IV 13 
* SWIMMERS - JOCKS 
* GUY NEXT DOOR 

* COLLEGE STUDENTS 
* BODYBUILDERS 
CREWS SSVI) 
* WRESTLERS 
* VIP MODELS 

Turn Your Fantasy Into 

Reality ® Discreet & Confi- 

dential Arrangements By 

The Hour, Day Or Week ® 

Around Town Or Around 

The Bay 

RICHARD OF S.F. 
(415) 821-3457 

MALE MODELS & COMPANIONS 
FOR A NIGHT ON THE TOWN 
OR AN EVENING AT HOME 

21 to 35 Years of Age 

Dinner - Dancing - Theatre 

Sightseeing - Tour Guides 

CHS GL EAH CEES 

Nude Photography 

Fashion Photography 

Male Strippers For Business 

Or Private Parties 

RICHARD OF S.F. 
(415) 821-3457 

f 2. For photos 

riptions, send $5.00 to 

Richard of San Francisco 

Box 111 1800 Market Street 

San Francisco, CA 94102 

SWEET & NASTY 
Italian rough looks. $50. Tony 
468-4984 E21 

Strikingly hot Southern man, 6, 

masculine, built, tanned. Discreet, 

aware. In/Out. Larry,647-4604€21 

  

  

Hot cycle stud, discreet yet dis- 

criminating, well endw, 50/75 Ray 
864-4807 E21 

Experience counts! Leather daddy 
with small hands, playroom: sling, 

toys. FFA top. Clean, confident, 

civilized. Safe, sane. Bob 
861-4443 E21 

  

  

Nude guy always ready dwntwn 

SF 398-2198 all hrs. Taylor E21 

Thick u/c nine 626-4514 E21 

Thick dick, John 922-3752 E21 

BLOND BEACHBOY 
Anytime - 922-7331 E21 

  

  

  

  

Hot, friendly, intelligent - Ben, 21, 

loves to get high & let his wild 
loads fly! 441-9724 $40 E21 

[MICHIGAN FACTORY WORKER 
Rugged 5°10” 160Ib. tanned topman. 

$20 - Hot athlete. Hung nice. 
* Bill 441-1054. Massage, etc. 

E25 

Hot & Hung 
Jim 863-2431 E21 

Clean shaven, dark haired, 9" endow-| 
ment looking for HOT BUNS 24 HRS. 
$50in/$500ut. No time clock. Serious 
inquiries only. Leave name & no. for 

immed. callback. Tom. Please be dis-|       crete. 474-3147. 

Massage & Model Agency 
All Nationalities Available 

Applicants Needed 

GOLDEN BOY 

  Alexander 626-1848 

SUPER HUNG 
DOMINANT, HOT STUD 

[xclusively: for those wanting a man 
“PLAYGIRL DISCOVERY" 
DEREK 928-4255 

Leading San francisco Model [scort 

  

  

YOU CAN TOP THIS 
Handsome, 6'4”, 190#, masc. 

Hungry mouth & ass. 

Jack 864-4807 E21 

Hot jlo scene $25 989-6678 Al 
E21 

PAUL MUSCLEMAN 
50”C 19”A 31”"W 928-0135 

E23 

HORSE - HUNG & THICK 
Hairy Stud! Dan 922-5398 

E23 

  

  

  

  

Handsome stud. Muscular & well 
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Billy 567-5244 
$9" 13 29 50in/700ut 

MC/VISA 

hung. Sexy. Joe 563-1809 E24 

Slave Training 771-5198 

E24 The Electronic 
e Stud Service. Ray 431-6307 © Glory Hole 

£24 (415) 346 - 8747 
J/IO & Exhib. Al 928-5826 E26 

SOME AC/ VISA 
“Complete Service”’ 

ENCHANTED Friendly Blond 
$60in/$800ut 

26 - Blonde - Norwegian 
Hung - Handsome - Top 

----HUNG - -- - 

GRANT 

647-4704     
    

  

Leather master, handsome, built, 

experienced. Equipped playroom 

Most any scene. Limits respected/ 

expanded. Novices ok. Don 

584-9341 E26 
  

Enema, Fr/Gr. Colt 864-8597 £22 
  

Tall, dark hair, well built, classic 

features, hung like horse, lush, un- 

cut. Call Eric (408) 336-507 7€23 

6'4”, 165#, hot, friendly, safe 

biker. David, 24 hrs, 665-6456 
E23 

  

  

Gentle fisting by goodlooking guy 

with small hands. Carl 552-0263 
E21 

  

Handsome Muscular Jock Top 

BLACK 9%" U/C   DAVID 673-1308 
  

MAY 26, 1983 

MODELS 

  

  

BB SUPERSTAR 
Fresh off the farm, 6’, 222 Ibs of 
fun, 53”c, 20”a, 32”w, 8” endw. 

Bill 863-1523 E21 

HOT ITALIAN STUD 
Handsome, well-muscled top, 

hung thick, 6'2”, 190 Ibs, 29 yrs. 

Call Angel, 621-8490, in/out. E21 
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Hot Fantasy FF, Bill 864-3162 
E21 

Hot Handsome Stud 

CUT 9 INCHES 
$60 In/Out Nick 626-3481 

E21 
  

HOT LATINO TOP 
$50 OUTCALLS ONLY 

HUNG CUT 24 HRS. SF. 
415-641-4957 JOSE E21 

Expert Fist/Dildo Work By 

FFA TOP 
Jim 567-9913 In/Out 

  

  

£21 ‘ CAREFUL 

GET STRUNG UP AND?? DAVE rs 
Unique facility: block & tackle, 6'4", 165#, HOT BIKER SERVICE 
suspension harness, restraints. FRIENDLY * SAFE JOHN vIC 
Safe & sane play. Bob 861-4443 HEALTH CONSCIOUS 929-8609 552-4425 E21 24 Hrs (415) 664-7234 \ : 

HANDSOME JOCK 
Why not call a young man 

whose ads read true? 

MICHIGAN STUD 
Norwegian, Farm Grown, 
Handsome, Hung, 6’, 180, 

Blonde, Blue, Beautiful Big Dick, 
Wild & Loads of Fun 

O/LUF 
S.F's Leading Model & Escort 
An Honest Man with An Honest Ad 

285-6891 
  

  

WANT A REAL MAN? 
Superhung 

Hot German Stud 

Borg 861-8034     

    

    
    

  

S&M 
Phone Sex 

346-8747 

   

  

  

    

    
    

      
    
  
    

Billy 921-4471 

& HAULING 

AKT TRUCKING 
& MOVING 

Licensed & Insured 

IX 1948 Union St. 
921-5333 

K& 6G TRUCKERS 
HAULING * DELIVERY ® RELOCATING 

YARD -BASEMENT- ATTIC CLEANING 

Kyle Gary 

  

    
  

861-5148 

441-1481 

Moving On 

‘With “Ron, 
SAN FRANCISCO 
Moving & Hauling 

Reasonable Negotiable Rates 

285-9846 

    
  

    
  

Cloud Mover SF 
Moving $20 one man/hr 
Hauling $45 one man/hr 

626-6404 E22 

[ GEMINI 
MOVERS 

FIVE YEARS OF 
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ETE SN SHHIEBS 
  

  

  

       

  

    
  

  

      
  

      
    
  

    

AFFORDABLE | [pola 
HOUSE hin 

CLEANING ERA 
Weekly Rates Walls Windows ® Stoves 

Work Guaranteed Honest & Reliable 

Bondable We work Saturday & Sunday 

Est. 1973 Dale Sion Arrangements Day or Eve 

3 RICHARD’S MEN 

MOVING & PACKING 821-3330 

SIRVICLS “REMODELING : R 
431- 12 B 7 Interior Painting ELECTRICIAN JACK 

Master Charge & Visa : also does 
accepted GARDEN STRUCTURES Plumbing - Remodeling 
ccep : » Retaining Walls o Fences . Dees Kitchens - Baths 

"WE'LL TAKE Dram Syn Con § | 02 Work. Reason fats 
YOUR LOAD FERGUSON 

big | CONSTRUCTION 
A Relocation Service State License No. 404835 { CABINETMAKERS 

Since 1973 755-6637 (EFS) ERIC & 
L kotee enclosed an sed Day or Evening DANIEL 

v wner supervi ~ 

vt per FURNITURE 431-7180 
Extremely careful GAY MONEY TALKS. 

Call Art ADVERTISE WEEKLY . 

282-8085 IN B.A.R. 861-5019 HANDYMAN SERVICES   
  

General Carpentry 8 REPAIRS 
Reowoop Decks, Fences 

MinOR ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING 
PAINTING - LOCKS - HAULING 

Free Estimates 

Call Jack 626-7692 

  

Painting & Drywall 
. Inlerigr/ Elerion 

or Eomsiadlalion /Malching 
(300s     

  

Color 
- Plaster Repacr/ Kall SP rep 

for movin : 3 Chis 626-5332 Finee 21972   FITZGERALD 
ELECTRIC 

  

  (or {| Ip 2: PAR LAL 
THE PAINTING EXPERIENCE 

  

  

Residential/Commercial Commercial 
INTERIORS ONLY Residential 

Lotus Van Mover, $16 one, $25 For free Estimate Cal 285-1370 or 282-3720 
two men. 864-2206 e21 | Jack or Jim 431-6975 State License 402757         

    

Hauling to the dump SF $45 one 
man hour $55 two includes dump 

fee & gas. 864-2206 E21 

UPKEEP & 
RENOVATION 
TWO BUDDY TILE 
Commercial - Residential 

New - Remodel - Repair 
NO JOB TOO SMALL 
Reasonable Rates 

INSTALLATIONS SINCE 1977 

415/552-8437 

  

   

  

    

ITH] 
        

  

Cily Terrace Co. Y 
LANDSCAPES & GARDENS 

ING WE DIG WHAT WE DO' ) 

J VA SA SN S/N 

SHOW OFF 

Floor Refinishing 
Interior Painting 

Custom Lamination 

  

  

      

  

  

Fine Cabinetmaking 
Call ‘“Nary a Nail’’ Norman 

  

MAIL & SECRETARIAL SERVIC: S 
  

ALL AMERICAN 
MAIL SERVICE A 

  

552-8032 E22 

Housecleaning E. Bay for busy 
men! Kris 849-0114 E21 621-7111 470 CASTRO ST. 

©® Conf ial Mail R & Forwarding 
SUPERLATIVE ® Expert Typing For Letters & Resumes 

HOUSECLEANING ® Full Service Telephone Answering 

responsible student, refs available; NOW IN OUR ATH YEAR 
Scott, 826-4456 E21 WE SPONSOR THE RECORDED GAY 
  

REMODELING CARPENTRY 
Drywall, Reasonable References 

Dan 431-4547 
  

Floor Refinishing 

E21 

Bob Dirsa 861-3241 #662 
E21 

  

Housecleaning 
with Care 

Reliable, good rates, references. 
Ray 929-8790 E21 

Home Repairs 
Electrical, Plumbing, Carpentry 

Stew 864-5062 E22 

WIM 48 does odd jobs 7.50 per 

hr. Call Don 552-0744 E22 
=a 

  

  

  

  

= Lo 
CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY & FABRICS 

FREE ESTIMATES 
FREE PICKUP & DELIVERY 

Steve Copeland 
2325 Third St., #206 * S.F. 94107 

863-5596 
  

“EVENTS TAPE — 861-1100       

    

¥ 

Wednesday $2 .00 

LOCKER SPECIAL 

§ MEMBERSHIP REQUIRED 

1.D.REQUIRED 
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ATTIC MAIL BOX 
A Post Office Alternative 

  

REMODELING 
Carpentry ® Plumbing 

Electrical 

Tony VoLrPe CONSTRUCTION 
General CONTRACTOR'S License # 4573581 

550-7930   
CONFIDENTIAL - COURTEOUS 

* Low Monthly Rental 
® Open 7 Days 
© Your Own Private Box and Key 
® Perfect for Small Businesses 

2440 16th Street 626-0801     

  

  

Photos by Rink 431-3236 £0 
  

  

  

ROOFING 
Composition Shingles 
Reroofing and Repair 

  

  

German taught by native teacher. Ron 626-2142 
821-1309 E21 

ALBERT'S ELECTRIC 
CLEANING SERVICE TYPEWRITER 

THOROUGH EXPERIENCED SERVICE 
* Floor to Ceiling 
* Windows inside & out 

* Oven 

AM & PM APPTS: 474-5562     
for repairs of all 

office and portable typewriters 

474-2986       
  

  

  

Classified rorm 

  

  7 
  

Deadline for each Thursday's paper is NOON MONDAY. 

Payment MUST accompany ad. 

No ads taken over the phone. 

If you have a question, call (415) 861-5019. 

        

  

  

D-Bold > CLASSIFIEDS 

Caps » 
CAN BE SET 

IN THESE TYPEFACES 
The above three lines are more 

Reg expensive than the lines you 

ALL CAPS: Double 
price of lines for 19 

  

S$, y 
S$ ‘0, are now reading but they pay 

Stop, S. “0s , 8 2s 430 Indicate off in increased readership. 
* by ey Shy lr oS T 

©, LN ‘e Typefaces 
© e = Rates 

FIRST LINE $4.50 
All Subsequent Lines 

$3.00 METHOD OF PAYMENT 
(Please Check One) 

OO Money Order 
0 Personal Check 

  

  

  

  
      

_— Spaces O visa 

——— ALL BOLD: Double 0 Master Charge 

price of lines for 16 

————— 
spaces. 

ee. ALL DOUBLE 
BOLD: Triple price 

== of lines for 12 -e 

—————— EL —_— spaces. 
— 

—— DISPLAY RATES LG 
UPON REQUEST ) 

NAME 

OHNE 

Card. No. 
ADDRESS 

curs 
rs 

c17y 
STATE. 

ZIP iy Expi 

NO. OF ISSUES __ CLASSIFICATIO
N: AMOUNT ENCLOSED 

Stren 

Deliver or mail with payment to: Bay Area Reporter, | 528 | 5th Street. San Francisco. CA 94103   
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A BENEFIT FOR AIDS/KS RESEARCH 
Atlas Savings & Loan has agreed to match us, dollar for dollar, 

to triple the donation to this much-needed research. 

(Buttons for sale at all participating bars.) 

Thank you to John Bracco of Bracco Distributing Co., local distributors of Bud and Bud Lite 

(our official beer), for the very generous donation to the AIDS/KS project. 

  

  

proudly presents 

THE TWELFTH ANNUAL MEMORIAL DAY CHARITY COSTUME 

REAT TRICYCLE RACE 
And Camp Swimsuit Contest 

wn Lat MONDAY, MIAY 30-2 PM 
2 PM Start at Civic Center (Polk & McAllister) 

\ ‘me $500 
* 16 ES] i 2 NL ed 

Looe ‘sae $250 
'RD 
MOBY DICK 17 ¢ [ %2|% 
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Sex Registration Halted 
by High Court 
Say the Justices 
by George Mendenhall 

TELEPHONE: 415/861-5019 

  

Many thousands of Gay men are affected by a California 
Supreme Court decision released last week. In a 5-2 vote the 
justices ruled that it is “cruel and unusual punishment” to 
require people convicted of soliciting ‘‘lewd and dissolute” 

  
A male and female duo, representing Sutter's Mill, roar into the finish line at the 1th Annual 

Great Tricycle Race on Memorial Day. The annual charity fundraiser is sponsored by The 
Mint, which donated most of the proceeds to AIDS research. More photos inside. (Photo: Rink) 
  

     

Many are re Careful About 
What They Do with Pickups 

Most informed Gay men have been affected by the AIDS 
nic, but a recent survey shows that, although worried 

it, most are continuing to engage in behavior that could 
transmit an AIDS infective agent — and at the same frequency 
as before they found out about AIDS. 

This is one of the findings that came out of a survey of 600 
Gay San Francisco men, done by three psychotherapists who 
were interested in what kind of reactions the acquired im- 
mune deficiency syndrome has had on the Gay community. 

The stud is designed containing 130 questions. 
Laon McK. lla Hor he jous were desighed to man, . hod , Jical history, 

all Bo. PVE Dea HE .. in all forms of 
t was an oi drug and show changes in 

pact « xual behavior of ,.eded data about paterns of their patients and friends, rang- ; oe the act ing from no changes at all in sex- £0 gr as 
ual fre orbehaviortototal  o1"s4 frequency of sexual ac- 

In February, 1983, McKusick ships. : 
designed a i 

re- i 
1. 175 Gay male couples (350 searchers then amore men) were mailed question- 

g : This 
naire, which was based partly on po ee 

. Crime Victim Survey 

  

   
Revised: .-..0.. . 0:2 

Atlas Meeting 
GetsRough .... ..... . p. 4 

AIDS Volunteers 
Thanked .:. ....  ..... p. 6 

Friday Covers 
Milk Dinner ...... .. p. 13 

Warren Does N.Y. 
on:$10-345 .., ..... p. 20 

Film Reviews .. ..... p. 24 

  

    

  

acts to register for a lifetime as ‘‘sex offenders.” 

For nearly 40 years state penal 
code 290 required that every Gay 
male arrested for sexual solicita- 
tion register — and to re-register 
every time he moved within the 
state. Although a man could 
have his arrest for 647a (lewd 
conduct) expunged, he could not 
erase his sexual registration rec- 
ords. A re-registering in every 
city in which he lived included 
fingerprinting and a set of pho- 
tographs. Copies were sent to 
local police sex details, a state 
registration office, and the U.S. 
Department of Justice. 

Allen Eugene Reed, now 54, 
made the challenge in 1979 
when he was convicted of lewd 
conduct. Reed had masturbated 
himself in front of a plainclothes 
officer at a rest stop urinal. The 
challenger was not a Gay activ- 
ist, but became angered when he 
learned that he would be regis- 
tered as a “sex offender” for his 
entire life. 

Reed, formerly married and 
the father of children, has been 
living with the same man for ten 
years at Newhall. He had served 
21 years in the U.S. Air Force, 
retiring honorably as a Senior 
Master Sergeant. He had work- 
ed steadily since his military 
career and had no prior arrests. 

The challenger had told the 
justices during the hearings 
earlier this year that it is ‘harsh 
and irrational for me to register, 
as it forces me to carry the mark 
of Cain for the rest of my life.” 
The petitioner had never sought 
publicity during his 3-year 
testing of the law. When he 
heard of the court decision last 
week, Reed told his attorney, Jay 
Kohorn, “I am glad that some- 
thing good came out of all this.” 
Kohorn said his client wept and 
could barely talk. 

“Petitioner is not the proto- 
type of one who poses a grave 
threat to society,” the majority 
opinion says, ‘“‘nor does his rela- 
tively simple sexual indiscretion 
place him in the ranks of those 
who commit more heinous regis- 
trable offenses.” Justice Frank 
Richardson disagreed, calling 
the act of masturbation in public 
“introductory conduct” that 
could lead to “even more serious 
assaultive sex offenses.” 

The Supreme Court indicated 
that it might look with favor on 
voiding the entire sexual registra- 
tion requirement, but the Reed 
challenge was only on the “lewd 
conduct” section. People con- 
victed of some sex crimes still 

(Continued on next page) 

$12 Million for AIDS Likely 
from Congress 
Funds Pass House; Same Expected from Senate 
by Wayne April 

The House of Representatives passed, 309 to 92, a $4.8 billion supplemental appropriations 
bill last Wednesday that includes $12 million for AIDS research. The surprise money will 
be used to fund AIDS projects through the end of the government's fiscal year, which ends 
October 1. The Department of Health and Human Services will seek an additional $14.5 million 
for AIDS in the 1984 fiscal budget. 

The surprise funding came at 
the last minute and in a highly 
unusual way, according to 
spokespersons with the Gay 
Rights National Lobby and 
Congresswoman Barbara Box- 
er’s office. Both GRNL and 
Boxer’s office had been lobbying 
extensively for the AIDS appro- 
priation before the Appropri- 
ations Committee and among 
members of the House. Three 
weeks earlier, GRNL arranged 
for testimony before the commit- 
tee by Dr. Roger Enlow, Direc- 
tor of New York City’s Office of 
Gay and Lesbian Health Con- 
cerns; Dr. David Ostrow, direc- 
tor of the Chicago Health De- 

partment’s AIDS Office; and 
Ginny Apuzzo, director of the 
National Gay Task Force. 

Although the testimony was 
impressive, and was specifically 
mentioned as such later by 
health subcommittee chair 
William Natcher (D-Kentucky) 
the committee ‘“‘was originally 
resistent”’ to the AIDS funds, ac- 
cording to GRNL spokesperson 
Tanyan Corman. It wasn’t until 
an under the wire letter was 
received from Dr. Edward 
Brandt, Jr., assistant secretary 
for health in the Department of 
Health, saying that the adminis- 
tration wouldn't object to more 

AIDS funding, that the funds 
got inserted into the bill. 

“The committee was really 
angry with the Dept. of Health,” 
said Corman. “They saw it as a 
sudden reversal on Brandt's 
part.” 

Brandt's letter provided a pre- 
+ text for bringing the AIDS fund- 

ing back up, according to Boxer 
aide Mike Housh. “Ordinarily, 
it’s impossible to bring up a mo- 
tion on a bill that has already 
been written out of committee, 
but Natcher did it. Anyone 
could have blocked it, but no one 
did.” 

(Continued on page 5)  


